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despatch from Toronto,
1-th, says: The local banks
>st beseiged during the last
applications from Amerideposit money here. Quite
icse deposits have been leaks not being anxious to re>*-veral banks have opened
A tnericans and are charging
cent, on deposits.Queen
A

~>ued

message to the nafor their expresand atfection as the period
nen the length of her
reign
bed that of any other
but
that
<i'*h,
asking
any nail shall be reserved until
fted sixty years of her
Victoria was crowned on
.Herr Lilienthal of flying
as killed near Berlin
Aug.
■
ring in one of his maatus gave out and he fell
The British government
cent surveys has seized
aluable of the gold mines
had previously been held
ates.The British tramp
ieft Iloilo in the Philippine
di, with a cargo of 2,040
and arrived at Now York
was beaten
by the sailing
oiler, which left the same
and
came
earlier,
by the
">d Hope route, while the
:he nearer steam route.
Malmo confirm the report
is returning from his ather
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North Foie
lie is at

by uniting

Yardoe, and
Hansen.
They

i.

by Lieut.
in which Dr. Nansen exnied to the pole last au; edition failed to reach the
arcli. but got four degrees
an did any previous exording to one report Dr.
in leaving the Train was
north than the steamer
uetrate the ice.
This was
The Waterbury, Conn..
closed work last week for
-viug ^00 operatives out of
barkentine Herbert Fuller
been released by the UnitmmiI general, and may pro•riginal port of destination,
new
difficulty has arisen,
tughlin, the new commander
has been unable to secure a
u the Fuller,
as the seamen
1 her because of the liorricnacted on board.
Captain
as orders from the owners to
has
possible.lapan
just
rebellion in Formosa which
progress since June 25th_it
d that Hon. Wilfred Laurier
: to settle the Manitoba school
the appointment of a special
to hear arguments in the
It is regarded at Washing
t that
Secretary of the Inhas tendered his resignation,
successor will be named bedays—The President in disis uues liisuop,
Jr., and H.
-r from the
military academy
nit. seizes the opportunity to
contempt for hazing in forci■>->'.Miss Abigail Dodge (Gail
(lie famous authoress, died at
Mass., Monday night from the
paralytic shock.
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’olitics. The Republican carnal in Piscataquis
county Aug.
(<-roftsquare when Hon. Harold
"f Bath, son of Arthur Sewall,
candidate for Vice President,
large and enthusiastic rally,
rhe address there were two flag
town.
Mr. Sewall’s address
v with
questions of finance and
Senator John M. Thurston of
who was chairman of the Relational convention, can make
cli in Maine, and Chairman
assigned him to Bath, where
ak Saturday evening, August
"overal prominent Democrats
cave declared their intention to
11 on.
Llewellyn Powers, the Reindidate for Governor, as thereof better
express their disgust
tigs of the Chicago convention,
1

1

'"f

cvv

Frye spoke, Aug. 14th, at
hall, Livermore Falls, on the

of the
1’I'lidance and
(sues

"■mocrats

day.
a

There was a
band.Knox

tureaten

to

bolt

c.

in,in, who was regularly nomisenator on the county ticket and
‘si s to withdraw.Senator Wm.

"Idressed

large Republican rally
Monday afternoon on political
a

Hie meeting was enthusiastic.
the Milo band enlivened the
Special trains were run on the
t Aroostook in order to accommopeople in other parts of- the
At the Republican rally in
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Monday

night, Congressman
Milliken spoke on the issues of
“npaign. Mr. Milliken devoted the

Portion of his time to criticism
diiDemocratic principles.
T. B.
‘'it, Ks.j,
presided, and Hon. S. J.
ton of
Skowliegan preceded Mr.

address.The Republi-

The Veterans Building
Dedicated.

can campaign in Knox
county opened at
Rockport Monday night. Congressman A Gala Day at Windermere
Park, Bally. An Adand
Hon. Charles E. Littlefield
Dingley
dress by Congressman Mllllken and
a good
were the speakers.
Mr. Dingley summartime Generally.
ized the financial and tariff
questions,
The
dedication of the Clough Veterans’
stating that the tampering with the tariff
legislation was the cause for the new Charitable Association’s new building at
dilemma, the silver question, now con- Windermere Park, Unity, last Thursday
fronting the country.Gov. Cleaves drew together one of the largest assemblages
spoke Monday night in Blue Hill to an that ever met in Waldo
county. The weather
audience that fairly overflowed the Conlooked a little threatening at Belfast in
the
gregational church building. He occupied its pulpit, and his method of ex- morning, consequently the attendance from
pounding the doctrine of the gold standard this section was not so large as it would
was chaste and
inspiring. The hard head- otherwise have been, but back from the seaed farmers of that section applauded shore the day opened
beautifully and everyvigorously.The following statement body who could started for Unity. The
regarding the gold standard Democratic first train from Waterville and way stations
convention, to be held in Portland August
the Waterville Band and two car20, was given out at Rockland Monday brought
night by C. Yey Holman: Arrangements loads of passengers, and the next train from
down

roi
Tne
conduct ot
the sound money
Democratic State convention at Portland

Thursday,

practically completed.
of New York,
Tammany’s
distinguished orator,
and Hon. Harvey X. Shepard of Boston
w ill be the
leading speakers of the meeting, so that an oratorical treat is certainly
in store for the friends of the gold standon

Oi.-triot..Rryan and Sewall
a Large Audience.

>

an

Hon.

John K.

are

Fellows

most

ard.
The American Cadet band will furnish music.
The Maine railroad will sell
return tickets at half fare rates to all deto
attend.
The convention will be
siring
held in Congress hall.

Political Points.
It has been decided that Mr. Bryan will enter actively into
the campaign about September 1st, and
continue on the stump until election.
To
obtain needed rest he will spend the next
two weeks at some quiet place, not
yet
decided on.
His visit to Maine will be
postponed to the latter part of September
when Bryan will make a number of
speeches in New England.First Editor
Singerly’s Philadelphia Record bolted the
Chicago platform and ticket, and now
Editor Singerly in person, in his official
position as a Democratic elector, shows
his disgust by repudiating repudiation.
Mr. Singerly has certainly done his full
share in exposing the shams of the Popocratic campaign.Mr. Bryan’s “effort of
his life’’ seems to have disappointed the
Democrats and pleased the Republicans.
.The gold Democrats of Massachusetts
have issued a call for a State convention
ot sound money men at Horticultural
hall, Boston, August 25th, to nominate
delegates to Indianapolis and choose
Presidential electors.Bourke Cochran
signifies a willingness to meet Candidate
Bryan in joint debate.The Boy Orator
of the Platte claims to have made more
speeches in one day, thirty in number, on
his trip from Lincoln, than any other public man ever made in the same length of
time, but the claim is not well founded.
The record on that score is still held by
Mr. Depew, who made forty-two speeches
in a single day on a special train, with
Mr. Blaine, in 1884—The Popocrat strife
continues.
The bitter contention as to
where headquarters shall be located was
referred to Mrs. William .1. Bryan, the
wife of the candidate.
She decided in
favor of Chicago, thus endorsing the view
of Altgeld and Tillman and overturning
the most important campaign plans laid
by Chairman Jones and Senator Gorman.
This lias caused a tremendous rumpus.
Chairman Jones is furious and Senator
Gorman will not be a member of the Campaign Committee, which now must be recast.

Maine Mattkijs.
Henry O. Pierce,
treasurer of the city of Baugor, writes a
Boston banking house that the situation
there is grossly misrepresented.
He says
he has has not had any trouble in borrowing what money he needed so far and that
he shall not be in need of any for several
weeks.The Saco ( ongregational church
has sued the city for damages caused by a
recent confiscation of part of the church
n>i 10
Uue suit
widening ueacn street.
was brought in the name of the
parish
and the other in the name of the pastor.
The case will be entered for trial at the
September term of the Supreme Court_
Winslow Morse of Winneganee, a wellknown lumberman, died at liishome Aug.
1-th.A meeting of the superintendents
of the rural schools of Maine will be held
at the State House. Augusta,
Aug. 31, and
Sept 1. The first session wall begin at
10.30 a. m., Aug. 31.
Governor Cleaves
will deliver The adddress of welcome.
Hon. W. T. Harris, United States commissioner of education, will deliver two
lectures, subjects, first lecture, “What
Shall Be Studied in the Elementary
Schools;” second lecture, “Moral Education in Elementary Schools as Related to
School Discipline.” Other noted speakers
are expected.
The New England fair at
Portland opened Monday with a large attendance. The exhibitions are larger than
ever before, and the hall exhibit in particular is very fine.Capt. John Grant,
for 30 years light keeper at Libby Island
and Matinicus Rock, died at Rockland,
Monday, aged 91 years.
Fish

and

Game.

Capt. William C.

guide, caught a trout last Friday
that weighed nine pounds at Upper
Richardson pond, Rangeley.
George LinHolt,

a

der, Jr., of Rumford Falls caught

Tuesday

at

the West Arm that

a

trout

weighed

9 12 pounds.Fishermen report that
mackerel are running very large and
plentiful off Bootlibay Harbor. A man
named Gilbert brought into that port on
Sunday morning 100 barrels of fish and 40
barrels of salt mackerel.
The off shore
seiners are finishing up the season with
big catches.

The Kindergartener’s in Belmont.
To the Editor of The Journal : It may
be of interest to know that there was a small

gathering, mainly of Dem-Pops., assembled
in Mystic Grange Hall in Belmont on Monday evening, Aug. 10th, to listen to speeches
by Mr. F. I. Wilson and Mr. F. W. Brown
of Belfast. After the usual presentation
speech by the Dem-Pop. candidate for State
senator Mr.
Wilson caught his breath,
gathered himself together, and began speaking. His remarks were mainly upon the
silver question, and when he had spoken for
about 30 minutes he had not said anything.
Then he said: “Now, in 1873, when silver
was demontized.”
Well, Mr. Editor, that is
enough of that. Now let me educate Mr.

Wilson a little. The Websterian definition
of demonetized is to deprive of current
value. Now let Mr. Wilson explain how
silver was demonetized by the act of 1873.
Of Mr. Brown we will say but little. He
was the prettiest fellow in the crowd and
was

looking

as

bright

as

a

fifty-three-cent

silver dollar. Now, Mr. Editor, Mr. Wilson
should speak in Belmont once more this fall,
and if he will we feel confident that every
man in towu, with the exception of the DemPop. candidates for State Senator and County Commissioner and two or three disgruntled Democratic-greenback-populist cranks,
will vote for McKinley this fall.
A Belmont Republican.

large Railway Map of United States,
arranged in sections as to be entirely
practicable and convenient to passenger in
any position, is contained in the RandMcNally Railway Guide. This will aid the
most inexperienced traveler in tracing his
A

so

route.

ed a deed of the lot to the association. “We
owe this Association,” he said, “to one man,
Dr. Billings. He has even become so interested at times in this work that it has driven
everything else from his mind. He has been
known to visit a patient and leave as a prescription, ‘Take five shares of Clough Veter-

1896.

NUMBF-rImT

Knocked out at Northport.

PERSONAL.

PERSONAL.

The Boy Orators Encounter the Logic and Facia
Mrs. A. P. Colson went to Bath last week,
or an Advocate of Honest Money.
Hon. C. B. Morton of Augusta was in town
To the Editor of The Journal: Last
Monday.
the
Friday evening
boy orators of the PassaMiss Sarah Haney is at home from Boston
waukeag addressed a small meeting at
an Charitable Association stock.’
We pro- Northport and made the following state- for a visit.
pose to administer to him another prescrip- ments : 1st. That all the farmers in the
Edwin Haney is at home from Boston for
tion this fall and make him take it.” Here county were losing money; 2d, that the only a short visit.
Mr. Gordon unrolled a sheet on which was prosperous times this county had ever known
C. B. Hail returned Tuesday from a busiwritten the following prescription:
were previous to 1873 and that since then
ness trip to Boston.
R,
bad times had almost continuously prevailEdwin Frost and family are to move to
Senat. Stat.
anni ii.
ed. 3d. That the cause of those prosperous
Pecunine Honestne,
Middletown, Ct., soon.
times was abundance of money, and the
Auri,
Miss Elia Orne of Rockland is
a. a.
visiting her
Argenti,
present hard times were caused by scarcity
q. s.
Edwin A. Staples.
Votie,
q. 3.
of money. 4th. That the abundance of uncle,
Misc. Sig. To be taken in one dose Sept.
Charles W. Cross went to Bangor
money before 1873 was caused by the free
Sunday,
14, 1896.
where he has employment.
Mr. Gordon translated the prescription as coinage of silver and that the present scarcithe road
three
brought
car-loads follows:
Miss Josie Willis left Monday for a visit to
ty was caused by demonetization. Kth. That
from Belfast, Brooks, Knox and
the present low prices of farm products were
relatives in Massachusetts.
Thorndike, Take:
and neighboring points.
State Senate,
due to the above cause, and that all that
Every town in
two years.
D. S. Simpson of
Everett, Mass., was at
Waldo county was represented, and there
Honest Money,
was necessary to make things hum was the
the Windsor House, Aug. 13th.
Gold,
were
large delegations from Waterville,
free
and
unlimited coinage of silver in the
Silver, equal parts. Sufiicient quantity.
Mrs. Lizzie S. Hall is in Boston
Bangor, Pittsfield and other places in Kenvisiting
As many as necessary.
United States at the ratio of IK to 1. It
Votes,
the family of her son, Fred Hall.
Mix. Directions—To be taken in one
nebec, Somerset, Piscataquis and Penobscot
seemed perfectly clear to the speakers that
dose Sept. 14, 1896.
counties. The number of teams hitched in
Miss Mabel Raney of Waterville arrived
it was a very simple matter for the GovernDr. Billiugs then arose and was greeted
the adjacent fields and along the
by ment to double the value of some four thous- Saturday to visit Mrs. I*. H. Welch.
highways
reminded one of the big day at Monroe fair three hearty cheers from the audience, and and millions dollars worth of silver
W. L. Cook of Wollaston,
extant
Mass., is visita strain of ‘‘Hail to the Chief” from the
or the old-time
in the world and that in some miraculous
Northport campmeeting. At
relatives in Belfast and Morrill.
ing
Baud.
He
thanked
the veterans and
briefly
10 o’clock, the time for opening the
the
of
way
price
exercises, others
everything else would leap
John H. Healey has gone to South Norpresent for the welcome he had rethere were no less than four thousand
skyward in exuberent sympathy.
peoridwock, where he has employment.
and
some of the future
ceived,
explained
ple on the grounds.
The audience, however, remained in a
Charles E. Stevens went to Ellsworth last
After a selection by the band and prayer plans ot the Association. They intend to state of unreasonable
depression until a
further
the
and
improve
building
beautify quiet gentleman in the back seat was called Friday to visit his wife, who is quite ill.
by Rev. A. P. Hatch Dr. A. J. Billings of
the grounds, thus making their part of
Clinton and Clifford Faskett of SomerFreedom, President of the Clough Veteran
upon to supplement the addresses of the evenCharitable Association, introduced Miss Windermere Park a place of beauty, where ing. He said it was not a fact that the far- ville, Mass., are visiting at H. O. Dodge’s.
Helen C. Thomas of Unity, who, in behalf of veterans or stockholders with their families mers were all poverty
Herbert T. Field left by train
stricken; that it was
Monday
C. F. Pilley Relief Corps of that village, may come and take comfort. The doctor not a fact that times had been
terribly bad morning to spend a vacation in Aroostook.
then asked for further subscriptions to the
presented the association with a large and
since 1873, but that never had the nation
Mrs. Ernest Davis of Rockland is a
stock of the company and was successful in
guest
handsome flag. Miss Thomas said:
achieved such prosperity as in the period
of Misses Maud E. and Mabel R. Mathews.
a goodly sum.
raising
from
1873
to
I present this flag to the Clough Veterans’
1893, and that the last two years
Further remarks were made by Capt.
Miss Maud K. Russell left by train
Charitable Association. The ladies being
of the last administration had been conspicMonday
Baker, A. E. Nickerson and H. E. Dawson,
very anxious to do something to help this
that the alleged hard for a visit of two weeks in Boston and vicinuously
prosperous;
association, she said, could think of no better and after another selection by the Band the
times could not be due to the demonetiza- ity.
or more
appropriate gift than this flag. It meeting
adjourned for dinner, which tion of silver in 1873, because we had coined
waves from the Great Lakes to the EverMr. A. T. Colburn of Toledo, Ohio, made
was
served free in the dining room of the
glades of Florida, and from the Golden Gate
since then more than fifty times as many a brief visit to relatives in this
city last
of California to the rocky hills of this old Association
building to all veterans and silver dollars as had been coined in the week.
Pine Tree State. Take it and with it the
stockholders
and
their
after
which
families,
sincere good wishes of every member of our
whole history of the country up to that time;
Mrs. Ellen Richardson and Mrs. Daniel
Corps; and as we all shall look to-day on its the multitude was fed at the regular rates. that the alleged hard times were not due to Rowe
went to Bucksport Sunday for a ten
bright folds may the sight inspire each and Over 600 people took dinner at this place. the
shrinkage of the currency, because the days’ visit.
every one to a nobler patriotism, a deeper The
dining room at the hotel on the Park
and more unswerving devotion to God and
issue
had
money
nearly doubled since 1873;
Mrs. Walter D. Staples and daughter rewas crowded for more than two
our country—one
hours, and that the low price of wheat was due to
country, one language,
large- turned Tuesday from a week's visit to friends
one flag.”
hundreds of visitors brought lunch baskets
ly increased supply from India, Argentina, in
Dr. A. J. Billings of Freedom, President and took their dinners in the
Rockport.
grove.
and other free silver countries where labor
of the Association, made the speech of acThe afternoon was pleasantly spent in
Mrs. Geo. D. Otis and daughter of Boston,
was from 3 to 15 cents per day.
In short
ceptance. He said:
strolling about the groves, sailing or rowing the
arrived Saturday morning at Bay View farm
quiet gentleman utterly demolished
In the name of the Clough Veterans’ Char- on the lake,
in East Belfast.
taking short trips on the little every statement of the previous
speakers to
itable Association, I accept this flag and into steamer
Olympic, or in such other ways as which he at all alluded.
Mrs. Leslie Hubbard of Waterville visited
its care I place it, for where could you find
keepers more faithful? Many of its mem- might suggest themselves. The band gave
he said the cause of the pres- her parents, Mr. and Mrs. I. V. Miller of this
Continuing,
bers fought for it, and they are sure to care a short concert in the Hall at 10 cents adent depression may be first seen when, in
city, last week.
it. And now, comrades, I turn to you, demission, followed by a dance.
fenders of the flag j7ou love so much, and
1892, a party pledged to free trade carried the
Mrs. Ella Hanson of South Boston returnIll the early evening there was a band
say it is no wonder that added years only
country. The manufacturers seeing that raw ed home last Friday from a visit to friends
increase the public appreciation of that pre- concert, with some literary exercises, a
material would be cheaper curtailed produc- in Belfast and
eminent service which you have rendered
vicinity.
ball, with music by Hall’s orchestra of tion of
goods, and wholesalers, seeing that
your country.
Waterville.
Herbert Imrd of Brooksville is spending
It is not surprising that the ties which
were coming on the
cheaper
goods
market, his vacation from Kent’s Hill with his
The business meeting of the Association
bind together the hearts Of veterans here
uncle,
withheld orders from the mills. In conseform a fraternity unequaled, and tell if you was adjourned two weeks.
N. S. Lord of this city.
men
were thrown out of
can why friendship should not exist among
quence
employChas. C. Sargent of New York was in Belyou for your friendships were forged in the
ment. They, in turn, ceased to buy and the
Obituary.
furnace of war (Applause), and-your fraterfast Saturday with the remains of his motheffects were everywhere felt, in every line
nity was made through the touch of elbows
Mrs. Mary E. Hatch.
Mary Elizabeth, wife of the late Capt, of business from the city to the farm. About er,
in front of blazing cannon.
(Applause).
Mrs. A. X". Willis and Mrs. R. L. Smith of
No matter if the veteran soldier is poor in Nathaniel Hatch, died at the home of her 890,000,000 worth of goods were now each
purse and humble in position, and it may be
Mrs. Ann M. Lothrop of New year bought abroad which our people for- Detroit, Mich., are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
somewhat ignorant, for many of them pass- daughter,
ed their school boy days in war duties, he \urk, Aug. 12th. Mrs. Hatcu was born in merly made at home, and of course we miss P. M. .Tones of East Belfast,
has proved the possession of moral and self- Gloucester, Mass., Oct. 7, 1805, and in early this money in our business and a good
Eugene A. Clark of Lowell will arrive tomany
sacrificing courage (Applause). Men may in life married Herbert E. Sargent of Glouces- people have no work to do. 1'p to this point
day to visit his wife, who is witli her parents,
the mad rush of American life be guilty of
injustice to the veterans who secured the ter, and came to Belfast in the year 1827, nobody ventured to dispute a single assertion Mr. and Mrs. Loren Fletcher.
stability and prosperity of our beloved where she lived for about 50 years. Her made.
Miss Blanche Downs of Boston, who has
country. Still, boys, the fact remains, and maiden name was Eogers and it was with
Pending a discussion on the maintenance been
we know that the men who saved the land
visiting her grandmother, Mrs. Belief
of
the
of
that she could trace her family name
parity
gold and silver a good many Brier, returned home
are its best citizens, the bravest and
grand- pride
Saturday.
back to the martyr, John Eogers. She was questions were asked and answered and the
est aristocracy.
(Applause).
Miss Alice L. South worth returned to her
fond of relating the experiences of her
The veterans then saluted the dag, and
early boys gave it up as a bad job. The quiet gentlemen then turned and said, “Now, may I home in Thomaston Friday, after a visit to
the baud played a selection, after which the j life, particularly those connected with the
war of 1812, and of seeing
ask one question: In what way and to what j her cousin, Miss Edith M. Scuthworth.
on
his
Lafayette
services were adjourned to the Hall, which !
extent will free silver benefit the farmers?”
J. E, Kelley, wife and son of Boston and
was filled to
its utmost capacity, while i visit to America. She retained her faculties
to the last and but for the excessive heat of It was the first information he had asked for
Mrs. James B. Waterman of Taunton arrivhundreds were unable to get in.
and a hush fell on the meeting lasting until ed Sunday to visit Mr. Franklin Banks.
lhe services inside opened with the over- this season uiight have lived much longer.
one of the speakers
She
was possessed of a strong character and
leaped to his feet and
“Poet
and
ture,
Glias. O. Parsons, wife and child of FlorPeasant,” from Suppe, by
the Waterville Band, followed by prayer by was very firm in her friendships. She was poured forth a fervent phillipic against the ence, Mass., arrived Tuesday to visit Mrs.
the
coal
barons
and
the
a
bankers,
railroads.
Universalist
and
was
one of the prime
Elder A. P. Hatch of Troy. Prof. R. B.
P.’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Dilworth.
he at last paused for breath the
quiet
Hall, leader of the band, then gave as a movers in forming the church of that de- When
Hon. Wm. C. Marshall left by train Monsaid
with a smile, “My friend,
nomination in this city. Her work in the gentleman
cornet solo, “Will You Then be True?”
day morning to attend meetings of the State
Dr. Billings then introduced as the church and iu charitable lines will be re- you wander—from the subject”—and the
Assessors in Cumberland and York counties.
speaker of the day, Hon. Seth L. Milliken membered by many of our older citizens. meeting adjourned.
Mr. E. J. Cunuiugham of Tompkinsville,
After the meeting one of the speakers told
and his appearance was greeted with loud She manifested in her life the sterling ijualiand continuous applause, a mark of the ties of the old New England ancestry. The the writer that he would have talked differ- Staten Island, New York, is-making his annual visit to relatives in Montville and Belveteran’s appreciation of his services in last of her life was spent with her son, Chas. ently had he supposed he was speaking to
their behalf. He paid a well deserved trib- C. Sargent, and her daughter, Mrs. Aim M. an intelligent audience—a great compliment fast.
Mrs. Levi G. Seavey and daughters Aurelia
ute to President Billings and Mr. Gorham Lothrop of New York, but she will be re- to his audience!
One Who was Present.
and Eftie arrived from Greendale, Mass.,
Clough for the part they have taken in es- membered by many of our older people.

home, the dedication of .tier surviving children are Chas. C. SarWaldo Good Templars.
which is of double significance. It is dedi- gent, Mrs. Ann M. Lothrop and Mrs. Lucy
F.
of
Willey
cated to the men who, 35 years ago, gave
Philadelphia. Her remains
The midsummer session of Waldo District
their lives to their country. The ranks of were brought to this city last Saturday ac- Lodge of Good Templars was held Saturday,
the veterans are growing thinner year by companied by Mr. Chas. C. Sargent, her son, Aug. loth, with Sea Isle Lodge, Islesboro.
and by her granddaughter, Mrs. F. W. Pote. The
delegates from Belfast and points up
year, but in the organization of the Sons of ;
Veterans we have a nucleus which shall Funeral services were held in New York, the railroad left here at 10 o’clock on the
and the interment was made in the family
serve to keep alive the reverence for our
regular trip of the steamer Castine, and on
lot in Grove cemetery. The floral offerings arrival at
Ryder’s Cove found an excellent
country’s defenders. The Grand Army of
were very handsome, and included a sheaf
dinner prepared for them.
the Republic is a patriotic organization: it
of wheat from her son Charles; a wreath of
The session opened at 2 p. in., by Past Disfosters a love of country. Yet there are
from her daughter, Mrs. Lothrop; cut trict
still those who talk otherwise. He severely ivy
Templar, F. S. Dolliff of Jackson. The
flowers from her daughter, Mrs. Willey; a
criticised President Eliot of Harvard Colfollowing officers were present and in their
cross from Mr. and Mrs. Sumner W. Lothstations: Secretary, T. H. Fernald, Belfast;
lege for his utterances in regard to the orrop; white pinks and asters from Mrs. F. Guard, Etta Dodge, Jackson; Deputy Marganization, and said that the names and W.
anti
from
flowers
Mrs.
T.
B.
Dins- shal, Nellie F. Gordon,
Pote;
valiant deeds of the Union veterans would
Belfast; Ass’t Secrnore, Mrs. Geo. R. Carter, Mrs. Chas. Crawretary, Flora Webber, Belfast. Stations
be held in cherished remembrance long
ford and others.
filled pro tern as follows: District
were
after such revilers shall be forgotten. The
F. S. Dolliff, Jackson; Vice TemTemplar,
work of these men of the Grand Army,
W.
White
died
James
at
his
home
Capt.
plar, Lora Maxcy, Belfast; Councilor, Fred
from '01 to ’65, not only saved our own coun- near the
Upper Bridge last Sunday at the
try but it had its intiuence abroad. France, age of 70 years. Capt. White was a native Pendleton, Islesboro; Chaplain, Mrs. E. L.
Brazil, the islands of the Pacific, and other of Belfast and was for many years a well- Brackett, Belfast; Supt. Juvenile Temples,
Mrs. J. W. Jewett, Jackson; Marshal, Lilcountries, have taken courage and adopted known master mariner in the coasting trade.
a Republican form of government.
Had He was honored and respected by all with lian L. Fernald, Belfast; Past District TemBurnham.
Five
you failed it would have set civilization j whom he did business, and was a good citi- plar, George Reynolds,
back 100 years, but your success set it ahead j zen and neighbor. He leaves a widow', for- lodges were represented, and the reports
200 years. It will be a sorry day for this ! merly Miss Sarah Jane Gilmore, and three showed a gain in membership in the district
since the '.ast meeting.
country when she forgets the boys who j daughters, Mrs. Ella West, Mrs. V. D. PatFrank W. Gowen, International Supreme
fought for her preservation from 1861 to j tershall and Mrs. Flora J. Heath.
Lecturer, gave an able address on the good
He has no soul worth saving who
1865.
of the order.
monument only the
Trotting at Pittsfield.
sees in Bunker Hill
The committee on resolutions reported
cost of the stone and mortar, or who is not
At Union Park, Pittsfield, Aug. 14, the
and the report was adopted. The resolumoved to patriotic feelings by the deeds of first event was the 2.25 stake, trot and pace.
Nine started. After four heats Dual, eh. s., tions express sympathy for Past District
our noble heroes.
by Edgemark, owned bj’ G. B. Ingraham, Counselor, W. B. Hatch of Islesboro, who is
At the close of Mr. Milliken’s address the
West Rockport, won in three straight heats. confined to his house
by a fever; thanks to
baud played the medley overture “Around The first two heats were won by Johnnie
Sea Isle Lodge ft>r entertainment and the
the Metropolis,’’ arranged by Beyer.
Wilkes, third and fourth by Lucy Strike.
2 22 1-2, 2.20 1-4, 2.21, 2.24,’2.23 1-4,
hearty welcome shown; calling for co-operaCapt. Charles Baker of Belfast then pre- 2Time,
25 1-4, 2.31.
The second event was the tion of other temperance
societies, churches
sented the following resolution:
three minute class. Nine started. It was
and pastors in forwarding the work of total
Resolved, That the thanks of the veterans w'on by Young Nelson, ch. g. by Nelson,
of Waldo county, and all who would enumer- owned by Chas. Dunton of Fairfield; Head- abstinence and prohibition; thanks to the
ate the achievements and far-reaching victory
light, second; Flashlight, third; best time, Maine Central Railroad Co. for favors; to
of Union soldiers in the war for the life of 2.28.
F. W. Gowen for his address; and urging
First on the card Aug. 15th was the 2.30
the nation, all who know patriotism and
would keep alive a love of country in the class, trot and pace, for a purse of $200 with Good Templars not to forget to uphold temhearts of the people, are due to Comrade A. 11 starters and was won in three straight perance and prohibition, as that question is
J. Billings for the energy and enterprise he heats by Vichmont, owned by L. H. Ryder of
greater importance than the problem of
has displayed in causing the erection of this of Old Town; Maud Pitcher, second; Twielegant building for the use of the veterans light Wilkes, third ; best time, 2.27 1-4. The free silver.
second event was the 2.40 class, trot and
of Waldo county.
The following committee was appointed
$100. Startling, bg, by Tom to visit the
Capt. Baker then assumed the chair and pace, purse
lodges in the district; T. H. Ferof
J.
A.
McLean
King,
Augusta,
asked all who wished this resolution passed, won, the first two heats and the lastowner, nald, Belfast; F. S. Dolliff, Jackson; W. F
heat;
to rise. Everybody in the hall stood up and
Maud W., second; C. H. Nelson, third; best Kellar, Islesboro.
three ringing cheers were given for Dr. A. time, 2.32 1-2. Iu the afternoon the first
The next session will be held with Geo. E.
event, the 2.35 stake, trot and pace, purse
J. Billings.
$300, was won by Marion, bm, by Dictator Brackett lodge of Jackson in November.
The veterans next met in a campfire, which Chief, W. D. Haley of South Gardiner, ownAs a heavy fog set in Capt. Smallidge did
was a lively and social occasion.
Mr. John er ; Pilot Wilkes, second ; best time, 2.23 1.4. not come after the delegates until Sunday
In the 2.10 class, trot and pace, much interII. Gordon of Brooks was first called on, as est was
manifested. The first heat was de- morning. The members of Sea Isle lodge
an adopted son of the Fourth Maine.
As clared a dead heat between Edmund and offered entertainment to the delegates,
chairman of the building committee he re- Edwin M. after which Edmund, bg, by Nel- which was thankfully accepted by many,
son, G. C. Edwards of Fairfield, owner, won
ported that there had been expended on the in
three heats; The Seer, second; Ervin H., though a few spent the night on board the
building and grounds $1,700, and he present- third ; time, 2 19, 2.20, 2.21, 2.20 3-4.
steamer Sedgwick at the wharf.

tablishing

yesterday

this

to

visit

James B. Ames and
in town Tuesday.

went to

sons

of

Dover TuesCastine

were

Miss Alice Murray of Bangor is
visiting
relatives in this city.
J. J. Barry of Boston arrived
Monday for a short visit.

in

Belfast

A. B. Burkinan of Everett, Mass., is visiting relatives in Belfast and Northport.
O. H. Dilworth of Waterville is
spending
weeks’ vacation at Capital Island.

two

a

Mr. A. L. Pitcher and Miss Lotta Pitcher
Beverly, Mass., are guests of Mr. T. W.
Pitcher.

of

G.

Lombard left by train yesterday
the Governor’s Day reception at Rigby Park.
P.

to attend

noon

Misses Annie V. and Caroline W. Field
Boston by steamer City of Bangor
Tuesday night for a short visit.
went to

A. A. Drury and wife will go to
Brockton,
Mass., soon to take charge of the Montello
House, which he will open Sept. 1st.

Mrs. Washington Becker and W. S. Becker
of Milwaukee, Wis., who are
spending the
summer in Castine, were at the Revere
House last Saturday.
John Jones returned home
Tuesday
three weeks’ visit in Warren, accompanied by her daughter, Mrs. J. N. Vinal
They made the trip by carriage.
Mrs.

from

a

Mrs. D. B. Stockham and Miss
Bartlett,
who have been guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. C.
Thompson, left for Gardiner, Me., Tuesday.
Mr. George T. Stockham left by train for bis
home in Kansas City, Mo., the same day.
Albert S. Stoney is in receipt of copies of
the Western Painter, a magazine published
in

Chicago, which contains an article on
“The East Coast of Florida,” illustrated
by
his brother-in-law, A. E. Sussex of
Orange

City, Fla.

Concerning

Local

Industries.

Alonzo Holmes loaded live cars with spool
wood at Citypoint for Bangor last week. It
was loaded at Bangor on a steamer for Glasgow, Scotland.
The Unit}' creamery is now receiving 2 1-2
tons of milk and sending out 250
pounds of
butter per day. The product linds a ready
sale at Bar Harbor, Seal Harbor and other
resorts along the coast during the summer
season, and in the cities during the winter.
Warren lias just signed a contract
«>f Charlestown Bridgecut granite—and it is a large job.
He will
do this work at his quarry at Prospect
Ferry, and will employ a large crew of men.
It will require nearly a year to do the job.
E. L.

for

a

large portion

Mathews Bros, have secured the ontra'd
furnish the doors, sashes, etc., for the new
residence Senator Eugene Hale is building at
Ellsworth to replace the one burned last

to

winter. It is to be a very handsome edifice,
and all the stock will be first class
The
tirrn is also building a handsome store frort
for Ellsworth parties.

All the mills on (loose River will lie shut
down for two weeks beginning next Mouday, for repairs to the Light & Power Co.’s
dam at th*; mouth of the river. Other dams
»>n the river will he repaired if any are found
to he needed. The hay oil the meadows will
be «ait at. the time.
At the electro- works the
engine, dynamos and other machinery have
been painted and the interior now presents
a

very attractive

appearance
S. Heal returned last week from a trip
to Hancock county, where lie had been setting monuments and taking orders for his
firm, Harrison, Wood & Co. The work includes a large hall monument for R. C.
A.

Leach, a cottage monument for Dr. B. H.
Winslow, a sarcophagus for the Heath family, two Oak Hill tablets for John Patterson
and other work for Bucksport parties; and a
handsome tablet for Mrs James B. Moody
of West Brooksville, to be set. at Belfast.
The firm also has work on hand for parties
in Unity, Camden, Morrill and other places

News

her aunt, Mrs. John S.

Fernald.

of

the

Granges.

regular meeting of Waldo Countywas liehl Tuesday, Aug. 18th, with
Stockton Grange
f
Stockton Springs.
Thirteen grauges were represented.
The
The

Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Burd^ and daughter of
West Medford, Mass., arrived last week and
are at their cottage at Little River for
j short visit.

|

Capt. Charles Baker
day on business.

a

Mrs. Charles Braddock of Lynn, Mass., returned home last Saturday from a visit to
her father, William Q. Spinney. Her sister
Lillian accompanied her.
Misses Josephine and Mary Kealey of East
Pittston, accompanied by their friend, Miss
Clark, left for their home Tuesday after a
week’s visit to their brother, Rev. Fr. John
F. Kealey.
Miss Florida B. McKeen left last Thursday for Waltham, Mass. She will spend two
weeks at Old Orchard, returning to Waltham Sundays to fill her position as organist
of the First Uuiversalist Church.

Grange

usual business of the session was transacted
a class instructed in the lift!) degree.
The discussion drifted from the main question and the silver question was discussed
by Daniel Dyer and Crawford S. Griffin.
The next meeting will be with Equity
and

Grange, Belfast, September 22d, at which
time the officers will tie elected and installed.
Granite Grange held its regular meetings
through haying with a good attendance and
good interest. We have two hundred members and more coming. I can see the effects
of the Grange in our community.
We visit
more, have letter society, are better united
anu

take

more

interest in the community

F. Brown is visiting the various
cities in the State in the interest of the In-

through
through

dustrial department, collecting information,
etc., wrhich will be placed in the next annual report of Labor Commissioner Matthews. He left Monday morning for Lewus-

get a new sclioolhouse. Although the town
built it, yet we think the people were more

Arthur

ton.
Mr. and Mrs. M. V. Stetson of Melrose,
Mass., arrived here Sunday for a visit. Mr.
Stetson wras foreman of The Republican
Journal and the Progressive Age offices
for several years.
He moved to Masachusetts in 1868, andihas since been employed on the Boston Journal.
W. K. Morison or Minneapolis arrived last
Friday for a visit to friends in Belfast and
Searsport. He joined Dr. Nichols in a trip
down the bay in the sloop Jennette from
Searsport. Tuesday afternoon he left for
home, accompanied by his sister, Mrs. Anna
Adams, and their niece, Miss Avis Morison.

Thos. E. Shea, supported by a strong company, will present his new play, The Mau-'owar’s-man, and Red Light, at Farw’ell hall,
Rockland, Aug. 21st and 22nd. Heretofore
Mr. Shea has been his own manager, but he
is now under the direction of George H.
Brennan, who formerly managed Jos.
Haworth.
Mr. Chas. C. Sargent, Jr., of New York
has an interesting story in Munsey's Magazine for August, which shows considerable
talent. Mr. Sargent is to be congratulated
on the success of his first effort in literature.
He has lately written a burlesque opera entitled “Anthqpy and Cleopatra, which is be-

ing set to music
ing winter.

to

be brought out the

com-

the
the

Grange,
Grange,

We h
and

ive a

l think

good hall
it helped

anxious through the Grauge. Anything that
tends to build up a community is a help, and
when we pull together a few become strong.
In union there is strength, and that is one of
the principles of our order.
We are bound

together by brotherly love and will work
for the good of mankind.
A Patron.
The New Shoe
The

Factory Project.

shoe factory project is progressing very favorably. in a quiet busin* ss-like
way. The papers for permanent stock subscriptions have been drawn up, and will be
circulated in a few days among those who
new

signed the original pap« rs. The first papers
merely specified in a general way the subscription to stock in a shoe factory, and -»u

these the necessary amount was r used. The
second papers will be drawn in legal form
with definite details. The parties interested
are considering the
question of location,
some other available buildings besides the
Dana laboratory having be. u found. Among
them are the Coliseum, the Skoda laboratory
and the Critcliett & Sibley annex, either of
which could easily be fitted for the business.
Mr. L eGro and the foreman of his factory
were here Monday, with their wives, and
held a consultation on the matter with parties here.
Iu the afternoon Mr. A. C. Sibley
took them by carriage to Mt. Percival and
about the city.
Secret

Societies.

Tarratine Tribe, 1. (). R. M., has a transparency at K. of P. hall which is lighted on
the evenings of meetings.
The annual field day of the First Regiment, U. R., K. of P., will be held at Augusta, Wednesday, Sept. lb. Belfast Division is preparing to attend as a body.

I

I

that the great influence of Mr. Cockran’s
will be thrown against the Populist

■

name

campaign.”
Warner, Collector

element in this

Hon. Winslow

of the

j

aitvJdl/er
every case and every kind
of Bowel Complaint la

anything
already said
on the subject. I have stated my position
already. 1 am in favor of any plan that
will aid in defeating Bryan, and for that
purpose I shall vote for McKinley, not because I am a Republican, but because I
add to what X have

ainlfil/er

1 his is a true statement ana

it can’t be made too strong

the best way to defeat

believe that it is

Chicago ticket.
Ex-Mayor Frederick

too

or

the

ton

posed

Sound

Honor,

Men Who Hold

The number of Democrats who

regard

above party, and who have
announced their intention to aid in suppressing anarchy and repudiation by votas

ing for McKinley and Hobart, steadily increases.

The

bolting Democratic newsincluding the leading and most

papers,
inliuential journals, now number about
two hundred.*
The college Presidents,
who appear to have been Democrats with

hardly

an

imous

in

Kinley
of

New

are practically unanMcKinley and Hobart.
tributes paid to Mr. Mc-

exception,
favor of

One of tlie finest

is that from Hon. Abram s. Hewitt
urk.wlio served in Congress with

Presidential candidate and who says
that he is a man of ability, integrity, and
worthy of every confidence. Mr. Hewitt
our

needs

Fashions

Democrats, at
least to those familiar with the personnel
j
of their party.
He is a man of ability
who has served bis party in Congress and
as Mayor of New York
city, and who has I
successfully conducted large business enFor a year or more he kept his ]
terprises
iron work" lurming at a loss rather than |
discharge Ids workmen

or

reduce their

pay, a prai rical jn>of of his regard for
the la bo ling man.
m

view

at

Newport.

introduction to

no

last week" i>suo
wit:

we

published an

inter-

tleloquent

iiourke Cock ran

Democratic orator,
of New York city, and

of Blau;

Popularity

Trimmings.
White Hats. Ostrich Feather tapes.
Yachting and Bathing Suits: “Leggin Hose.”

The

Black

or

method of

line white muslin is very
and three or four rows on a

Black lace

j effective,

skirt, with

a

on

edge and crossdenote tritely elegant

ruffle at the

VOTING

their abhorrence of

PEOPLE

Communism, Populism and Anarchy.”
At a recent meeting in Brockton,
Mass.,
of the Democratic city committee a letter

tulle and white wings, on their drives
promenades, their charms enhanced

lead from Hon. William L.
Douglas,
repudiating the Chicago platform. In his

white ostrich feather capes or boas: and
homely indeed must lie the face that is

was

ieiter Mr.

Croup,

Toothache.

Bold Bvoryu/horo.

Douglas

says:
J am still a Democrat: but when the
honor, the integrity, the very life of my
country is attacked, then partisanship
dwindles into insignificance. I believe in
my country first, party politics after.
And so believing, 1. or no other man who
i> a Democrat from
principle, can support Biyan and bewail, the Populist nominees of the alleged Democratic National
Convention.
“J am deeply interested in the material
welfare of the city of Brockton and its
people, as weil as the welfare of the people of eveiy section of our country. What
is for their good is for
my personal beuetit. what is for t Heir injury is my personal loss.
After long and assiduous study
of the question in all its
details, J array
on
the side of the gold standard
myself
sometimes
called sound money
advocates,
men.

“J take this stand because I believe its
triumph is for the best interests of all the
people of Brockton, as well as for the best
nterests of the country as a whole.
Free
silver at the ratio of 10 to 1 means
misery
and deprivation for my
working people and
the serious contraction of
my business.
Without the prosperity of the common
who
are in fact the capitalists as
people,
well as the controllers of the
nation, manufacturers and employers of all kinds of
laooi cannot
With
the factories
prosper.
of Brockton closed and our
working people
searching lor work which cannot be
found, what is to become of the thousands
upon thousands of dollars invested by
these people in homes, in
savings banks,
or in insurance
policies? If you will but
consider for a moment you can see that
this Hi to 1 craze can be of no
possible
benefit to our friends of the South and
West, and is sure to bring misery and disaster upon us of the North and East.
“Now is the time for all the
workingmen
throughout this great republic,
whether they be shoemakers here iu
Brockton, farmers out West, or clerks in
our
mercantile establishments, to use
their best judgment and
intelligence as
business men.
Their labor, which is
their capital, is in danger of being scaled
down about one-half by the adoption of
the free coinage of silver at the ratio of 10
to 1.
Money for pensions, insurance policies, the savings banks and for all labor
will he paid out in 53-cent dollars.
“It is a well authenticated fact that
wages for labor do not advance in proportion to the advance in the price of the
necessaries of life.
If they did nothing
would be gained.
Labor is better paid in
gold standard countries than in silver
standard countries. No silver standard
country of the world has a per capita exceeding $5, while Mexico, admittedly the
most prosperous of all silver standard
countries, has a per capita of only $4.91.
Look at China, Japan and the other silver
countries.
They have the poorest paid
labor in the world.
There is vastly more
money per capita in circulation in gold
standard countries than in silver standard
countries.
The interests of the working
people demand that the gold standard be
maintained, and I feel sure that a majority of your committee w ill agree with me
after a careful study of the case.”
Mr. Douglas’ advice to the committee
was to forbear the endorsement of
any
ticket at this time.
Nevertheless, the
committee unanimously and unqualifiedly endorsed the Chicago ticket and platform.

The

Political

Situation.

III.
To

the

Editor of The Journal:

I

closed my last article showing the alleged
of the silver party for asking the
people of this nation to adopt their theo-

reasons

if

ries, which,

adopted,

would most

cer-

tainly plunge

the business of the country
into confusion by reason of the doubt and
it would create.

uncertainty
that

of their

one

ation for the

I had shown

reasons was

their

vener-

and silver money of the
constitution that did not exist in the constitution.

gold

And another was their desire

the wrong committed in 1873 by
the “demonetization” of silver, when, in

to

right

fact,

it

was

not

One other

demonetized.

thing they allege, which is that there is
not sufficient currency in the country to
transact
crease

it

and

business,
they propose
by the free coinage of silver

to

look

lovely

all-white hats of

in

attractive

not

in

such

chiffon,
or

by

environments.

Heavier wraps are often necessary in view
of ocean breezes or cool changes, and
velvet

velutina capes serve a greater
variety of purposes than those of ary
other material, it being difficult to distinor

the latter fabric from

guish

silk velvet at the distance of
YACHTING

feature of

yachting

IS

A

a

high-grade
few feet.

I'UOMIXENT

in-

at

a

Newport life; consequently,
special attention.

suits command

white serge meet all requirements.
Plain
skirts and short jackets trimmed with gilt,
or

white

braid, arranged

in cross-

wise clusters down the front, on a revers
plain Eton (or Zouave) jacket, each

or

strap terminating at a gilt button, constitute stylish costumes, the addition of a
white leather beit being optional.
White
cloth

revers

blue

abundant.

The first of these

propositions I shall treat more fully hereafter, the second I wish to consider here.
Of course, the only way that course will
increase the currency, is for fifty-three
cents worth of silver
ernment

as

stamped by the govdollar to circulate in this

a

country side by side with

one

hundred

cents worth of

gold stamped as a dollar,
sending gold to a premium and

without

driving

it out of

use as

currency.
Now the impossibility of two kinds of

money, with the same face or coin values,
but with different commercial values, cir-

culating
theories,

by side,

side
nor

is

it

a

is not based upon
difficulty. It

new

dates back since the

coinage of money.
Without going back to the earliest recorded investigations on the subject, I will go
back to the days of Copernicus, who, by
the orders of the King of Poland, when
this same difficulty was met, reported the
tacts tnat

nearly two centuries later
made to Queen Elizabeth by Sir
Tlios. Gresham, Master of the British Mint,

same
were

and which 1 quote:
“When two sorts of
are current in the same nation, of like

coin

value

by denomination, but not intrinsically—i. e., in market value—that which

has tlie least value will be current, and
the other, as much as possible, will be
melted down, or exported.”
(known to later generations as
Gresham’s law) is as unalterable as the
law of gravitation.
When told of water
running up hill, you know without question, that it only does so by some extraneous force being applied to cause it to do
so, for when left to natural law it always
runs down hill; and
likewise, whenever
any one, by alleged fact or theory at-

hoarded,

or

This law

Those of white duck or linen look cool
and appropriate on warm days, but blue or

blue

rency,

more

black

tempts to prove that money can or has
been made to circulate contrary to this
law you may know that there is a screw
loose in their facts, or that their reason-

suits, or- ing is merely sophistry.
namented with gilt braid, are extremely
Xow unless this new party sets all known
effective, and rosettes with a gilt button
laws and facts at defiance, we must conon

or

at the centre are much in favor.
1 lie

population of Newport is

stationary

than that of

Saratoga,

parent wealth and elegance have

more

and apa back-

ground of millions, while only a temporary display is often attained at Saratoga.
The same people come here year after

template

on

our

gold leaving

how will it leave us? We

country

over

now

us.

And

have in this

six hundred millions in

gold,

about four hundred and twenty millions
of coined silver dollars and one hundred

forty million ounces of uncoined silver bullion, all of which is in circulation
year, and a permanent institution in Newitself or is represented by paper money
port households is Ivory Soap, causing
based upon it.
When our gold leaves us,
the millionarie’s glass and china to
as it must, and ic ings us to silver monosparkle like diamonds, preserving the
1 will leave each one to figure
colors of baby’s dainty little flannel metalism,
sacques, or the varied tints of the older
sister’s handsome shirt waists.
THE

of

some

short,

so

bathing
much

so

suits

are

and

for himself how it will increase our circulation.
The contraction of both quantity

quality will be so sharp that the crash
in the business world will be terrific and
even its very remote
possibility is con-

and

SKIRTS

noticeably

that the drawers do

How many of you

But when those florid orators

ratio of lb to 1.

prefer

expressing

Rheumatism,
Neuralgia,

[Correspondence of The Journal.]
Now this claim, by inference at least,
Although black is often somewhat igpresupposes two things. The one is: that
nored in early’spring or summer, it asmaking money plentiful creates business,
setts itself sooner or.later, and particularand consequently makes it easier to acthe
as
present month—possibly
| ly during
quire; and the other is: that the free
| a contrast to gay colors, or as heralding coinage of silver will make
money, or curof
fall.
the
approach
|

bands on the waist
what he said then he has since reiterated j
i taste.
and elaborated,
ile is against putting a
lslack
and yellow combinations are
Democratic gold ticket in the field and
the gay throngs
advocates the election of McKinley and noticeably popular among
at the Casino, or in afternoon drives on
Hobart.
other
he
in
Among
things
says
Bellevue Avenue. Black plumes on yellow
bis later statement :
or mists of
black tulle and
“Kvery Democrat who refuses to sup- Leghorns,
port the Chicago platform regards the de- wings, ornament yellow lace straws.
teat of the absurd propositions for which
A handsome black skirt and yellow
Mr. Bryan stands as the paramount issue
waist are considered very recherche, and
of the campaign, and since the simplest
and most effective methods of accomplish- a black Neapolitan hat, clouded in black
ing that result is to nominate McKinley Milane, with black aigrettes and wings,
electors I believe in following that course. to he worn with white or colored
costumes,
In a contest of this character 1 believe the
is essential to every Newport belle.
would
a direct to an indirect

people

Cough,
Colds,

Keep it by you. Beware of
Imitations. Buy only the
Genuine—Perry Davis’.

of Boston

Hon.
Bourke
“The declaration of
Cockran is like everything he does—brilliant, and deserves the careful attention
of every thinking Democrat.
He states
the old and time-honored principles that
have given life to the Democratic cause,
and have given form and substance to the
Democratic party ever since the days of
Jefferson, and ha\e carried it triumphantly to the hearts of the people.
“If this new cohabitation of Populists
and silver Democrats is right, everything
that lias existed in this Republic before
lias been a crime and ought to be repudiated.
It is a revolution.
“As to the proposition how we shall
best defend the country from these propositions of anarchy, that must in the first
instance be left to every man's individual
judgment, but there ought to be no doubt
that all right-minded men should cooperate according to the best lights of
their judgment in making that defence
against these threatened calamities.”

Country Above

Party.

patriotism

Democracy.”
Woodbury

could get the dollars?
would do so?

said:

Patriots.

the Good of the

revolutionary,
utterly at variance
principles of the

IXon. Charles Levi

quick

for

Two sizes, 25c. and 50c.

it is

un-Democratic,

national

Prosperity.

Democratic

Cramps,
Colio,
Diarrhoea,

“As to what Mr. Bourke Cock-

and it is Socialistic and
with the fundamental

safe and

cure

says, I endorse every word of it, so far
as it refers to the Democratic platform, for
it is

emphatic.

simple,

It is a

his conversion to the proHe said
third ticket movement.

ran

Money,

National
Home

...

O. Prince of Bos-

announces

further:
FOR

Remedy In

A Sure and 5afe

”1 do not know that there is
can

while in

(PERRY DAVIS’.)

Port of Boston, when asked his opinion as
the position taken by Mr. Cockran said:

to

that I

gold, and Mr. Horr also says that enticing, acd the government was given
into their control. How were those promOregon he saw a number of lum- ises kept?
ber contracts prepared by Gov. Pennoyer,
The first part was kept sure enough, for
and four-fifths of the sums covered by capitalists whether their wealth was prothem were made payable in gold.
And cured honestly or dishonestly, were made
to disgorge by hundreds of millions, as
Gov. Altgeld of Illinois is reported to be
witness the crash of failures, ami the
And
this
is
the
the
same
doing
thing.
closing or cutting down of our industries
way that the silver party leaders are prethroughout file laud. The disgorging part
all right, but, my friends, did any of
paring themselves to weather the gale that was
those
dollars find their way into
they are brewing. If they are not the your disgorged
pockets? Has that promised in“Robber Barons” I know not who are.
creased stream of wealth yet,been seen
Millionaires are very rich men, and from coming your way?
Now this same party, with its better
these reformers’ talk we might infer that
element and brains either kicked out or
it is a sin to be rich.
But, my friends,
deserting it, presents to you a new road by
how many of those same men do you sup- which
you and I are to be greatly benepose would hesitate at the sin if they fited, and this one is a kind of a double-

able in

come

to

address you and wish you to join them in
their newly discovered and royal road to
sin (otherwise wealth) they will tell jou
that those fellows that are already rich,
got their wealth by robbing you.
Now did it ever occur to you to stop
and figure out how many of our bones
they would have to pick before they get
dangerously wealthy? Do you not honesty believe, my farming brothers, that
a few cents extra per bushel on our apples
and potatoes, and two cents per day extra
added to the wages of our wage earners,
would amply pay for all the abrasions
that come to us from all these “Robber
Barons” millionaries and soulless corporations? I think one half of that sum
would pay me.
They not only infer, but many make the
direct statement, that no one, by any
method, can acquire great wealth without robbing others.
Is this a fact?
If
this is true in great extents, so it must be
equally true in less extents. If one must
rob others to acquire a million in a lifetime, or less, so, equally, must oue rob to
acquire fifty thousand dollars, or less, iu
a few years.
We have had an instance in our own
country, shown us within the last few
years, where, by enterprise and pluck
moderate fortunes were won iu a short
time, fortunes larger than a dozen of us
could reasonably expect to win by farming, or working for a daily wage in a lifetime, yet they were not accused of robbing
their neighbors, nor did they rob us. They
were considered a benefit to the
city in
which they lived, by giving increased
to
labor
and
to
the
employment
adding
taxable property of the city.
They were,
and are, honored for their enterprise, and
were honorably entitled to what they got.
That same enterprise, embracing broader
fields with enlarged opportunities and
added years, sometimes accumulates millions and robs no one, but rather scatters
benefits along the road it travels by giving increased demand for labor and paying thousands of employees higher wages
than they otherwise would have received.
Take any one of this class and set him
down in the midst of any towu of this, or
any other county, and you will find him
a convenient
neighbor, and should lie propose to leave you, you would contemplate
it as a threatened calamity.
Thus taking
them individually they lose their terrors.
How is it about those soulless corporations?
We have a few in this county and more
scattered over the State.
You know
something about them.
Here, again, 1 can show you an object
lesson.
In the only city we have within
our county,
you have, or might have,
seen, within the last year, committees,
formed by its citizens, advertising in all
directions, and offering all the inducements at their command, in order to get
some more of
those “soulless corporations” to locate there in order to save
their city from the dry rot.
You have seen some of those committees
soliciting subscriptions in order to furnish inducements to forward the enterprise, and some of the men on those committees were good and pure enough to become prominent free coinage for silver
men.
Mow let one ask, if it is not a
crime, but a virtue, to solicit 'private
subscriptions to build up industries in
our own county, why it would not be still
better for our government to take such
action as would build up all the industries possible throughout the length and
breadth of our nation?
Is there any reason?
nave snown

tnat

oy taxing these

show at all, and the sleeves

^

a

Rockland

The

Following

M.

but

overpowering terrors that

District.
coun-

A

ty in last week's Zion’s Herald:
Morrill.
July 20, 8 were baptized by

Bicycle

Built for Two.”

Rev. N. R. I’earsoc.

Montvillk.
Au advance all
line is the general report.

the

along

North port.
The work done by the
would weary many a younger

aged pastor
man.

Searsport.
and 10

bership

Three received to

baptized indicate

mem-

for

care

converts.

Belfast.
The pastor, although feelthe loss of his sou, is taking
hold of the work with his accustomed
vigor, aud is much encouraged by au increasing congregation aud larger social
services.

iug deeply

Five cents’ worth o!
“BATTLE AX’’ will serve twc
chewers just about as long as 5 cents

Searsmont.
A lecture by Miss Sibley
aud three special sermons by the pastor
memorial sermon, one on education
aud another on Sunday school—have been
much enjoyed. Faithful pastoral service
is being rendered.

worth of other brands will

—a

and

Bryan

Sewall

dress

Notified

Large

a

and

serve ope

This is because a 5 cent piece
of “BATTLE AX" is almost as,
large as the 10 cent piece of other

man*

Unity and Troy.
The year opens
well.
A gain in congregations aud social
services is noted.
To have the parsonage
occupied is a delight to the people. The
church is to be shingled and the interior
painted and papered.

high grade

brands*

Ad-

Audience.

Madison Sqi are Garden,
12.
William Jennings

NewYoik,
Bryan and
formally notified,

Aug.

Arthur

Sewall

to-uiglit,

that

were

they

were the choice of the
Democratic party for the highest offices
in the gift of the people of the United

States.

An immense crowd was present

and the greatest enthusiasm prevailed
(luring tut' enure time the notification
ceremonies lasted. Over 1,000 uniformed
policemen were stationed in and about
the hall and nobody was permitted to
cross the line until the doors were opened,
The crowd began to assemble shortly
after six, and an hour later the avenues
leading to the garden were literally
thronged with the waiting multitude.
Owing to the extreme heat, many who
arrived early to secure good positions
w'ere obliged to drop out and retire.
At
seven, the doors were thrown open and
the
efforts
of
the
to
restrain
despite
police
them the crowds on every side made
desperate rushes for the entrances. In
the struggle many women fainted and
had to be carried away. The police finally began to use their clubs in an effort to
restore order.
After being introduced
Messrs. Bryan and Sewall made speeches.

They

were

applauded.

;

Now is the time to
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Prices at
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CORRECT WEIGH I',

AYER’S

CARE. E Cl. I

THE SWAN & SIBLEY COMPAN

Hair

bined terrors and individualizing,
or
separating them, and placing them one
one
in
by
your midst, that they do not
prove supremely bad, but rather showsome good qualities, and are to be
sought
rather than otherwise, and it is only when
they are combined by our silver tongued
orators and placed in juxtaposition with
Lombard and Wall streets, that they present themselves as shapeless and undefined

E.

reports from Waldo

are

com-

VIGOR
Restores
color to
and also
it fallingH.

W.

Digby,

! 3SJ,

Front Sit., Boltuxt.

& 37

seeking to

devour the flesh from our bones
and filch our few pennies from our pockets.
In order to more fully illustrate
this, let me relate an experience of my

prevents
Mrs.
Fenwick, of
N. S
says:

Through the hot

out.

my hair
It t»sr a n
tn turn
R r a y
anil fall
out. After the
use of
one bottle of Ayer s Ilair \ igor niv
hair was restored to its original
color and ceased falling out. An
occasional application has since kept
the hair in good condition.”—Mrs.
H. F. Fenwick, Digby, X. is.

boyhood.

When a barefooted country boy one of
my evening duties was to drive the cows
and other stock from the pasture to the
yard. The pasture had several openings,
or feeding grounds, which were divided
by
thick patches of woods through which led
narrow and dark roads, or cattle paths.
When from any cause the stock failed to
appear in the outer or home opening and
I was compelled to seek in more distant
ones after dusk, my fear was intense.
I
would then edge slowly into one of those
dusky paths, eying every indistinct object
on either side of the path, with
my hairrising and stiffening on my head until my
fears gained the mastery over discretion,
when casting prudence to the winds, and
reckless of feet and toe-nails, I would dart
ahead with all the speed that my legs
could be made to carry while being driven
by fear until I struck the next opening.
This finally became so painful that I
pondered over the matter, and concluded that I was not afraid of stumps,
trees or rocks nor any known animal that
inhabited that region, but it must be
“boogars,” as 1 then called it or them
(hut since being able to own a dictionary
have concluded it must be a corruption
of buggies, but as my old name is the
most expressive to me, boogars they
shall remain,) and 1 made up my mind to
We had some terface and fight them.
rific battles, but finally I came off conqueror and they troubled me no more. So

Growth

lek-

WHY SUFFER

natural
the hair,

s

;n

old. uneoiufortaoie

TRUSS

“A little more
tlum two years ajto

are

the business of to-day.
single, tracting
Xow what are the battle cries by which
puff. Mohair,brilliantine,serge,and
they seek to drowned reason and terrify
even taifetta silk and black satin, suits
people out of their recollections? They
are shown, and large collars of red, white
are
“Gold Bugs,” “Robber Barons,”
or blue are a
in
addition to
ule, often
“Millionaires” and “Soulless Corporaelaborate braid trimmings.
tions.”
Let us investigate and see what
A BENEDICTION
As the dictionary when those florid silver orators go on
to golf and bicycle devotees has come we can make of them.
bugs,” “robber barons”
no definition of “Gold
gives
Bugs” and to mix up “gold
about in the shape of a simulated leggin,
millionaires and soulless corporation with
“Robber Barons,” 1 shall have to gather
which is nothing more than a long tanLombard and Wall streets without showtheir meaning, if they have any, from the
colored stocking, the buttonholes made
ing a clear, plain and common sense context of their talk and writings, and from nection with your pockets, call them
in heavy silk on the exterior, with buttons
“Boogars”
them I judge that “Gold Bugs” mean “boogars” and let them go.
fastened into proper place.
For cool
won’t hurt you in any event, and they
those who believe in the gold standard of
will not even scare you long, if you will
weather stout hosiery in soft plaids or
If this is what they mean, I face them, for I have tried it and know-.
values.
mixed hues, with a gayly-colored “cuff
It would be impossible for any one man
that they will prove thicker and,
top,” is substituted, and these have the prophesy
to pursue and expose all the sophistries
harder to kill than potato bugs.
As for
used on this subject, but, like Patrick
advantage of being with or without feet.
“Robber Barons” I have a faint and inHenry of old, we may be allowed to judge
It is obligatory again this season that
definite recollection of reading in ancient the future by the past. No one can hardshoes, hosiery and costumes should be in
in 1892, when our
of some such living in old feudal ly have forgotten that
keeping; therefore, tan and black still en- history
whole land was resounding with the hum
and as far as my recollection serves
times,
of industries and thrift, and no one who
joy great favor. Open work, lace rib',
of none in this country to wished it lacked employment at fair
or
small embroidered designs on plain me, I know
party through
colors, with white or colored tops, enjoy which the term would apply so aptly as prices, that the Democratic
its speakers pointed out to us that certain
Verona Clabke.
to the silver mine owners who, while degreat prestige.
more
than thenwere
classes
getting
manding of the government the coining of share from the products of our labor, but
The Common Sense Course.
fifty-three cents worth of their silver into if they could be intrusted with the conThere is a calm power about the solid a dollar, write their mortgages and con- trol of government they would right this
Ex-Mayor Nathan Matthews, Jr., of
matter—that those capitalists would be
arguments of Thomas B. Reed, which crush tracts
Boston has also repudiated the Chicago the
payable itr gold. For R. G. Horr, made to disgorge their dishonest gains
flippant utterances of the free silver
the
convictions
he
in
a
that
must
was in- and turn them in the future into our
over his signature, states that
way
carry
ticket but favors an independent ticket in men
of the business men with him. The advice
formed by a Democrat in high office in the pockets—that we should work less, get
order to reach the Democratic voters who of Reed is
always safer to follow than the
and buy our goods cheaper.
have not yet made up their minds and are advice of such fire brands as Tillman and United States that he had seen copies of higher pay
The Republicans sought iu vain to concourse
the
one
which
the
safe
is
and
not conversant with the silver question. Altgeld,recommends itself to the old fash- over twenty mortgages drawn in favor of vince you of the fallacy of their arguusually
Senator Stewart of Nevada, all made pay- ments. The inducements held out were too
Be says it “is a matter for congratulation ioned Yankee. [Bath Times.
not

short

ender.
It is one where the silver mine and bullion owners are to get more goods for their
money while you and 1 are to get more
money for our goods.
Do you believe we shall both succeed?
And if not which of us are going to get
cheated? Which end of such a combine
usually does get the worst of it?
Otis D. Wilson.
Searsmont, 1890.
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of Hair.
years ago, I had the varioloid, and lost my hair, which previously was quite'ahundant. I tried
a variety of preparations, but without beneficial result, till I began to
fear I should be permanently bald.
About six months ago, my husband
brought home a bottle of Ayer's
Hair Vigor, and 1 began at once to
use it.
In a short time, new hair
began to appear, and there is now
every prospect of as thick a growth
of liair as before my illness.”
Airs. A. WiaiEH, l’olymnia .st., Xew
Orleans, La.
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nion^'aae deed dated May
in Wald.• Re_is!r\ of 1 >.•»•< 1 -. |’„
eon\e\ed r<> me, The ucder-ian.d.
parcel of land -iruated in -.n,j
seribed as follow-.
[■/ Rein- t
scribed in a cet taifi warrantee do.
tbiel <'mininahiiiii r..
\\
dated!*.'.,'. 1S is 4. tin I recorded
tr\ "i Deeds. Rook lb >7 I’.!_•
cnee is hereby made 1
a turf lief
a
whereas the
>ndiri.•;i-aid
been broken, now there! -re, \
breach of the conditions there,
cl"-snrc ot -aid nioimaac
Swanville, An:. 1 1 is;n;
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Masonic Temple, Belfast, Me,
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fie Sells “E.T.”

1

Y
Mattawamkeag, Me.
I have sold kiL. F.*' Hitters X
Sirs,
for twenty years. They are the most 4

salable bitters

we

have in the store.
Geo. \Y. Smith.

| She recommends “E.T.”

Bangor, Me.

♦

She knows from experience

4

Ei.iot, Me.
I have taken your
L. F." Atwood’s Bitters, and can recommend
them very highly.
Mrs. S. C. Nason.
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left my bed and board without an-,
tioii, all persons are hereby forbid
or trust her on
my a. count,'as I siu
of her contracting after :1ns date
Liberty, Maine, Aug. f>. IK'jtk
3w33*
HfiNR

FOR RENT.
The offices in Hay ford Block. He!,
hy I>r. H. H. Johnson, arc ojtVred l*c
session given immediately. This !<•■
centra1 and the offices in everv wav
EMILY K I’l l.•
ply to
Or r. \V. FREld.1
Belfast, July 22, lS9t> POtf
<

FOR
A

X
4
T

Billiard and Pool Table to be sold,
or separately. Apply to

NOTICE.
My wife. MARY KLIZA RETH

together

in

SALE.

25 horse power engine and boiler,

—

good condition.
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Dear Sirs,
X
I have recommended
L. F.” Hitters for Dyspepsia, 4
4 your
4 and shall always do so.
4
X
Mrs. Esther Perkins.
X
—

S

<

Portland and Augusta, Me.
F. L. SHAW, Principal,
PORTLAND.

—

4

T

THE SHAW

common

H. A. MILLS,
Lincolnville, Me.
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The person holding Thomasto
bond No. 30 will learn of som* r
their

advantage by

communicat ’i>’
Me.
A. A. HOWES, & Co., Belfast
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gers of navigation is added the greater
facilities for raising and shipping fruit
which Livingston is now developing, it is

_

it ii*L1
ilif

Iin riirlsf' In Ihe land of the Quetzal,
.,,^-xliui. Ip the Rio llulee to Tzahal.
ndence

•o

reasonable to suppose that New Orleans
will not long be allowed to absorb all the

of Tlie Journal.|

bananas and pine-apples,

or England all
mahogany shipped at Livingston. But there must be something
diligent beyond the natural advantage of a port

AT KM ALA, J Illy 9, 189(3.
.iU'imila’s “Free Zone” for
:-..irpose of finding out all

certainly

1.1 ve
n

been

the coffee and

1

We have inter- i and the conveniences of trade between it
and shippers, squatters aud other countries to insure permanent
At present no systematic
officials—with the result prosperity.

formation.

cultivation is known in this region, outside the few plantations owned by citizens
of the United States, but the wonderful-

t«ks are crowded with conman’s report
by his neighbor, another’s
fabrication “out of whole
.!
inents—one

solemnly

declared

\iu* sworn to

to

ly profuse

crops grow much as they did
in the Garden of Eden before our earliest

be

ancesters

black.

as

leaves.

mood of the

teller,

or

learned the importance of

Bananas and

fig

plantains
yet almost the only products of commercial importance; for the pine-apples grow wild,

■-’bug how different a story
he varying lights thrown

by

are

your motives may be in | cassava, bread-fruit, mangroves and zap;i'*u. Merely as a wander- ! otes are not exported, and all the shores
are lined with cocoanut trees.
Plantais a purveyor to tlie newshear nothing but glowing ; tion work consists of clearing the. land of
in January and February),
iigston from the citizens j forest, (usually
’aill assure you that the! allowing the felled trees to dry, burning
in May, and planting in June.
No plow
it is the long sought El ;
ever furrows the virgin soil, and the hoe
m il less crops
spring withis the only implement needed by the hus‘in a soil of
:

j

|

juice, which may be
carefully expressed.
A
mahogany board is provided,
into which broken
crystals of quartz are

a

house-

a

beam, while on a lever, placed
through
the loop at the other
end, the children of
the family sit in
turn, or together if they
are small.
Afterwards the squeezed mass
is made into flat
loaves, about three feet

in diameter but not
more than a quarter
of an inch
thick, dried, and then baked.
The result is a wholesome and
nuvery

inuous

Dread—an excellent diet for
dyspeptics, which can be eaten in seasickness
when all other food is
rejected, and is
warranted to fill out the hollows of the
most emaciated human frame.

Its

white,

clean-looking

loaves tempt the dullest
appetite and they can be easily exported as

But should

nt.
■

of

m

a

settler,

as

.uly established in busi- that in the United States the most pernirohablv hear quite another cious and rapid growing weeds have been

Dulce is the
route taken by Cortez on iiis first
expedition to this country. There is an
excellent line of steamers, owned
citisame

zens

ed

NOTHING LIKE

of the United

on

the Dulce was wrecked

on

its

sec-

SANFORD'S GINGER
quenches

thirst,

and strengthwent stomachs,
promotes digestion,
prevents chills, destroys disease germs
In water drunk, end
protects the syrtem
against malarial and
warms
ens

epidemic influences.

Ask for SANFORD’S
lock for Owl trademark on the wrapper. Sold everywhere. Potter Drug Sc Chem. Oorp., Sole Props., Boston.

lunin BUbstitutes.

AV UIU GINGER, and

ond voyage.
The largest one

in present use, the
They will tell you imported; as in the Hawaiian Islands,
the vegetable growths that have ruined “Tilly M.“ was built in
are no longer obtainable
Chicago and
be had at any price: that thousands of acres of pasturage, are not brought down by the
way of the Illinois
absorb all the earnings of one of them indigenous. The Guatema- canal and river, and thence
by the Misn exorbitant
freights, and lan planters have only palms, canes, sissippi and the Gulf of Mexico. Another
lament will finally swallow- ferns, ginger and other easily eradicated one, made to draw
only about (i feet of
in the form of taxes, and
plants to contend with. Indian corn is water, was built on the Pearl river, La.
property are in constant planted in slight holes made with a stick and another bears the mark of the “Bosquent revolutions. The class and covered with the foot; and it is a well ton Tropical Fruit Company.” Early one
attested fact that within four days from
new countries seems unmorning we steamed from the wharf, apis here—the chronic pioplanting the corn may be four inches high. parently straight for the spur of the San
iernally discerning fresh El The stalks are often 17 feet high, and only Gil mountain which extends northward
tie farther on, and the yet ninety days are required to mature the right across the river. As we
approached,
mate dreamers who aspire to crop, which is harvested three times a an opening in the wall was disclosed and
lack the requisite courage year.
Upland rice is scattered broadcast we entered a wonderful gorge, between
on the soil, and the straw grows 6 feet
nice: the disappointed ones
precipitous cliffs of white limestone,
to find fortunes
lying around high, with generous heads, yielding the covered with a tangle of tropical trees,
streets, and the Macawbers finest rice known, two crops every year. shrubs and creepers,
making two emerald
u: lor something to turn up; Sugar cane has yielded in the vicinity of walls of
indescribable loveliness. The
these idle people arc more Livingston three tons of sugar per acre, Canadian river,
Saguenay, famed for its
aril from than the respon- for 'JO years without replanting, a result cliffs, is not to be
compared with this for
story.

FOR

they “keep” indefinitely.
The journey up the river

bandman.

s

•"

dent on important affairs,
-pile conflicting testimony,
able to

unknown in any other sugar country and
very big story, 1 know, but true, nevertheless.
At present there is not a sugar
mil! in eastern Guatemala, and only

a

beauty of scenery, and many travelers insist that Switzerland can show
nothing

finer.
The water is like crystal, very
things with
Livingston is interesting
swift, and averaging 18 fathoms deep,
•vld principally as the out- enough cane is planted to supply the de- with the rankest
vegetation not only
ilfee of Alta Yerapaz and mand for eating, or rather for chewing,
crowding close to its edge, but far overAtlantic coast region. Its for a native of the lower class is seldom hanging,
making landing impossible extin- entrance of the chief seen in his leisure moments without a
So exceedingly
cept in certain places.
interior soon marked the section of cane between his teeth.
crooked is the river that every few yards
Ament for a Spanish port;
We cannot say much for the attractive- it seems to end in the solid
bluff, directly
is were too
powerful and ness of life in Livingston at the present ahead, and every turn presents new won> was moved 50 miles up time, though nature has done its best for ders and bits of
enchanting scenery. BeYzabal, and the river the place. Bread-fruit trees and bananas yond the canon, the water suddenly
V to the sea by the fort grow in the streets, and palms of every broadens out into the
“Golfete,” perhaps
Not only the pirates but variety, including the cahoon, one of the 1 ■> miles
long by 3 or -1 wide, dotted with
lit hastened the decay most beautiful and useful trees of the
innumerable islands.
see some

port, and for two cenf th<- Bio Dulce were of

except to a few mahog! sarsaparilla gatherers,
'ii
f'»steriug the immense
dih of Guatemala turned

'reign capital lirst

:

to

the

in the

neighborhood of
the even richer fruit-

to

■

east .it

the

high

mesas

The outlet of all
hio

;he

i'olochie,
Lhingston;

*vas
v

this

so

ribs

>'

Their strong family-feeling is
troublesome enough to those who

men

cmiy

them

one oi

“Golfete” and the

until every Carib lias first been supplied. They always work by the task,
or
■■stint.” and do a certain amount
men

cents, no amount of money will induce
them to do another stroke.
Livingston’s

there

sides covered with verdure.
Then
river narrows again, between the

the

upon them for labor or supplies.
No money will induce them to sell an
ounce of their marketable
goods to white

inhabited and

jestic

often

depend

is

signs of human life along the shore.
On either side is a range of mountains,
branches of the distant Andes, their maare no

whites.

faithfully for a small sum;but when that
village originally task is accomplished, though it be in the
was gradually iumorning and they have earned but a few

of all nationali•jntlation is now about
:nmediate neighborhood,
■

comprise the bulk o£ the population,
keep themselves entirely aloof from the

into prominence

came

little
a

this

and the

lie natives live in the most
tropics.
primitive style in their low houses of
whitewashed mud.
The Caribs, who
I

Largo do Yzabal;
picturesque point, are a

here,

and

on a
few
Indian huts and the remains of the old

Spanish fort,
cannon
a

are

farce of

San

Felpe. A few rusty
about, and there is
custom house, which sends

scattered
a

a canoe with two or three half-naked
natives iu it, who could not read a word
to save their lives, to examine
every ship’s

out

Here we find au opportunity
budget of mail to the United
by a passing steamer; which acfor this abrupt ad ion.

“papers.”
to

send

States

our

s

Belfast

and

appropriately
"serpiente”— serpent. This ingenious

press is fastened at one end to

by

in Waldo

George W. Pendleton of
Populist, publishes a

and this serves to
grate the
roots into coarse meal.
It is then washed
carefully and placed in a long sack of
basket-work, which is
called

The greatest labor is keeping
the crops clear of weeds; but I am told
ire is a perfect sanitarium; j
s
immense
and tortunes ! that it is not so great as on our northern
M-i.1 under a wise

As Seen

inserted,

by
States, tin the rivers
Dulce, Polochic and Cochon, into the interior of Central America.
They had
great difficulties to overcome in navigatbecause, although
and lame- farms;
vegetable ing the shallow, swift-running streams,
th is much more rapid, the country which were
you come grow
formerly traveled only by
is yet free from foreign weetls.
a possible
They say Indian canoes. The first steamer launch-

unexampled ]
though eternal summer [

The Situation

News of the Grand
Regimental Reunions

Army.
Encamp-

and the National
ment.

The annual reunion of the Nineteenth
Maine Regiment will be held at Bowdoinbain Aug. 2(»th.
The executive committee of the Twentysixth Maine Regimental Association are arranging for an excursion by steamer from
Winterport, Searsport, Belfast and Camden
to Rockport to attend the reunion Sept. 10th.
L. L. Willey, major of the Camp Benson
Association, Military Department, died at
his home in Newport village, Aug. 11th, of
dropsy of the heart. Major Willey was a
member of the First Maine Cavalry and his
funeral Wednesday afternoon was largely
attended by the veterans.
The annual reunion of the comrades of
the Second Maine Cavalry Association will
be held Tuesday, August 18, at Rockland.
Among one of the interesting features, it is
expected, will be the reading of history of
the regiment by the historian chosen at the
last meeting, Sylvanus C. Small of Boston.
the reunion of the 24th Regiment in
50 were present. At the
business meeting these officers were elected:
C. F. Waldron, President; Andrew Hooker,
Gardiner, First Vice President; Lleweilyn
Libbey, Albion, Second Vice President; I.
B. Russell, Farmington, Third Vice PresiAt

Pittsfield, Aug. 5th,

dent: W. H. Dudley, Randolph, Secretary
ami Treasurer. The members will meet at
Farmington in 1897.

The fifth and eighth Maine regiments held
their annual reunions in Portland, Aug.
12th, and the Fifth elected the following officers:
President, Frank F. Goss, Auburn;
Vice Presidents, J. B. Hammond, Riverside,
J. A. Stevens, Sanford, O. B. Adams, Auburn; Secretary and Treasurer, Captain
Geo. E. Brown, Portland; Committee of

The program for the Twentieth Maine Reis roughly as follows:
Parade from railroad station to residence of
S. L. Miller, via Jefferson, Pleasant and
Main streets, at 1U a. m. Baud concert at 1
p. m. at the stand opposite the post office.
Business

meeting

the
JO p.

Association in
1
Grand Army Hall
m. Dress parade
at 0 p. m.
Public meeting at 7.JO p. m. The
A aldoboro Baud has been engaged for the
day and evening. Several of the distinguished officers of the regiment, including Gen.
Chamberlain, have notified the committee
of their intention to be present. This is
simply a reunion of the survivors of one of
the most famous of the Maine regiments and
has no connection whatever with the Grand
Army of the Republic. [Waldoboro News.
ot

DON’T BE CARELESS

this -city, poet
letter in Bate-

in

man’s paper, the Maine Populist, from'
which we quote as follows:
The Bangor papers said that we held a
convention and fused.
Do not be deceived. We held our convention Aug. 1st and
the silver men held theirs the same day in
another hall and in no way connected with
us.
A committee from their convention
conferred wit'll our committee and offered
to carry several of our men on their ticket
if we would do the same by them; as we
have not over one thousand votes in this
county and the whole county casts five
thousand we knew it was impossible to
elect anyone so we accepted their offer on
certain conditions.
The office of Register
of Probate will certainly be
retained by
the Republicans.
That is a foregone conclusion; but we hoped by exchanging
favors to get one of our men, Mr. Wallace, in as Sheriff, and he with his eight
deputies would gain us something. We
also believe we can elect a County Commissioner, Mr. Alleuwood. The only offices they can fill are County Attorney and
Senator.
The attorney’s office was one
that we had not a man in our party qualified to fill. We believed it wise to drive
out the gold bug attorney and put a silver
man in liis place.
So they will, if possible, have County Attorney and Senator.
We will, 1 hope, have Sheriff and County
Commissioner. All the other county offices mentioned in the list are but nominal
and are conceded to the Republicans.
From all over this county and as far as
1 have heard from Hancock county everybody seams pleased with the work done at
the St. Louis convention.
They all say
that by giving us Watson we now have a
ticket; but had you endorsed Sewall we
should have then been forced to throw a
straight Democratic ticket and our party
would have died with disgust. Had you
endorsed Sewall you would no doubt have
been Governor.
We all believe you have
sacrificed you own gain for your party’s
good. This is our verdict. We pay very
little attention to the papers outside our
party. Many Republicans are coming to
us.
We have our town committees now
in fine working order and for once our
party in this county is properly organized.
I was in Mayor Hanson's office Monday,
and when asked by some gentlemen what
I thought of the situation in our State, I
told them that probably Lew Powers would
be Governor; but in regard to any other
man being Governor that you held the
key
to the situation, that you controlled twenthousand
votes in this State and that
ty
anyone who ignored you ignored your
whole party and you controlled the situation.
They will have a convention at Waterville.
Of course you know the inside of
everything by this time. Sewall will not
get the votes of the railroad men in this
State and I believe his chances are small.
Our Waldo vote will be Bryan and Watson,
and this week we will hang out our fiag
from our club as headquarters. Hoping
you will be blest in every undertaking I
am with you to the end.
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TO

by

water,
to the

product.

'd to

are

lands

The

develop

governthese lands,

the solitude of dense forisional visits of maliog-

of bake-ovens.

The

hill

stands at the

western end of the settlement and overlooks a long strip of the beautiful 1 ‘Sweet

liiver” and the shabby village street with
Livings* j.ts stores and saloons. As the ancient
including in its territory Homans provided entertainment for the
-Tar tract of the eastern eye when they reclined at
meat, so we,
wiids were then offered for while taking our simple meal near the
*Te rates, and a number of open door of the
grave yard cottage, had
he United States bought an entertaining panorama
constantly beare cultivating the soil
fore us.
In front, the amphitheatre of
ps, the most fertile on the limestone cliffs, draped with convolvulus
climate is all that could and topped with thatched houses under
■tvrnal June, without exces- groves of cocoa
palms; below, the narrow
vllow fever and other dan- beach, lined with canoes of
every shape
d'.seases have never visit- and size.
The big custom house—the
>. and the usual death rate only prominent
building in the town,
portion to population, is less built before Livingston became a free
•oter that of
Chicago or Bos- port and now devoted to other govern>urse there are drawbacks,
ment uses; the new campo santo with its
had its serpent.
At present collection of bake-ovens; the barracks;
oners must anchor far outand close beyond, the jungle.
It is relatJiitcrage an important item ed of this valiant garrison that a few
business. Though the river years ago a French corvette anchored off
The first
many miles for the largest the point and fired a salvo.
1 e is an
ugly bar across its gun was all right; but the second aston•Hilly one fathom of water, ished the soldiers, and the third convincnoon sea breeze makes its ed them that an attack on the
village was
unpleasant and often dau- intended. They threw down their guns
shore the water is not and lied to the brush, where they remainlies deep, and as the tide ed until some boys were sent out later on
foot, only the smallest to tell them that it was safe to return.
pproach. A little enterprise You can tell a Livingston soldier only by
i in 1S8H declared

■

•

lie natives would

Hedging
ml jetties,

would

place is by

easily

no

keep

it open,
means cut off

his cap and musket, as you can distinguish the lighthouse which all incoming
vessels

are

taxed to maintain, (a stout
the rocks) by its broken

pole stuck up in
lantern.

the

No

The distance from New

thing

communication with
'•''s.

cor-

open
like those in the

dd doubtless

1

soon

vehicles
is

being

carried

in

on

use

here, every-

human heads and

the capital of British Hondu‘“r
days should be ample time
ncuus

^

fu

and 7 to New York and 8

’L1‘
Gf course the route from
'--ton to New Y'ork
is much shorter
"',aiu''.V to be preferred than that

n,

^

tsi|i)|
suv^.

3 taken for all
Guatemala’s prodllom l'ie western
coast, across the
ul

’•

Martha’s Grove.

humor, glowing

word pictures

ever

Scintillating with

given

at

wit and

the fancies of the East,
was the
whole lecture.
Through orange
gardens and rose gardens, beside the banks
of ancient Nile, under the shadow of the
Pyramids, for energetic Americans are
bound to be on top every time, looking at
the inscrutable Sphinx, in every part of this
land of the Arabian Nights, the audience
was led by Miss Sibley’s genius until river
and pines, mountains and rain, faded away,
and donkeys and Arabs, mosques and desert sands, became as real as our next door
with

*’anania;

and

when to this

inie and avoidance of the dan-

has

unrestricted view of the interior.

an

But there is not much inside to

see—a

address at

Fryeburg.

commanding language

he

With

showed how

the industries of the country had been
prostrated under the Wilson-Gorman bill,
how our mills had been shut down and
employes denied labor; and that the old
party, which in its youth came to the
rescue when the
bayonets of secession
were pointed at the heart of the nation, is
the party which must come to the rescue
now, give us a tariff that shall restore
prosperity and pay the workman iu honest dollars.
[Bath Times.
We print elsewhere a synopsis of Mr.
Millikeu’s

speech,

the fullest

we

earth, a table, a bench,
some
hammocks, dogs, poultry and
babies.
We were often politely invited to
enter the houses and

so

had

a

chance to

solve the mystery of cassava bread-making. The tuberous roots 6f the manioc
often

attain

pounds

and

the
are

weight
full

of
of

20

or

30

poisonous

the love of the deceased soldier for the old regiment. Resolutions of respect were adopted. The recent
death of Col. T. W. Porter was the subject
of much heartfelt regret.
Capt. George
Blodgett of Bucksport said : I remember in
particular one night before the first assault
on Port Hudson.
It was the very night before. He came to me at midnight, awakened
me, and said: “Blodgett, let us go to the
rear.
I want to talk to you.” I remember
that the moon was shining brightly as we
walked back. He told me that he had just
returned from a council of war where it had
been determined ^o assault on the^morrow.
He expressed to me his opinion that the assault would be useless; but he wanted the
Fourteenth Maine to give good account of
itself.
No man was more careful of the
honor of the regiment than he.

But all his speeches are
effective and he will be frequently heard
the campaign in this State.

the stomach.

Then follow

Assistant

at 10 50 p. m., and the train
arrive at
Chicago at 7 50 Monday morning, and excursionists will have the day in that city, leaving
thereat 6.30 p. m., via Chicago Great Western railway and arriving in St. Paul at 7.45
Tuesday morning. The fare from Portland
to St. Paul aud return has been fixed at $28;
berths in sleeper one way $7; half fare rates
from all parts of Maine to Portland. Tickets
are issued for 15 days, but can be extended
to.30days. This is distinctly the Maine department headquarter’s train and all are invited to join the department officers on this
splendid excursion. Applications for berths
should be made as early as August 15th, to
Samuel L. Miller, A. A. G., Waldoboro,
who will furnish any information desired.
will

dizziness, headache,

Here is the

plank adopted by the Maine
State
Democratic
convention at
land June 17 :

Port-

oppose the free
coinage of silver and
favor the single gold
standard unless a different. standard is adopted through international agreement.
We

Hood’s

lnsomina. nervousness, and,
if not relieved, bilious fever

blood poisoning. Hood’s
Pills stimulate the stomach,
rouse the liver, cure headache, dizziness, constipation, etc. 25 cents. Sold by all druggists.
The only Pills to take with Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

deadly parallel again:

financial

or

j? inaneiai

piank

ad-

opted by the Maine
Democratic
State
convention at Water-

ville, August

(i:

Resolved,

That
we
from our State
the
platform
following
declaration; “We oppose the free coinage of
silver and favor
the
single gold standard
unless a different standard is adopted through
international
agreement ;r’ and that we enthe
dorse
national
with
platform
Rryan
and Sewall.
take

CA8TOHIA.
Tie f«Haile
Hgutnn

_

*'»

JJ22L

the most

FRED

delightful, delicious beverage ever concocted,
healthful, for it nourishes the nerves.

and

Druggist.

it of your Grocer.

Buy

ATWOOD, Winterport, Me.,

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE.
Over

Thirteen

Millions

Springfield Fire

($13,000,000) Fire

Assets.

Insurance

Marine, Granite State Fire Insurance Co., Fire
Association of Philadelphia, Capitol Fire Insurance Co.,
National Fire Insurance Co., Hartford, Conn

DESIRABLE

and

WRITTEN

RISKS

Travelers Life

AT

CURRENT

and

Accident Insurance Co.

TORNADO INSURANCE WRITTEN FOR 5 TEARS, at loa rates
CORRESPONDENT OF MERCHANT MARINE INSURANCE CO.

RATES.;.

on

buildings acceptable.

INVESTMENT SECURITIES BOUGHT AND SOLD.
LOANS NEGOTIATED.

ESTATE BOUGHT AND SOLD.
.^Correspondence solicited.
REAL

ONE.

-toOctl contf

Honesty.

Good faith.

dealing.
Security.
Fair

Bsston & Bangs: S. I So.

Credit.
Success.
Salvation.

Summer Service, 1896.

Repudiation.

STEAMERS CITY OF BANUOR and
PENOBSCOT in Commission.
Early

When Bradbury* and Clifford* and FairHeld* refuse to concur, it i* pretty evident
that the old-fashioned Democracy of Maine
is not in sympathy with the Chicago platform and ticket;. Men yet robust, remember the time in IStll, when Bion Bradbury
ami Lorenzo Sweat and Charles Roberts
marched out. of a Democratic convention.

[Portland

GREAT
CLOSING
OUT
SALE.

Pres*.

AT
Bathing the baby is one of the joys of
The mere sight and
young motherhood.
touch of the soft, sweet, cooing, crowing
little creature is a solace for many sorrows.
This happiness is missed if either mother

Chautauqua

have
thousands
gone
of Young Ladies
and Youths Free,
for retailing to
their own neighbors the contents
of
Combination
Box of

premiums
to

The Larkin

Summer

vHkinds
choose
from). Some
nave

soiu

.ir~~ «■
8TEAUKR CASTINE, on above date
JiHaa&i wind and weather permitting, will
every week day in connection with B. & B.S.
Co., as follows:
Leave * West Brooksville at B.30 a. m.; Castine,
7.00; Hughes Point, 7.45; Ryder’s Cove, 8.00;
Lime Kiln, 8.30; arriving at Belfast, 9.20.

mousauas

nomes

THE LARKIN SOAP MFC. CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

Bangor. Waterville. Portland and Bos

run as

follows
BELFAST.
M

I‘ M

P M

Belfast, depart.. 7 00
Citypoint.... *7 05

120
1 25
tl 35
1 45
U 57
2 05
214
2 35
2 45
2 55
8 30

345
f8 52
f4 15
4 45
15 10
5 38

Waldo.
Brooks
Knox
Thorndike.

t7 15
7 27
7 40
7 4(1
I'nity. 7 ..(I
Burnham, arrive. 8 25
Clinton.
8 35
Benton.
8 45
Bangor. 1130
A

Waterville

j

..

Portland.
IK. I).
Kosron
Boston, w. jj..
|

C. W. SMALL I DGE,

000
0 25
to 40

tfj 58

S 52
PM

3 03

7 05

12 25
4 00
4,,2

5 35
9 20

140
5 58

AM

TO BELFAST.

Boston
Boston,

P M
00

E- D| yy £)

AM
00

7

30

8

P M

11 00

|

Knox.
Brooks.
Waldo.

Citypoint.
Belfast, arrive.
Flag station.

18 Ci)
S 25
8 4o
t8 55
9 o5

1 20

A M

7 00
A M
.7 oo

7
8 JO
8 47
8 55
9 02
9 17
'9 29
19
9

45

4 35
12 00
P M
4

4
5
5
5
,5
5

42
57
lo
27
148

44
58

0 08
to 18

0 25

Limited tickets for Boston are r.ow >o!d at $5.00
from Belfast and all stations mi Bratn-h.
Thiougli tickets to all pmnts West and Northwest via all routes, for sale by F. K. Ckowi.fy
PAYFON H < KFH.
\gent, Belfast.
Vice Pies, am Ocii'l Manager.
F. K. Booth p.y, (ien'l Pass, and Tieket Agent
Portland, June 22, 1890.

Manager.

Sail and Row Boats
To let

ing,

We have on hand a fine stock of both ladies and cents’ 18% pattern of the Lovell
Diamond Bicycles. This lot will be offered
to customers at
$50 each. Warranted for
one year.
These wheels may be seen at the

He rvey
Jew elry
Manager.
Belfast, July 2, 1896.—26tf

f

M

..

Cycles.

oi

and from
ton will

1

Diamond

have been enhanced by the "Larkin Idea.'1
In a day or two any one can earn a valuable premium FREE- Try it! The quality
of our goods is widely known, and you can
refer new customers to many of your own
townspeople who are our patrons. Full information by mail. Name this paper.

TIME-TA It L E.

♦Brooksville, Mondays, Wednesdays and SaturA M
days.
Waterville. 5 45
Leave Belfast at 10.00 a. m. for Ryder's Cove Bangor
and Castine, where connections will be made with
A M
steamer Cimbria for all landings from Islesboro ! Benton.
,5 55
to Bar Harbor, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Satur- Clinton.
15
< "o
days.
Burnham, depart.
With steamer Tremont Mondays, Wednesdays [ I'nity.
7 25
and Fridays.
Thorndike. 7 4 0

Leave Castine 1.30 r. m., or on arrival of steamCimbria and Tremont from Bar Harbor t«» Belfast direct, where connections are made with
steamer’s for Boston.
Leave Belfast at 3 i*. m., Bo all landings on
Islesboro, Castine and Brooksville.
Connections will be made at Castine with steamer C. P. Connors to and from l’enebscot every
week day.
Excursion tickets will be sold at 5<> cents for
round trip to parties desiring a pleasant sail
around the Bay.
AGENTS: H. A. Greer, Belfast: .1. R. Ryder,
Ryder’s Cove; Wm. Pendleton, Hughes Point; J.
M. Vogel 1, Castine; K. A. Dodge, Brooksville.

m.

from

Bangor, vja Winterport and Bueksport,
lays at 12 noon, other <!avs. exempt Suudavs

Portland.

er

c.

.4;

»m

run

1

a

51.

On and after June 22. LMMi,trams. -mine •■.•ting ac
Burnham and Waterville with t-hp-ugh trains l<»r

18 £ 6

or

after another. To
possess, without
cost,a really handsome piece of furniture t4»at will
last a lifetime is a
privilege and a
pleasure not to be
missed.
The at-

Boston, daily, except > .mlav, at
Rockland, daily, ex-epi ,M-i ihc

a.

Maine Central R. R.

July 1,

Lovell
io

more boxes,obtaining one premium

iracuons oi

Effect

>

From Searsport. Mondays and Saturdays.
C. F. JOHNSON. Acting Agent, Bellas’.
CALVIN Al'STIN, Oen’l Supt
Boston.
\\ ILLlAM H. HILL, (ien'l Manager, Boston.

LESS THAN COST

Arrangement—In

Departures.

at 2 V. 51.

Belfast, and Casie Route.

sotf

Soaps,
etc.
tc

to (>

Fr
M< n

Store to Let.

first three were still born. Your advice was to
take the Favorite Prescription and I had a
much more easy time than when ray first children weie born.
Now I have two boys living and
they are as fine boys as there are in Springfield,
Mo. I am the happy mother of these two boys.”

and other valuable

Late

A

Ellison, of No. 2100 Boonville St.,
(Station A), Springfield, Mo., writes:
‘I am
happy to say that I followed your advice and took
your ‘Favorite Prescription’ before my fourth
child was born, and I got through all right. My

Desks

From
From
5

FR"M

Mrs. Amanda

Dr. Fierce’s 1008 page book, Common Sen9e
Medical Adviser is full of useful knowledge
from title-page to finis.
It may be had in
paper covers for the bare cost of mailing.
Send 21 one-cent stamps to World’s Dispensary Medical Association, Buffalo, N. Y. For
10 cents extra (31 cents in ail), the book will
be sent in fine French cloth binding.

and

.:.

NEW AND**—
DESIRABLE GOODS.

child be sickly, weak, nervous, cross.
If either is so, it is the mother’s fault. She
has failed to keep herself well and strong
during the period of gestation, and the
neglect shows in her baby.
All the peculiar ills of womankind are
cured by Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription.
It relieves pain, allays inflammation, stops
debilitating drains, strengthens and vitalizes
the organs involved.
It so perfectly prepares a woman for the time of parturition
that pain and danger are practically eliminated. By its use perfect health is assured
for both mother and baby. It is the most
marvelously efficient medicine ever devised
for this purpose and the only one that may
be absolutely depended upon.
or

Arrivals

< 'i,iiiii.(.-iic,i\i.' Monday. June
2‘d | sop. steamers
will leave Belfast
For Boston, via Norrhport. ( ,;u den and Rockland, daily except Sunday. M< ada.v*
:ti».
m.. other days at ."> e. m.
For Searsport, Thursday*. and r ;nda\ s
For Bueksport. Wintei jioi amt B.mj u.daily,
t
-1.
from
except .Monday, upon arms.:
Boston, due Tuesday*.. Tim:*■ .me Saturdays
•> \.
at 7.HO a. M., other nays at s
KKi l KM Mi :

FURNITURE

to

were

able to obtain.

door

of hard-trodden

touching testimony

that

something

Tobacco

The annual meeting of the 14th Maine
Regiment Association was held in Portland
Aug. 5th and the following officers were
elected: President, E. S. Gordon, Roslin-

Adjutant General Samuel L.
Miller of the Maine Department, G. A. R.,
has
arranged with General Passenger Agent
neighbors.
Certainly Miss Sibley has a brilliant fu- F. E. Boothby for the transportion of the
Maine G. A. R. to St. Paul, Minn., to attend
ture before her, for with her tine education,
her wonderful command of language and the National Encampment. The itinerary
her easy, charming manner, she bolds, even will be as follows: A though palace buffet
enchains, her audience as few of our lectur- sleeping car will be assigned to department
ers do.
headquarters and will leave Portland Satur[Portland Evening Express.
day morning, Aug. 29th, at 8 45, running
through the White Mountains, arriving at
Deserved More Circulation.
Buffalo, N. Y., at 9.15 a. m. Sunday, and
Niagara Falls at 11.15 a. in. At Niagara
The press of the State failed to report Falls the car will remain till 4.12
p. in., alas fully as it should
party ample time to visit all
Congressman Milli- lowing ofthe
interest. Detroit will be reached
points
ken’s able

Biliousness

1

;

graphic

series of

Stout Carib women stalk during
Kingston is only POO miles, shoulders.
•O'iiul of Guatemala, (by wa- gravely by, with perhaps a half-pound of
nnd by mule-back the rest sugar on top of the turban, or maybe it is
only 120 miles. At present a folded umbrella, or a tray of fish, ora
inner time from New York is
heavy jar of water. All the house doors Is caused by torpid liver, which prevents digesling stops at Kingston, Ja- stand wide open, so that in passing one tion and permits food to ferment and putrify in

1
1

quans, who,
spite of the rain, ventured
into the auditorium. The afternoon lecture
was a delightful one, aud fasciuated the audience.
The evening lecture, “Egypt by Starlight aud Sunlight,” was one of the most
in

Drink
will be of benefit to
you

Ask your

foreign colony resides mostly on the hill counts
known as El Campo Santo Viejo, “The
Fansie Bui(.iiam Wai:d.
dale, Mass.; Vice President, George Blodeultiva- Old Burial Ground,” where hundreds of
icapted
gett, Bucksport; Secretary ami Treasurer,
and cotton, although at the
Miss
Charlotte T. Sibley at Fryeburg. S. J. Gallagher, Togus. A letter was reearly Caribs found a last resting place
ceived from Mrs. Thomas A. Jones of Banto the smaller capital
ami many more modern tombs remain,
Yesterday afternoon and evening, (Aug. gor announcing the death of her husband
speedier returns, bananas the latter built above ground, in the form
4th) Miss Sibley entertained the Chautau- since the last reunion. The letter bore
hie

to your drinks this summer.

above all is

frequent question at this time is the
meaning of the expression 10 to 1. The
Democratic New York Times gives the
following definition:
SIXTEEN

regard

Nerve Food I

A

Respect.
Arrangements, Thomas Ward, James E. Sincerity.
Hayes, Geo. W. True. The eighth Maine Truth.
regiment elected the following officers: Strength.
President, Delaney Young, Auburn; Vice Duty.
Presidents, Hiram Parker, Pleasantdale, C. ! Stability.
C. Perry, Patten, Jonas C. Littlefield, Mel- Equity.
rose, Mass.; Secretary and Treasurer, HiI- Dignity.
man Smith, Auburn.
Prosperity.
union, Aug. 21st,

County

Populist.

Store.

by the day

or

Ik

ur at

my lai cl-

north side of the steamcoat whart.

O. R. WEBSTER.
Belfast, May 21, 1806.—2m21

House for Sale.
A story and a half house, pleasantly located;
fine view* of Belfast bay; ten rooms all finished,
fine cellar, city water inhouse; nice garden, under
good cultivation, anple. pear, plum, shade trees,
etc. Nice neighborhood. Inquire of
M.CDIL WORTH.
44tf
Or C. B. HALL, Main St., Belfast.

The Kindergartners Abroad.
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It will be seen
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FOR

have been heard from, and the report is
just w hat, was to be expected. It was all
very well for these young men to practice
upon each other in the comparative seclua

PRESIDENT,

WILLIAM McKINLEY of Ohio.
GARRET A. HOBART of New Jersey

Waldo county how to vote, it is quite
another matter. Their campaign is founded upon misconception and error.
They

the

Houlton.

Of

FOR

Powers

Llewellyn
PRESIDENTIAL
For electors at

JOHN F. HILL of

ELECTORS.

large:

Augusta.

JOEL WILBUR of Avon.
First District.EDWIN PAYSON.
Second District.A. R.

NICKERSON,

Third District.FRED ATWOOD.
Fourth District...

.ALBERT H. SAWYER.

FOR CONGRESSMEN:
First District_THOMAS B. REED.
Second District.NELSON DJNGLEY, JR.
Third District... .SETH L. M1LLIKEN.
Fourth District...

..

CHARLES A. BOUTELLE.

WALDO COUNTY NOMINATIONS.
FOR SENATOR,
DR. A DON 1R AM J. BILLINGS...Freedom.

SHERIFF,
SAMUEL G. NORTON.
FOR

FOR JUDGE OF

GEORGE E.

Belfast.

PROBATE,

JOHNSON.Belfast.

FOR REGISTER OF

JEREMIAH 1).

PROBATE,

PARKER.Belfast.

FOR COUNTY ATTORNEY,
F.I.LERY BOWDEN.. ..Winterport.
FOR C..UNTY

TREASURER,
ALFRED A. SMALI..Belfast.
FOR COUNTY

FRANK

A.

COMMISSIONER,

CUSHMAN.Montville.

emphatic as the Tribune. Mr.
scarcely begun to speak before
crowd began to melt away, and when

he had finished the hall had been

emptied by

than half

This is a woe-

as

“Not

and the Boston Jour-

Apology.”

The

Boston Herald says that “his columns of
more plainly than

ful mistake.

ever

of

that he does not possess a

knowledge
simple elementary principles of
dience at the remotest cross-roads in which finance.” The Philadelphia Times, Dem.,
the average intelligence will not be greater says of the speech:
“It abounds in glitthan their own, and the stock of informa- tering generalities, in platitudes that notion much greater.
The country people body will dispute, in assumptions which
read, and digest what they read. Few are not fortified with a scintilla of evihouseholds but what have, in addition to dence, and permeating every line and
the local paper, city dailies or weeklies paragraph is the clearly defined policy of
and one of the leading religious weeklies, arraying class against class and section
such as the Congregationalist or Zion’s against section.”
The New York Sun
Herald—papers edited with great ability thus concludes an editorial on “The Bryand with corresponding influence.
Thus an Demonstration:”
it would be more seemly and more profitWe shall not attempt now to discuss the
able, to the Kindergartners, were they to assertions and arguments contained in Mr.
Bryan’s elaborate essay further than to
reverse the order of their
meetings and say that the document fully confirms the
allow one or more of the representative opinion that he is utterly unfit to be trustmen in
the audience to instruct them. ed with the high office to which he aspires.
His
failure last night to
They might thus be made to see the error make melancholy
any favorable impression on the
of their ways, and in time become wiser
thinking people of this city is a guarantee
and more useful citizens.
They would of the continuance of good government in
certainly' know more, and thus increase this country, and a deserved rebuke to the
who have tried to
the average, of information.
As to the Chicago revolutionists,
steal the good name of the Democracy.
of
which
our
correparticular meeting
The New York Times, also a Democratic
spondent writes we are surprised to find
newspaper, is no less outspoken. It says:
that one of the speakers was but recently
Mr. Bryan is beaten.
This prediction
from the country himself, an instructor
may be as well recorded now as at some
of youth and a tiller of the soil. Since later day. The candidate himself furnishes
he became a resident of the city, and a the complete assurance of its fulfillment.

Hood’s

the

ue uas come co me nrst

great test ot toe

Sarsaparilla

Is the One True Blood Purifier. $1; six for $5.
■

I

Cl,r3

r*-ii

River

Ills; easy to

nOOU S rMIlS take, easy to operate.

25c.

There is one Waldo county farmer who
will not be influenced by the Dem-Pop
orators.
He says that under the McKin-

ley

act bis

sheep paid

him $5

head,

a

and

bis potatoes brought from 50 ceuts to one
dollar a bushel.
Now bis sheep barely
pay for their keeping and last year bis potatoes did not bring enough to pay for

hauling

to market.

If it

were

not

for bis

pension—of which the Democratic party
would deprive him if it could—lie would
be unable to
Here is

run

an

liis farm.

oratorical gem from

one

of

the

kindergartners. Assuming a commanding position, with his thumbs in the
arm-holes of liis vest, lie said in deep aud
solemn tones:

“The Supreme Court says

that the income tax is

unconstitutional,

and cannot be collected.

I

that the

say
public opinion, he may have campaign and lie has wretchedly failed to
income tax is constitutional and can be
WILLIAM L. LITTLEFIELD.... .Belfast.
to
meet it.
reverse the story
His managers had elaborately
grown prettier; but,
collected!'1
Immense sensation?
of the boy who was kicked by the mule, planned for him a vast spectacular deREPUBLICAN APPOINTMENTS.
monstration “in the enemy’s country,”
we doubt if he knows more.
In fact, we
as he
pleasantly put it. The sweltering
Senator Frye will speak in Belfast Aug. 25th. in are sure he does
NORTHPORT NEWS.
not, as witness his remark thousands who pressed into Madison
the evening.
about demonetizing silver iu 187:5, and the Square Garden expecting to be thrilled
Senator Hale will speak ar Windermere Park
Mrs. Alice Stevens aud Miss J. A. Elwell
further fact that he is advocating a cause and inspired by the magical tongue of the
Unity. Aug. 2*Jth. in the afternoon.
were treated
instead to a of Boston are visiting Mrs. Julia Elwell.
which is nut only dishonest hut would be boy orator,
Hon. Seih. F. Millikec will speak at Brooks
series of disjointed utterances upon 10 to 1
Aug.
Mr. Lawrence Turley and Mr. Robert
22(1: Sears]'.>rt the 24th. Swanville in the after- ruinous to the
country generally. We do which are dull enough to read and proved Hurley of Boston are at the Roadside cotnoon .uni Frankfort in the evening of the 25th;
intolerable in the hearing.
tage.
Winn-riion the 2C>th: Prospect the 27th: Sears- not doubt that with his agricultural exR

REPRESENTATIVE TO THE

LEGISLATURE,

the 2M,,. Lincolnville Centre Aug. 20th.
H<>n. H nohi St:wall will speak at Monroe Town
Hali. Aug. 27th. at 7.Bn.
Hon. Henry Cahot Lodge of Massachusetts and
Hon. J
>!o.'it Fassert of New York in Belfast
Opera House, Aug. 28th, in the afternoon.
Horn John S Sherman of New York in Searsport, Sept. 3 ; Monroe. Sent. 4.
Ellery Bowden, Esq., County Attorney, will
speak in several places in the county, not yet as
signed.

Him S. W. .Matthews at Thorndike, A.ug. 31 ; at
Montvi le, Sept. 1.
Coi. Clark E. Carr, Stockton Springs, Sept. 4;
Wimcrport, Sept. .">.
Hon. Llewellyn Powers at Liberty, Sept. 5;
lim nhain. Sept. 7,
Hon. Ce<>. E. Foss of Illinois at Jackson, Sept.
7

Palermo, Sept.

is.

moulder of

perience he would be more successful in
exterminating the potato bugs than in
waging war upon gold bugs. Of bis associate our correspondent says little, and
we

shall follow liis

The

reached

facts

Id

one

oi

■question

as

the Waldo county towns the
which party pays the cam-

to

paign expenses of tlie kindergartners
seriously discussed.

been

has

was

written before the
corner

meeting

That was a Waterloo for the
Kindergartners. Iu the person of Mr.

lower rate of wages
silver.

result of free

foregoing

report of the Brown’s

W.

a

are

generally considered a necessary evil, and
it is their business to advocate
any cause,
however evil—for a retainer.

\nother version of 16 to 1. is §16 for
one barrel of flour, with the same or a
as

example. Lawyers

us.

when

with

advancing years he
a
departing liver

monished of
of

coming

gout

spiritual things.
or

chapel

young

on

his

his

mind

was

ad-

and the

inclined

He built

a

grounds

and

to

small church

engaged

a

to preach there.
But each
he would take the train to a city

man

Saturday
some forty miles distant to attend the serFerguson, formerly of Dixmont,
One day a friend said to
of Connecticut, they encountered vice Sunday.
and logic before which they went him, “Colonel, why don’t you attend your

B.

now

down like grain before the reaper. Fearing a like fate at Lincoluville they took
their mentor with them, and since Satur-

day night
ear

We once knew a retired army colonel
who owned and lived upon a large estate
near a town and had many tenants.
He
had led the usual life of army men, and

that town has suffered from the
ache. Reports from other towns show

slimly

attended

meetings,

own

church at home?”

soul,”

“God bless your
whs the colonel’s prompt reply,

“that young man cannot tell me
anyThat no doubt expresses the
sentiments of the Waldo county veterans

thing?”
who

are

called upon to listen to the kin-

conversions,
lu a public speech when en route to and the ludicrous predominating. Kepub- dergartners.
New Vork candidate Bryan said he hoped beaus. who feel that the Kindergartners
Jones, not he who pays the freight, or
soon to he distributing post offices.
This are doing a good work for their side, are Jones the silver Senator from
Nevada,
seems to define his
position on the ques- apprehensive that they may grow weary but Jones of Arkansas, Senator
Jones,
and drop out before the campaign is over.
tion of civil service reform.
Democratic manager-in-chief, is in sore
distress these days.
It is a hard enough
“Maine endorses silver” is the headline
for Speech.
Speech
task
to have to conduct a
in a Georgia paper over the
dog-days camproceedings
on wind without
paign
of the Dem.-Pop. convention at WaterThat was a stirring speech which
being
subjected to
Maj.
a
cross fire from his followers.
As the
ville.
Not much.
Just wait for the elec- McKinley made on Wednesday to his old
comrades of the 23d Ohio volunteers, the Manchester, X. II., Statesman puts it:
tion returns.
Watson is making charges of treachery,
gallant regiment in which he carried a
is accusing Jones of
There was quite a ripple of excitement
incompetence,
musket as a boy soldier when tire Boy Altgeld
Sewall is tightening the hoops on his baralong the water front last week, caused Orator of the Platte was a babe
at the rel until he knows whether he is in it or
by a report that the Hanson shoe factory, breast.
Thus, one may say, in a way, not, Bryan is doctoring the platform, the
overdue since the spring election, had arare demanding a sepal’opulists
that the two rivals for the
presidency rate ticket,generally
rived.
It proved, as might have been exthose in command of headwere in arms at the same time.
in
Young
Xew
York
are the sport of the
quarters
pected, io he a floating shop, the working as he
was, a mere stripling of seventeen, newspaper men, and what wonder that
force consisting of one man and a
It
dog.
William McKinley won the respect of a Jones, who is supposed to be'in charge of
blew in with a fair wind and then blew
the whole army of malcontents, should
regiment by his courage and kindness of
out again and was lost to sight in the
fog. heart. His old comrades have never for- give voice to impatience and disgust?
no

how on the bloody field of AntieAn Augusta despatch to the Boston
eloquent Bourke Cockran in Madi- gotten
tam he brought his hot coffee and meat Journal says that the silver wave which
son Square Garden, N ew York, last Thursto the famished soldiers who had
gone in- was promised in this State by the supportday evening gave an X-ray exposition of
to battle without breakfast.
So on Wed- ers of William J. Bryan has failed to maBryan and Populism that must prove
The campaign so far is a flat
fatal to the prospects of the Dem-Pop nesday the surviving veterans of the 23d terialize.
Ohio mustered from different States to failure.
The Federal office-holders will
candidate and platform.
Thousands listened to the thrilling address and it will call upon the Republican candidate and not contribute to the campaign fund and
many Democrats are disgruntled oyer the
reach millions through the medium of the assure him of their support.
In response to their address, Maj. Mc- doings at
Chicago. The Journal’s correpress.
Kinley made a short and stirring speech spondent says further:
Many Maine Democrats have declared upon the necessity of preserving the naMayor Bauson, the Belfast silver orator,
themselves for sound money, and as de- tional honor and credit.
Short as it was, who promised to make a big spread on the
sirous of defeating the Chicago candidates we cannot give it in full, but the follow- stump, is in a bad humor since he was
turned down for Governor at the Waterand platform. Their most effective way
ing extract will serve to show that it was vine convention, and many of his followof doing this will be to cast their votes well
worthy of the occasion, and in saying ers are sulking. A half dozen of the old
Greenback speakers are endeavoring to do
for Powers.
A vote for sound money in this we
give it the highest possible praise.
something, bu: they are
Maine in September will have twice the
cranky inWashington told us over and over again dividuals of but little or mostly
no influence.
effect of the same vote in November. The that there was nothing so important to
verdict in Maine will have a marked in- preserve as the nation’s honor. He said
Bryan was a great orator at Chicago
that the most
important source of and
fluence throughout the country.
That it
stampeded a Democratic convention;
was
tnc
and
that
strength
public credit,
will be rendered on the right side there is the best method of preserving1 it was to but bis speeches en route to New York
no
doubt whatever, and it should be use it as sparingly as possible. Xo gov- and his labored effort in New York canernment can
on without it preserves
not stand the test of calm criticism.
Ilis
emphasized by the largest possible ma- its honor. Xo get
government is great enough
jority.
to get on without it.
In the darkest days oratorical gifts are evidently those which
of the revolution Robert Morris, its finan- tickle the ear and go no farther.
ComWord comes from Nebraska that on |
cier, went to one of his friends in Phila- pare his addresses with those of
Greeley,
election day Bryan “will be defeated in delphia, after he had involved himself as
Blaine or Harrison, made under similar
his ward, in his city, in his county, in his a debtor for a large sum of money ou account of the government, and said to him: circumstances, and their great inferiority
Congressional district, and in the State “I
must have $1,500,000 for the continen- will be readily seen.
Hon. J. B. Foraker
where he lives.”
A Batli correspondent tal
army.” His friend said: “What se- of Ohio lias discovered how Sir. Bryan
of the Boston Herald, after giving con- curity can thee give, Robert?”
He angot bis title of “The Boy Orator of the
clusive proof of Mr. Sewall’s unpopularity swered: “My name, and my honor.”
He says: ‘‘Geography tells us
came
the reply: “Robert, thou Platte.”
Quick
at home, says:
shalt have it,” and from that hour until that the Platte is a very peculiar river.
The shrewdest Republicans estimate— now the
country’s honor has been our They say it is a thousand miles long and
and for a part of it, at least, there is good anchor in
Lincoln pledged
every storm.
warrant—that Mr. Sewall will be defeated it when in time of war we issued
only six inches deep.”
paper
two to one in his own ward, two to one in
He
said:
dollar of that
“Every
money.
The resolutions adopted at a Democratic
his own county, and that the plurality
money shall be made as good as gold,”
against him in his own State will be 20,000 and it was left to Rutherford B. Hayes, convention held in Louisville, Kentucky,
votes.
your old colonel, as President of the last Saturday to elect delegates to a State
United States, to execute that promise in convention
The Belfast Age bears this unsolicited
say that the free coinage of
the resumption of specie payments in
silver can never be obtained, and that the
as
to the excellence of the Retestimony
1819.
publican county ticket:
We risk nothing in saying Maj. McKin- futile attempt to accomplish it has caused
We recognize in the gentlemen who
ley’s words at Canton will find a much the Democratic party to lose power, crehave been renominated by the Republistraighter path to the heart of the nation ated loss of confidence, paralyzed busicans of Waldo county men of ability,
ness,
bankrupted thousands, deprived
honesty, and who have been faithful to than the labored argument for the coinOf the new members we age of a dishonest dollar, which Mr. labor of employment, suspended manutheir duties.
have no reason to doubt but what they, if
Bryan addressed to a wearied and unat- facturing, and until this agitation is ended
elected, would prove equally as good.
tentive audience at Madison Square Gar- the present distressing conditions will
Admitting the opposing candidates to den the same day. Speech for
speech, continue. The Daily Capital at Frankfort
be equally worthy they are wanting in
the Boy Soldier eclipsed the Boy Orator, has come out for McKinley, leaving the
experience, and there is thus not only no
Kentucky Democrats without an organ at
[Boston Herald.
reason why a change should be made, but
the State capital.
a good reason why the present capable
In Alabama the Democrats counted out
When the Populist lamb lies down with
In other States they swalofficials should be retained, as they will the Populists.
be.
Why not make their election unani- low them, but the result is the same in the Democratic lion, the lamb is inside
The

mous?

both cases.

the lion.

Whitten’s orchestra of Belfast plays for
dauces at Union Hail every Tuesday even-

ing.

Charles Dodd of New York has joined
his family here for tl.e remainder of the
Mr.

season.

Miss Julia Pendleton and Miss Amanda
of Boston are the guests of Mrs.
Amos Pendleton.

Sylvester

Miss Lillian Cummings of Carubridgeport,
Mass., is visiting her grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs, Otis Cummings.

Superintendent Mears is making great imthe streets. Bay street has been
widened and graded, and all the streets are
being smoothed up and beautified.
Mrs. Dana S. Ayer, Miss Miriam F. Witherspoon and Mr. Haberley of Worcester,
Mass., are stopping at Golden Rod cottage
at the corner of Maple and George streets.

William Pfaff aud Miss Alice Kenney
of Boston,Mr. Chesley Berry of Philadelphia,
Mr. Bowden of Boston, Mrs. Frank Cushman and son Norton of Brighton,
Mass., and
Mr. and Mrs. Bartlett of Roxbury, Mass.,
are at Elm cottage.
Mr. Russell Holt of Boston, who is spending his vacation here, is confined to his
hoarding place by a serious illness, but it is
hoped lus recovery will be speedy aud sure.
His parents are with him and everything is
being done to relieve him of his sufferings.

Last Sunday afternoon the 14th annual
campmeeting of the Temple Heights Spiritual Association came to a close. During the
whole time, from the 8th to the 16th, there
was a continued feast of reason aud flow of
soul that was truly wonderful. The weather
for the most part was all that could be desired.
The attendance was very good, al-

though

not

perhaps

as

large

as

in

some

other years when the times were in a more
prosperous condition than now. Nevertheless everybody felt satisfied aud were pleased with what they saw aud heard. The
speakers were first ciass in every respect
and well qualified to expound the great
truths of Spiritualism in the best possible
manner, and were listened to with so much
interest that it was evident an impression
of their truthfulness as well as its reasonableness in conjunction with a common sense view of life here and hereafter
were
making a deep impressions upon
the people. At the very least it set them to
thinking, aud when a person begins to
think seriously, it is an undoubted fact that
he is beginning to progress and at the same
time to investigate for himself or herself
into the truth of things spiritual or otherwise, and when people do that they will begin to live here aud for the hereafter at the
same time. Sunday, Aug. 17, the auditorium
was more than comfortably
tilled, a large
crowd stood at the doors outside, while
seven hundred people composed the audieuce
within the building; and in all probability
if the day had been clear and pleasant a still
larger crowd would have been present. Mr.
F. A. Wiggin of Salem, Mass., occupied the
platform in the afternoon. This was Mr.
Wiggin’s first visit to this Camp. He is a
brilliant, forcible speaker and holds his audiences spell-bound by his lofty sentiments
aud cultured utterances. Mr. W. is renowned as a test medium as well as a lecturer,
and never in our years of experience in
Spiritualism have we listened to anything
which seemed so calculated to send conviction to the heart as his messages. They were
given for the most part to entire strangers,
and in conciseness aud accuracy were most
wonderful. Mr. Wiggin has won many
friends here, aud impresses everyone with
his genuineness of character. A11 in all this
year’s meeting has been a great success, and
the cottagers aud others who attended every
meeting will go to their homes in happy expectation of enjoying the loth annual gathering of 1897 with equal pleasure and profit.
Atthe annual election of officers of the corporation held Thursday morning, Aug. 13th,
the old board was re-elected as follows:
President, J. P. Stearns, Old Town; vice
president, B. F. Bradbury, Fairfield; secretary, F. A. Dickey, Nortbport; treasurer, A.
E. Clark, Belfast.
It was \oted to hold the
next campmeeting Aug. 14, 1897.
NORTHPORT

CAMP

GROUND.

Capt. Young and wife of Blue Hill
their cottage on Broadway.

at

are

seven from Bangor took dinner
Northport Hotel Aug. loth.

A party of
at

the

were

at

Knowlton farm house last week.

Misses Jackson and Wood of Belfast
enjoying their annual vacation here.

A team containiug a young geutlemau and
lady from Belfast rau away on South Shore
Monday and upset near the White Rock cottage. The carriage was badly broken but
the occupants and horse escaped without
injury.
The Neljesmanette Quartette gave a concert at the auditorium Tuesday evening, assisted by Miss Olive Hersey, reader. A high
class musical and literary program was presented iu an admirable maimer to an appreciative audience.

L. M. Staples, Esq., and wife of Washingare at their cottage on George street.

ton

Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Holbrook of Brooks
are

at

Buckeye cottage

on

George

street.

A party of thirteen from Fairfield arrived
at the Rice cottage on Merithew square last
week.
Misses Mary A. and R. C. Cummings of
Somerville, Mass., are stopping at the Good-

speed cottage.
Anna B. Adams, Abbie Ray and Frank
Kilgore of Haverhill, Mass., are among the
late arrivals at Brown’s.

a

A very successful entertainment was
given
the auditorium last Friday evening by
local aud professional talent, "under the direction of Mr. Harry G. Carleton. The entertainment consisted of readings, vocal and
instrumental music, etc. Mr. Carleton is engaged iu getting up other entertainments to
be given soon.

The following guests were among the
large number registered at the North port
Hotel the past week: Mrs. Dr. Nason and
Chas. J. Nason, Hampden; A. T. Fish,
Haverhill, Mass., H. A Lawrey aud wife,
A mes bury, Mass.; W. F. Young* Baltimore;
Shepherd Dillingham, New York; J. H.
Fitzgerald, Hartford, Conn.; Lester B. Carter, Portland; F. A. Moore and party,
Jamestown, N. J.; J. H. Kilgore, Lowell,
Mass.; Stanley' Plummer, Dexter.

Quite

large party went from here to
Corner schoolhouse last Friday
Lear the Belfast kindergarten
silver orators. Mr. W. B. Ferguson, a summer resident
here, was with the Northport
party and was called upon after the boys
had closed. In a very quiet way lie played
with the orators and their arguments much
as a skilful
angler plays with a trout, aud
dually landed them floundering on terra
drum.
One of the party has sent us a report of the meeting in verse. We can only
rind room for the two closing verses. After
telling how Mr. Ferguson laid out the boy
orators the writer continues:
Now in regard to color,
a

Brown’s

evening

to

1 think the audience knew
Thar. White was nearer a shade of green,
And Brown a shade of blue.

Though the meeting

was called for Silver
I think it turned out for Gold;
For I think the story by Ferguson
Was much the better told.

Transfers

in Real

EITHER IN THE NARROW OR SQUARE TOES
Both of these lots

■V^out

The Fifteenth Maine Association holds its
reunion at Gardiner, Aug. 20-27. The usual
reduced rates have been secured over the
Maine Central and the connecting rail and
steamboat lines it controls; the Bangor &
Aroostook; and the International and Boston & Kennebec lines of steamers; (the latter from Boston to Gardiner;) and at the
Gardiner hotels. All survivors of the old
regiment are invited, whether members of
the regimental association or not. Excursions to the National Soldiers’ Home at
Togus, and to the Campground of the State
Militia at Augusta, during “muster-week,’’

contemplated.

EVERY DOT
IS A

PORE

are

PORE
i

CLOGGED
\

and Irritation
set in causing:

PIMPLES
Blotches, blackheads, baby blemishes, and
falling hair. The only preventive is

CUTICURA SOAP
because the only preventive of inflammation and clogging of the Pores.
Sale greater than the combined soles of all other 6kin

and complexion soaps.
Sold throughout tho world.
Potter Ditt o AM) Chkm. Cori* Sole Props.. Boston.
03™ Send for How to Prevent Facial Blemishes," free.
*'

W. T.
McClintock

from 9 to 12 A. M,

FOR

s

Block,

High St., Belfast,

L. A.

KNOWLFON, President.

FRANK R. WIGGilV

Deposits Solicite
Feb. 28, 1894.
$30,353.09

INDIVIDUAL
DEPOSITS:

July 24,

1894.

Dec.

$59,180.29

•Inly II, **95.

1891.

5, i>
$S3,978,5

March

$19,480.59

Dee. 13,1S95.

JULY 14, 1896,
si 72,093

SHio.siis.n.

These figures are taken from our sworn statements
of the Currency, Washington, on the above dates.

to the >

„ivwi!miVl"',';TKM<y

DEI’ART RENT
.demand. draw inter.u> l,t and July 1st. Deposits diirm- the lirsi three d.r.
,f .*,■.
.it that month.
This department offer* „„<•!,
t, ,,'i. ,,
nmcli as every deposit i> a ..... a to Hot So /., and a 11
den-sits in our it ml, ate
amount of our Capital Stock.
This Bank bein* the latest established Bank in Wald c
icmv ,otr v
meiits HI I- ire and Kur-lar-l’ro ,f w irk, h irehv
offer! i, „ritu to
1
bank m this eountv.
We still have a few $5.00 SXFE DEPOSIT BOXES
All mr b »x
ar'or/:,s, so they may l>e taken r<. ami from tlie Hank if «le>i!v,l.
/,,
..

den',

•>

SAMUEL ADAMS

JEWELERTO THE PEOPLE
NEW

STORE,

NEW GOODS,

Direct from the Manufacturers.

Repairing

75

MAIN

Specialty.

a
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Mam

OPTIMA

Patients,

Having

DR. E. W. THOMAS

to Jit

And

on

I THE

Hotel

Aug. dlst,

liis office in
during Fair Week.
at

mn

nil

cm

the worh.....

rir'/'-'

the 2oth of each month thereafter.

be

glasses for

mi

i hare mod.
frui tion.
incuts, use modern on
hare a room especially

Belfast, 3V5Co.,
A

studied with

Ocutis's in Hoston I

WILL BE IN

Windsor

M* NS

\V. C. Marshall.

THK%»

EARNEST REQUEST
Of

Experience.

STREET, BELFAST,

Store formerly occupied by
•

Lowest Prices.

Eleven Years

Bangor

V I M/.V I Tin \

GEO. R. POO

I>r. THOMAS does not ln-rein explain t<- the'*
public the great good he lias (lone and ■an now do
or the wonderful cures he
an
perform, as the
best way to know the truth is to hear and >ee for
yourselves. Therefore all persons who are .sniveling from any bodily intinnities or diseases are :
herein and hereby invited to call on in Thomas
and he will tell you in a few moments and without
a personal examination the real cause of vour
physical troubles and the correct cause of treatment for a
speedy and safe cure. l)r. Thomas is
the one person of all persons who has the supernatural power of at once knowing your troubles
and the cure therefor. The Doctor further informs you that his charges are not high, but his
consultations and treatment are within the reach
of all.
The Doctor's home is No. 720 High street, Bath.
Me. The first 25 days of each month he is in Bangor, Me., No. lot) Main street.

-^Jeweler
Belfast.

Plows
An

j

—

Opt

Ha

Opportunity of
Before

taking

a

v

l

stock I <h

Small Furrow Plow's. $2.25 to
Plows for Stubble and Sod. $4.5*
plete with wheel and cutter
beam.

IJK. K. \V. THOMAS.

j

anti

May 2s is'.)*',.—tf22

Spring Tooth harrows. $0 0 ac
Disc harrows. Sift.00 and upw
Plow Sulky with ff'ener. $15
Pendulum Churns. $2 00 and $2
rewrite tor what ><>;;
is

FRKI>

w

better call and

ATWOOD. White

EAST MAIN

ROOM PAPERS
-FOR-

^-FALL TRADE.
We received last week some new pattern*
in ceiling papers that are very pretty and

BUCKSPOF

a very large line of papers
select from this fall ami are selling
them cheap.

cheap'. We have
to

REV, A. F, CHASE,

&

JONES,

-

I’rowitlon t

BELFAST, MAINE.

Fall Term

SURPLUS, $33,000
DEPOSITS

^

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK

CARLE

Maine.

CAPITAL, $150,000.
Open

to

O O L B IT R X

NICE PAPERS, 6 CTS.
9 IN. BORDERS, 2

Belfast,

$1.25, but

marked down to-^-

Dr. THOMAS has made many remarkable cures
in rhe western part of the State, in Bath. Portland, Lewiston, Brunswick, Gardiner and many
other places. Following is a few names 1 the
dozens he has treated and cured in this section of
Maine: Eugene M. Mersey, Esq.. Mr. lienrv A
Appleton, Capt. J. D. Warrei Mr. Thomas H.
Johnson, Mr. Wentworth Maxtield. Mrs. Robert
H. Elms, Mr. S. Willis Whitcomb of Bangor; Mrs.
Bessie Blake. Brewer: Mrs. Funis. Orrington:
Mrs. Dyke and Mrs. Merriman. Orono Mrs. Sawlw.'U
yer and daughter. Milford.

IF A

Inflammation

sold for

formerly

85 Cents,

&

He will

BECOMES

no

Estate.

The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending Aug. 19, 1898: Edwin
Mitchell, Belfast, to Joanna P. Thurston,
do.; land in Belfast. F. A. Knowlton, Belfast, to Annie M. Knowlton, do ; land in
Northport. Everett A. Littlefield et als.,
Everett, Mass., to Geo. H. Campbell, Winterport; land and buildings in Winterport.
Aila B. Noyes, et als., Portland, Ore., to W.
C. Pendleton, Searsport ; laud in Searsport.
Geo. E. Worth, Unity, to Stillman Phillips,
do.; laud in Unity. J. M. Winn, Clinton, to
Ida P. Libby, Unity; land in Unity.
Leon
Herbert, Waterville, to Sarah Herbert do.;
land in Freedom. Cephas Edmonds, Burnham, to Walter F. Edmonds, do.; land in
Burnham. Shadrack Hall, Brooks, to Rantie A. Hall, do.; land in Brooks.
Daniel A.
Greer, Belmont, to town of Belmont, land
in Belmont.
White
et
als
Mary
Beltmmt,
to town of Belmont; land in Belmont.
Charles R. Hill,Winterport,to Fred Atwood,
do.; land in Winterport. L. T. Dickson,
Augusta, to Leon Herbert, Waterville ; land
in Freedom. Oliver M. Pendleton, Lincolnville, to Geo. S. dark, do.; land in Liucolnville. Lydia E. Biather, Searsport, to Addie V. Howard, Belfast; land and buildings
in Belfast. Phineas Pendleton estate, Searsport, to Chas. A. Woods, do.; land in Searsport.

are

Congress Shoes

lit si in

at

Prom

1 to 4 P. M.
are

The Low Cut

John J. Lewis will give three illustrated
lectures at the auditorium, Aug. 22d, on
“Our Canadian Cousins and Wonderland of
the Rockies;” Aug. 23d, “New Versions of
the “Passion Play:” Aug. 24th, “Pilgrims in
Holland.”

The Morrill and Orono cottages have been

enlarged and improved recently.
Charles P. Hazeltine and family

LADIES’ FINE RUSSET GOAT PRINCES.

The steamer Castine brought the Castine
Band and a large party of excursionists
from Castine Aug. 12th. ‘Mr. Carleton opened the rink and a dance was enjoyed for a
few hours.

Mrs. J. H. Saunders of Bangor aud Mrs.
E. Driukwater have been enjoying a very
visit here, as the guests of Mrs. Edward Drinkwater.

spring.

Camden

party to

meuts in

C.

Mrs.

a

The yachts Glide and Hattie C. Meehan
are kept busy every day when there is favorable weather. Monday the Meehan took a
party to Fort Point.

pleasant

next

U85 Cents.

Aug. 12tli. An hour was spent on the
fishing grounds and 80 pounds of cod and
bake were caught.

E. M, Pettingiil aud son, and Mrs.
Fernald of Massachusetts, aud Mrs. Carrie
Hail of Lincolnville are visiting Mrs. A. E.
Drink water.

-

P. Palmer of the Somerville Citizen of

The Misses Sylvester of Belfast are stopping with Mrs. J. W. Emery at her cottage
at the corner of Maple and George streets.

Mrs.

Mr. Newell Bagley of Thorndike aud Mr.
Stephen Hadley of Waldo have together
bought a lot on the south side of the Spiritual Camp Ground aud will build a cottage

-

East Somerville, Mass., i3 spending a few
days with his family at the Camp Ground.

Steamer Jessie took

Your nerves will be strong, and your sleep
Hood’s
sound, sweet and refreshing.
Sarsaparilla makes pure blood. That is
why it cures 30 many diseases. That is
why so many thousands take it to cure
disease, retain good health and prevent
sickness and suffering. Remember

exposition only show

the

It is entirely safe to say that
Kindergartners will not address an au-

Success,”

a

B.

MARKED DOWN

month.

a

F. F. Higgins, J. S. Baxter, C. A. Hamden and James Ferguson and family, all of
Boston, arrived at Brown’s Aug. 16th.

The steamer Jessie has returned to Matinicus. Before people got the run of his
time table the captain became discouraged
and went home.

Blood

more

his

prosy utterThe Boston Globe head-lines it

nal as “A Defence and

sound and wholesome.

Blood means sound health. With pure,
rich, healthy blood, the stomach and digestive organs will be vigorous, and there
will be no dyspepsia. Rheumatism and
Neuralgia will be unknown. Scrofula and
Salt Rheum will disappear. With pure

had

which

equipped by their inaccepted by their hearers

and Democratic

Main street for

as

Bryan

ances.

are

Pure

a

be set down to partisan prejuthe Times and the World are

that the country people are ignorant and that the mouldy chestnuts with

they

was

The New
observers agree as to this.
York newspapers in their account of the
affair all tell the same melancholy story.

quite

structor will be

speech

Garden

Alfred Robbins, wife and child of Washington, D. C., are at Goodcheer cottage on

Speech.

is unanimous that Mr.

Republican

flat failure.

take to invade the country and to direct
tbe free born and intelligent citizens of

as

For Governor

Hon.

Madison

debating club, or before their It cannot
home; but when they under- dice, for

assume

FOR VICE PRESIDENT,

New York

testimony

The

Kindergartners Bryan’s

mirrors at

NOMINATIONS.

REPUBLICAN

another column that the

sion of

}B

Bryan’s

tbe communication in

SOLICITED.

14tf

SALE!

Very Desirable Real Estate.
Large two story house and lot, No. 130 Main
street; one two story house and lot, No. 128 Main
street; also story and one-half house and lot, No
4 Cedar street. All the above property within
two minutes’ walk of Post Office. Enquire of
JAMES D. TUCKER, Belfast, Me.,
Or MRS. OLIVE S. TUCKER,
lm34
Northport Camp Ground.

E. H. DURGIN, M. D.
of Glasses and Diseases ol
the Eye ard Ear a Specialty.

Fitting

Office hours until 9 a.
From I 2.30 to 3 p. m.

Opens.

Ai
I

SEN 1> FOR CATALOl.

|

m.

MAINE

SEARSPORT,
13tf

LOST.

I shall he at my ottiee in Nb
1 every day from 10 a. m. to 12 m.
until August In. All person.-* wl
themselves of the discount of f■».
their taxes must pay by August 1
II. F. MASON
Belfast, July BO, 1S*JB.

A Ladies' Dark Blue Mackintosh-somewhere between

Murphy's point

and the

city. Please return to 23 Cedar St., Bell"’34*
fast.

■

I

A

f,_imTfcB
Will the tinder

On i'cili:between tin■
f> ami 1>« i!

jacket
please leave the

sau

^

BELFAST.

OF

m;\\S

Nortbport bas

of

er

reditors at 40 cents

(

comon

a

Mixer family will be held
tirange Hall, Sept. 3d.

Following is a list of unclaimed letters remaining in the Belfast post office for the
week ending Aug.
15, 1890; Ladies—Mrs.
Yevie Hanna. Gentlemen—E A. Eames,
James Foley, Mr. David Robertson.
Mr. Frank W. Gowen of Waterville, International Supreme lecturer, will speak on
temperance and sound money, at Burnham

•MV.

camp meeting at Village, Thursday evening, Aug. 20th, and
begin Aug. 22d and Centre Montville, Sunday evening, Sept.
Gch. Give him a good audience.
udays.
;stlan
i: i

Iw

picked

who

\telision

up the side

carriage on
Tuesday please leave it at
top

Stable?

v

speak in Belnext Tuesday evening,
he his only appearance in
during the campaign, all
Frye

will

sacred concert at the Bel-

Suuday evening by
talent, with an
pieces. Admission 25

next

'bi*

ressional

ght

'••Viiiiam

H. Sanborn's horse

a
yard adjoining a hen
«eiug separated by a wire
use evidently did not see
broke through it, got cast,
badly cut before she could

ugustine Colburn caught

A

a

Lake last Frilitnou ever caught there in
men think the outlook for
in Lake is better than ever
H. Francis has placed
a
minnows in his aquarium,
f this city and R. W.
is
are spending the week at
in Swan

n

«

1 he fourteenth shoot of

ub, held Aug. 12th, result*

t

Score.

Points.

18
17
17
.U>
18
24

3
2
2
1
3
4

...

and

a

nominal fine and costs.

The County Commissioners are holding
their regular August term at the Court
this week.
All bills against the county
should be presented at or before noon Fri-

day.

Among the bills presented is one for
by Truman H. Bucklin of West
Rockport, agent for the prevention of cruel-

$89 54

ty to animals, for work

done

in

Waldo

County.
Belle J. Palmer, Department President,
visited at Camp Benson last week, and presented a very beautiful album quilt to the
“Home,” made by the George G. Davis, W.
R. C., of Brooks, which was gratefully received and which received the admiration of
all.
It was made of very light blue and
white and the names were very neatly written upon the white.
The latest bulletin issued by the State
Board of Agriculture contains the following
summary of crop reports from Waldo county

:

Condition of apples, 97 per cent.; plums,
85: pears, 85; small fruits, 103; oats, 101;
mixed grain, 104; barley, 90; rye, 90; sweet
corn, 85; yellow corn, 89; potatoes, 101.
Seventy per cent, of liay cut. More potato
beetles. One report of rust on Hebrona.
No Bordeaux mixture. Weeds from grass
seed. No new weeds.

Gowen, International Supreme
addressed a good audience in

Mr. F. W.

Lecturer,
Town Hall, Islesboro, Sunday evening, Aug.
10th. He also addressed the Good Templars

27
35
41

the district session of their order on Saturday, Aug. 15th, in the same town and his
address at that time is highly spoken of by
the members of the order.
He spoke before
Belfast Lodge, No. 30, at the regular meeting
Monday evening. Tuesday he went to Freedom and last evening he spoke in Thorndike.
at

The convention of the Maine Deaf Mission
will be held in Camden Saturday and Sun-

surmounted by a
by Mrs. Fred H.

was

resented

being their first offense they

let off with

were

23

floral arch was built
stood across the cor-

A

of it

day, August 2** and 30. The Maine Deaf
ng the offerings were bouMission is governed by a committee consist>nd roses from the family,
ing of President G. W. Wakefield of Brown■'
F. U. Huberts, Miss Hatville; Secretary, George A. Wise of South
Mrs. F. P». Myrick, Mrs. ShuParis; Treasurer, A. L. Carlisle of Baugor.
ts from Mrs. Mary Coombs,
The mission furnishes the services for the
an, Mrs. Samuel Sweetser, mutes in the different
places in the State of
>11. Mrs. Mary Larrahee,
Maine by hiring the preachers who are well
•s, Mrs. Ella Sec-kins, Mrs.
versed in the sign language.
M:ss Alice Logan, Mrs. S. W.
Fire in Monroe.
The farm buildings of
Harold McIntosh and othil.-rhert C. Morey met with
; i> ms accident last Thursday

>-

taking down the supbeen used for the electric

was

ad

Albert Bowen of Monroe were burned MonMrs. Bowen was getting
supper when she suddenly found the room
over the kitchen on tire.
The house, L
and barn were totally destroyed, with all

day afternoon.

their

contents, except a small amount of
furniture from the trout of the house. Tne
season’s hay, the farming tools, grain, etc.,
were destroyed. The loss will exceed 82,000.
There was a small insurance on the personal

party at Mr. John II.
Is, and had climbed to the
shears about 20 feet high to
the fasts, when the poles fell,
the ground. It was thought
awn
n

■

right shoulder was crushed,
ation by I)rs. Johnson and

injuries to consist of a
scapula, or shoulder blade,

•<l his
the

same.
While the
serious nature it will not.
h'prive him of the use of the
favorable conditions the slioul.*
as strong and useful as be-

ation

tite

of the

a

McKinley Club.
A club
vo hundred members was ori viroe’s Parlor Theatre last
vug in the interests of the Ream! sound money. The folwere
chosen:
President,
■’
Vice Presidents, A. C.
y
Farrar, C. F. Cobbett, C. G.
T. < luptill: Secretary, Chas. S.
vasurer, Chas. E. Ivuowlton. ;
’inmittees
B. H.
on

property.
New Advertisements. See the illustrated “Oswell” stock pattern dinner set sold
by Carle & Jones; 21 Main street. A warranted dinner set of 112 pieces for only 8G.88,
and a full line of crockery and glassware at
low prices-Diusinore, “on the corner,” is
offering this week 200 pairs of ladies’ low
shoes at !»» cents, and 100 pair of men’s russet shoes at 82 48—regular price 83.50 to 85.
-There are four advertisements of lost
this week.
The missing articles are two
watches a blue serge jacket with pearl buttons, and a dark blue mackintosh.

Chat. An organ-grinder on our streets
last week varied the usual program by singing to the accompaniment of his instrument.
-Adelbert Knight brought to Howes’

Saturday a triplet cucumber, three
good specimens connected at the sides for
nearly the whole length-L. H. Knight
shipped a car-load of cows to Brighton Saturday-Sanford Howard has bought the
Hiram Jones place on High street. He will
rent a portion and keep boarders in the remainder.Chamberlain has changed the
hour of leaving Belfast for North port Camp
store

appointed:
Maxfield,
i. Brown, G.

were

Conant, C.
by-laws, A.

H.

M. Fletcher. The committee
tits was instructed to
prepare
campaign llag, and to place
ver the door of the hall.
y
It
have the rooms open every
t

iml.

Ground in

the afternoon from 2.80 to 2
o’clock-Sch. Maria Webster, sailed Tuesday morning for a fishing cruise with a party
of thirteen from Poor’s Mills and vicinity...
The brick blacksmith shop on Main street
occupied for many years by the late Samuel
A. Blodgett has been torn down... .Potatoes

keep a supply of reading
Adjoifrned to Tuesday

lsth.

The club starts with

a

membership, including several
acted with the Demoendorse tlie free silver
Populist fusion. At the meetveiling Samuel F. Stevens and
V were added to the executive
The executive committee was
procure seats for the hall.

mtherto

cannot

u.ly

Shot.

are now

being shipped

in

quite large quanti-

ties by farmers in Belfast and the neighbor-

ing

towns.

Shipping Items.
Sch. R. i. Hart was
launched from the marine railway last
Thursday and loaded ice at Belfast Ice Co.’s
for New Haven. She sailed Monday.
Sch. Sarah Hill discharged corn for Swan &
Sibley Co. from Boston last Thursday_

Coroner B. O. Nor-

i to

c

Unity Friday, to view the
am in F. Bartlett, Esq., of Kan-

wlio had died from the effects
bob. B. L. bherman sailed Aug. 13th for
wound.
Mr.
Bartlett was
Nantucket with ice from tlie Belfast Ice Co.
lie hotel at Windermere Park,
-Soli. Scotia arrived Sunday from New
•*
and
started
:ly,
Friday morning
York with coal for Fred G. White. After
friends gunning.
When a
she will go on the marine railfrom the Park they saw some discharging
way for re-coppering, a new forward house
pond, and in trying to get near
and other repairs-The revenue cutter
•iter aim, the gun of one of his
Woodbury is undergoing repairs at Portwas discharged, the ball enterland and when she returns to service her
‘Uett's back near the kidneys
hull will be painted white_Four barges of
:t, m front in the groin.
The
‘led, after hearing the story, the so-called “B line,” arrived in Bangor
>1. st
was unnecessary.
Benja- Aug. 12th in tow of tug Ralph Ross. They
'■••tt was born in
Bangor about are the. Buffalo, Buffet, Bluebird and Bucklie was the son of William A.
ler. They were towed to Fort Point by an
i!11erly in the seed business in
native of Unity.
He was ed- ocean tug-Sell. Sallie l’Ou is at Searsport
schools in Bangor and then be- and is to come to Belfast for
repairs, after
1
t\v with Gen. Henry L. .Ylitchin whose office he continued which she will load at St. Johns, N. B., for
N. S. Lord of this city and
enter practice himself.
For River Platte.
Mr. Bartlett practiced law there, John Putnam of
Searsport are making her a
Kansas City to continue his
suit of sails-Sell, .fames Holmes sailed
h he. was very successful.
He
'*■ old one child.
Our Unity eor- Aug. 17th for Boston with hay from F. G,
rites that a telegram was re*
White’s. .Sell. Alida loaded casks for RockMonday night stating that the land Tuesday.Sell. James R. arrived
!- who
accidentally shot Mr. Bart j
u fever and could not live.
Tuesday from Bangor with lumber for parIt
is an only child.
ties in Morrill.
"t

[
|

GLENWOOD
RANGES
MAKE

COOKING EAST.
Three Cold Medals.
weir STOVE COMPANY, TAUNTON, MASS.

Agents

The

in All Prominent Cities and
Towns in New England.

The Kennebec lawyers played ball at Augusta Monday. The opposing nines were
the A 'gustas and the All-Kennebeckers, the
In its report of the game
former winning.
the Kennebec Journal says of a former Belfast ball player: “The agile work of the

Democrat-Populist

campaign flag
bearing the names of Bryan, Sewall and
Frank was hoisted over
High street near
Mayor Hanson’s office
yesterday forenoon.
The Wentworth reunion
will be held at
the residence of Simon
Wentworth, in ftockport, Sept. 9th. If stormy, the first fair
day
thereafter. TMrs. Jesse L.
Wentworth, Sec,

We go to press too early to
detail of the performances.
As tne steamer uity

Excursion

freight

parents were away. The fire was put out by
the men who were at work in the
vicinity
without an alarm.

came

near

being

was
narrowly averted
Tuesday morning. Mrs. R. A. Gurney, Mr.
Stanley Gurney aud Miss Louise Gurney
started for a drive, aud when turning a
sharp corner from their driveway into the
road the carriage gave a sudden lurch
which wrecked the entire top, including the
seat, precitatiug the occupants into the
Mrs. Gurney was quite badly bruisstreet.
ed aud somewhat injured internally, but
fortunately no bones were broken... .Miss
a

Blanche Downs returned to her home in
Saturday.Caro Beals of Spriug-

Boston

brothers,
iield, Mass., is visiting her
W. G. and W. S. Hatch-Mr. R. A. Gurney
harvested one hundred and twenty bushels
of mammoth potatoes from about half an
Several of them
acre of ground this week.
weighed a pound each.
The lawn party on the
grounds of John H. Quimby Wednesday
evening, Aug. 12th, for the beuefit of the
Belfast Band, was well attended aud a very
enjoyable affair. The grounds were enclosed
by red, white and blue cloth, along the top
of which were Japanese lanterns. An arc
light illuminated the lawn. A platform had
been erected for dancing and on one side of
Lawn

Party.

the grounds was the lunch car used in the
Baud minstrel entertainment and from
which ice cream and cake were served. The
band gave a very fine conceit, which was
listened to by a large audience without as
well as within the grounds, and after the
concert

ceeds

dancing

were

was

enjoyed. The net proMonday evening a
was given at the same

about $100.

promenade concert
place for the benefit of Mr. Herbert C.
Morey, a member of the Band, whose injuries are elsewhere reported. The admission
23 cents and ice cream and cake were
served. A diuoe followed the concert. The
was

net

receipts

were

$55.

Andrew Crosby of
Suicide in Knox.
Knox killed himself in his barn Monday
forenoon. He arose, did his morning chores
his breakfast as usual, and after
breakfast told his wife he was going to the
field for a load of bay. As he did not return when expected his wife went to the
barn, where she found a note saying
that when they found him he would be
dead. A search was begun at once and his
body was found on ‘he hay mow with a
small knife sticking in the heart. He was
about o5 years of age, and all his circumstances were considered favorable.
His
family relations were very pleasant, his
business prosperous, he was honest, temperate and of pleasant disposition, and no one
knew of any trouble or had seen any signs
of insanity. The only explanation that can
be given is that his brain may have been
affected by the heat, and no one noticed any
trouble until it was too late. He leaves a
wife, the daughter of Albert Kenney of
Knox, and four children, the youngest but G
weeks old.
and

ate

Norton Reunion. The third auuual reunion of the Norton family was held at the
home of Mrs. Henry Norton in Palermo,
Aug. 8th. Although it was very foggy in
the morning the suu soon made its appearance and the day proved all that one could
wish. At an early hour the house and
grounds were filled with relatives and
friends of the family.
A bountiful picnic
dinner was served under the orchard trees.
After dinner the meeting was called to
order by the president and the following
officers were elected: President, A. L.
Norton, Liberty; Vice President, A. I.
Brown, Belfast; Secretary, Mrs. Eva N.
Ripley, South Montville. Mrs. E. P. Brown
read an able paper and A. I. Brown followed with a few happy remarks. Then the
younger

portion

gave

recitations, readings,

etc., as their part of the program. The remainder of the day was spent in social interAll departed feeling the day well
course.
spent and that these meetiugs help to make
us better friends and form an oasis in the
barren desert of life. The next meeting will
be Aug. 7, 1897, at the home of A. L. Norton

Liberty.

fEva N. Ripley, Sec.

!

Criehaven with H. L. Woodcock and son,
who spent several weeks on the island.
Capt. Crie intends to keep the boat here for
a time
for the accommodation of small

$3.00.

Closing them out
odd sizes for only

1

|

ley’s yard, Boston,

guardianship filed in estate of
Geo. O. Severance, minor, Searsmont, third
Account of

and final.
Inventories returned in estates of Christopher A. Erskine, Palermo; Win. Turner,

Montville; Henry

A.

Carter, Belfast;

Au-

Keene, Montville; Achsa W. Gliddeu, Palermo; Marcia Woodman, Searsmont.
Wills approved and allowed in estates of
Charles Moore, Belfast; George B. Briggs,
Belfast.
Account of administration allowed in estates of Geo. T. Nickerson, Swanville, first
and final; Lincoln Gilkey, Islesboro, first;
Chas. Cole, Winter port, first and final; Clarissa B. Carver, Searsport, first and final; D.
W. Spratt, Palermo, second and final; Flora
relia S.

She is

Administrators

compos,

BELFAST,

CORNER,

MAINE.
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LOW
as

you

is 71

PRICES

$

ought, considering the hard times ? If you are
don’t you call upon E. P. FROST lie

why

not,

^POSITIVELY GUARANTEES^-

a

to sell you

STYLISH, WELL=MADE, PERFECT
FITTING CLOTHING at.

with the Churchill brothers of AndMessrs. Moody of Chelsea and Small of
Portland. She is 47 feet over all and 7 feet
9 inches draft. Their present cruise is from
Portland through Fox Island Thoroughfare
over,

ami

Eggemeggiu Reach,

to

Belfast and

LOWER
than any

re-

turn.

The third in the series of Penobscot yacht
ciub races was sailed last Saturday afternoon
off
Rockland, but there being
hardly a breath of air stirring the yachts did
not finish within the time limit and the race I

postponed

was

three boats

to

next

Saturday.

lowing order, Comet, Sasin, Ethel.
declared
taken.
was

:

no race

corrected time

As

was

in Eastern Maine.

a

^

it

Maine
State
Pajr
rally

modern

|

txxmim

a

IStOny
Me.

7

Below Masonic Temple

■

Aug.

See the (.. ange Parade, Maine Military Parade.
Floral Parade, Bicycle Parade, (.rcat Fish Exhibit.
Sion's Marrelons P/Yds,Herds, Flocks, Crops aud
Products in quantity.
Hood's Celebrated Jerseys (on
exhibition.) Balloon Ascension Daily. Machinery in
(treater
exhibit;..,t
mat attraet;..„s th«„ -,
operation.
Trnttinn, paeiny, lliiiinimj, unit lliri/rtt ipos
fjXrursiim trains ami rates tram
eert/irla re, to
(//ter tin mees.
Exhibition entries close Aug. loth, Paces Aug. -JiM.

31,

*

Cant

aCrl1
a

^2

3

—;—"——■-ti. >1. T\V i I’CHKLL, Secretary, Augusta, >Ie.

ARION

RANGES AND

4

STOVE

NOT ONE

CLARION

The sale of the cat-boat built by Mr. I. W.
Parker a few years ago to Mr. Melville Smith
announced at the time, and ;
as her new owner was to use her on Lake
Cobbosseecontee her performance at the annual regatta at Hammond’s Grove was looked forward to with interest by those acquainted with the boat’s record at home.
How speedy were the craft she would compete with we had no means of knowing, but
we felt quite sure the Belfast boat would
give a good account of herself, and she did.
The races were sailed last week, and Capt.
Smith’s craft, which he lias named Vega,
won the silver sweepstakes
cup open to all,
and the first prize in his class. Mr. Parker
has received a note from Mr. Smith under
date of Augusta, Aug. 15th. He says:
Our annual regatta came off last Wednesday and the little cat-boat beat the fleet.
She was put into the second class on account of her small size but she beat all the
boats in both classes. There were six boats
entered in the first class, ranging from 17
feet 2 inches to 22 feet in length, and about
as liiaiiy in the second class.
I won the. first
prize in the second class and the sweep-

78B*!alnMstre!t’

DIHI&O

The

Capt. Decrow continues to keep his yacht,
the Glide, to the front. During the past
week he has had brushes with the Edna of
Belfast, Wild Duck of Camden, John of Saturday Cove and Comet of Thomaston, which
were all
left astern of the swift-winged
Glide.

Augusta

YOU NOTHING

E. P. FROST,

not

Then
racing craft.
Capt. Fields Pendleton of Islesboro came
across the bay with the Effie and after outrunning the Glide handsomely invited her
to a trial on the wind, but got no
response.
The Effie is the larger boat, but those who
hunt small game themselves cannot well
complain when they are hunted in turn.
Here is the other side of the story, sent us
from Northport:

of

PRICES

TO LOOK OVER H!S STOCK.

Only

The Thomastou yacht Comet made her
appearance at Nortliport Sunday and had a
brush with the Glide. Reports vary as to
the result, blit outside observers say that
the Thomastou boat had the best of it, and
not

Clothing dealer

II WILL COSI

started in the second class
and only one in the fourth class.
Those in
the second class were the Comet, the Ethel
and the Sasin. The one lone boat in the
fourth class was the Snarleyow, which in
the failure of the Scorpion, her competitor
in the last race, to put in an
appearance,
was sent around the course under the rules.
The second class boats came in in the fol-

is

*

were

'Range

was

Steele, Searsport, first.
appointed: Francis J.
Bailey in estate of Abner Bailey, Monroe;
Beuj F. Rice, iu estate of Frank W. Rice
Stockton Springs.
On petition for administration on the estate of David W. Hasweil, Monroe, it was
ordered that the petition be dismissed, a stakes
(silver cup). My little boy, 12 years
will having been foundold, won 2nd prize in the second class and
License to sell real estate granted iu es- beat four of the
first class boats. I thought
tate of Efiie L. Miller, Searsmont.
you might be interested iu the boat and so
Renewal of license to sell real estate
drop
you a line.
granted in estate of Howard Douglas; non
A.

Dinsmore,'

board

an

guardian.

as

REMEMBER THE PLACE,

that you are buying vour FINE CLOTHING, HATS,
CAPS and FURNISHING GOODS at as^~ 3^ *

The new schooner yacht Glenesk built at
Kennebunkport the past wiuter for Capt.
Geo. F. Smith of Andover, Mass., was in
port Tuesday uight. Capt. Smith was on

Courts.

final; Benjamin Higgins, Searsmont, second;

of

account

-*Are You Satisfied*-

feet over all and 33
handsome and a speedy
craft and a cup-winner. Her home port is
Stamford, Ct.

tons net.

sne

Cyrus A. Hartson, Stockton Springs, first
and final; Phineas Pendleton, Searsport,
first and final; Margaret D. Fuller, Searsmont, first.
Petition for administration presented in
estates of Haskell E. Twitcheli, Burnham;
Horatio H. Johnson, Belfast.
Petition for allowance presented in estate
of Wilson Grant, Frankfort.
Choice of guardian filed by Ernest L.
Piper, Monroe, Frederick A. Piper named

j

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

The schooner yacht Nesera, from Bar Harbor for Boston, made a harbor here last
week. She was three days eomiug up the
Reach, having calms and fogs to contend
with. The yacht was built in 1893 at Law-

Bertha Stackpole, Thomastou,
2 dress patterns, bleached cotton and prints.
_The following item from the Portland
Press relates to the. Home :
The Russell children, whose mother was
recently arrested for drunkenness and
cruelly beating her children, have been
given homes by charitable societies in the
city. The Samaritans took the case in hand.
Oue of the ladies who visited the place said
that the lowest slums of New York could not
he in a worse condition. The utter squaliduess
of the place was almost beyond description.
Such a thing as bedding was an unknown
quantity. The mattresses and pillows lay
in a corner and were without coverings and
The whole place
as black as a door mat.
The ladies having
was alive with vermin.
the case in charge took the children to the
day nursery where they were given warm
baths, and dressed in new, clean clothes.
The two girls were then sent to Belfast to
the Home for Friendless Girls, through the
kindness of the Children’s Aid Society.
The boy was placed by the Little Samaritans’ Association in the Home for Friendless Boy’s in Deering. The father of the
unfortunate family, who is addicted to
drink, shipped last week on board a sailing
vessel, accompanied by a faithful dog. The
woman was bailed out of jail by some friend,
but her whereabouts are not known.

abstract of the business of
Following
the Probate and Insolvency Courts for the
August term, 1896:
Wills presented in estates of Nathaniel
Hall, Montville; Joanna Cunningham,
Montville; Hanson E. Turner, Palermo.
Account of administration presented in
estates of Marcia Woodman, Searsmont,
first and final; William D. Doe, Belfast,
first; Edwin Hale, Brooks, first and final;
Aurora Piper, Monroe, first and final; Amos
W. Freeman, Stockton Springs, first and

M*.

SUBSCRIBE FOR

Gould, was at Bath last Thursday and attracted much attention. She is about 000
tons and was built in 1883 at
Philadelphia.
Her hull is of iron, length on the water line
228 feet 10 inches, breadth of beam 20 1-2
feet, depth of hold 15 feet 3 inches, average
draft 10 feet 10 inches.

Mrs.

is

^Preparedby NOKWAYMSDICIHK Co.,Norway,

The steam yacht Atalanta, built for Jay
GouUl and now owned by his son, George

men

Insolvency

on

All styles of toes, regular price of these
shoes were from $3.50 to $5.00. Closing them out for ouly

My Mamma gives me
BROWN’S INSTANT RELIEF,
For Coughs, Colds, Colie, Cholera
Morbus, Dysentery, Croup, 8ore
Throat, Diphtheria, eto.
I THINK IT IS REAL NICE TO TAKE.

anchor in Ames’ Cove, Islesboro, the
first of the week was the auxiliary steam
yacht Enterprise. She is brigantine rigged
with an English cut to her spars, and was
built at Derth, Scotland, in 1890. Her owner,
A. J. Cassett of Philadelphia, was on hoard
with a party of friends, and she was bound
to Bar Harbor.

Girls’ Home. The following contributions are acknowledged for the Girls’
Home: Girls’ Club, Fort Fairfield, $5; Mrs.
Harriet S. Griswold, Bangor, who is summering in Castine, $25 and two years subscription to the Girls' Home paper; Mrs. A.
G. Morey, Belfast, $1; Mrs. N. S. Piper, Bel-

and

*

Men’s Russet Shoes,

At

The

Probate

y|

Remainder of our summer stock. Regular price of these shoes were $1.50 to

parties.

protection.

fast, $1;

■■■■■

SYRACUSE, N.

Yacht Gorilla, with H. P. Roberts and
wife on board, arrived here Monday afternoon from Boston, bound east.
Mr. Roberts
Is a son of the owner, who has been in the
yacht on her previous visits here.

Quebec.

in our office yesterday gave a graphic account of the condition
of the country as he has seen it. He said
that from California to Maine everything is
at a standstill, awaiting the result of the
election in November. The circus business
suffers in common with all other business.
The farmers, even in the fertile regions of
New York and Pennsylvania, have no
money. Last year potatoes were sold in
New York city at 5 cents per bushel and
thousands of bushels rotted in the ground.
There was a short hay crop in the dairy sections. This year crops are fair, and if one
party succeeds in November farmers expect
fair prices; if another party wins they feel
that they have nothing to look forward to.
The remedy is McKinley, sound money and
One of the circus

CO..

few weeks.

he first took out a handsomely
embroidered piece of ladies’ underwear. To
say that he was frightened states the case
mildly. He recovered, however, and returned the grip to the wharf, where he found an
irate female who had a grip with a supply
of cigars, a blacking brush, paper collars,
etc. The grips were, exactly alike, and the
trouble was caused by the liackmen taking
the wrong ones after the checks were removed.

The Veterans’ Meeting Postponed. The

What

fHERRELL-SOULE

Capt. George Scott of Deer Isle came to
Friday in his sloop Water
Nymph to bring Mrs. Ed. Macomber and
children, who have been visiting there a

opened it,

meeting of the Waldo County Veteran Association, at Searsport, Aug. 25th, will be postponed to some future time, for these reasons:
There is so much going on at that time that

North Belfast.
serious accident

P**

Thursday bound

,_

Belfast last

An Exchange of Grips. A young hardclerk of this city narrowly escaped a
heap of trouble recently. He went to Bangor by steamer, and by mistake the wrong
grip-sack was sent to his hotel. When he

ports along the coast until there
300.
A stop of three hours was
made at Bar Harbor. The trip netted the
band about S110.

200
lilts' Low Shoes,

9

afternoon from Vinalhaven and will remain
a few days.

ware

nearly

the Belfasts did some lieavv batting and
home runs were made by Cot ant aud
Stevens. I. T. Clough was umpire

speak in

further information write to W. A. Kimball

at several

Send name and address for booklet,
Mrs. Popkins' Thanksgiving."

yachts Sasin, Capt. Dunbar, and
Ralph, Capt. Robinson, arrived Tuesday

Portland, Me.

The Belfast Band excursion to Bar Harbor Tuesday was successful iu
every particular. When the steamer left Belfast she bad
about 100 passengers, aud she took on others

Darby, p.; Stevens, 1 b.; McLellan, 2 b.;
Brown, 3 b.; Fred Johnson,'s s. and c.; Will
Johnson, 1. f.; Geo. Darby, c. and 1 b.;
Greenlaw, r. f. Camdens—Thayer, c.;
Richards, p.; G. Cunaut, 3 b.; L. Carter, 2
b.; Hunter, 1 b.; Beverage, c. f.; P. Parker,
r. f.; Porter, 1. f.; Pendleton, ss.
Brown of

MINCE MEAT.
Pure, wholesome,— an economical luxury. Sold everywhere
s.
Take no substitute.
A

The Dunraven syndicate racing cutter
Valkyrie III., which sailed from New York
on the afternoon of July 14, arrived at Gouthe line from here to Old Town. Tickets good rock, Scotland, Thursday morning, Aug. 13,
having made the passage in twenty-eight
to return to Sept 18th. This will he a very
fine trip with only one night on the road, days.
The naphtha launch Novelty, Capt. Eben
leaving Old Town at 5.30 p. m. and arriving
Crie, arrived here Monday evening from
in Quebec at 7 the next morning. For

A fire started Tuesday afternoon in the
Whittaker house on Washington street, occupied by Seth Merchant. It was caused by
children playing with matches while their

THIS WEEK,

The

was

Montreal and

NONE SUCH

east.

Mr. W, A. Kimball, M. C. R. R. excursion
agent, will conduct an excursion Sept. 3d
from Old Town to Montreal for $5.00 and one
half rates will be given from all places on

the Belfast branch. James Tucker,
who has been conductor here, is
braking on
the main line.
on

Base Ball. The Little Rocks of Camden
came to Belfast last Saturday and were defeated by the Belfast Juniors by a score of
27 to 13. The players and their positions
were as
follows: Belfasts—Couaut, c.; B.

to

oaugor

Portland harbor

in

-mic;

Jir grain of salt is V*
rwanting to emphasize and
make perfect the flavor of
a

The Slater yacht Eleanor, built by the
Bath Iron Works two or three years ago,
was

JNot even

zzmr

The sloop Iolantlie of Islesboro was in
port Tuesday with a party of seven young
people from Ryder’s Cove.

swinging away from the wharf Tuesday afternoon
a belated passenger attempted to jump on
board at the freight gangway, which was
then some distance from the wharf. He
failed to reach the deck and went overboard;
He was promptly pulled out upon the wharf
and easily stepped ou board the boat at the
after landing, which is always close to the
wharf while the boat is swinging.

Railroad Sparks. The new
semaphore
is in working order at the
yard limit near
the upper bridge crossing-Owen'Clements
of Waterville is conductor on the

the President and many of the members met
at Windermere Park and witli members of
Freeman McGilvery Post thought it best to
postpone the meeting until after the four
campmeetings aud many other events. Then
the boys of Searsport will give the association a warm welcome. The next
meeting
will be with Geo. G.Davis Post, Brooks, Oct.
aud
if
the
next fan day.
1st,
stormy
[Sec’y.

oi

Boats.

Capt. Wm. Barter of Isle au Haut came to
Belfast last Friday in his sloop Sarah Ethel
for a short visit.

Scribner & Smith's circus exhibited on
the ball grounds in the rear of Congress
street yesterday, afternoon and evening.
The show was larger than when it last appeared here, and drew a good attendance.
The street parade at noon attracted the
usual crowd. It was interrupted by showers.

and

Col. E. K. Harris came to Belfast from
Holbrook’s Island Tuesday in his cat-boat
Rowena.

admiration.”

Hall, Morrill, Wednesday, Sept. 3d. There
will be a picnic dinner. If
stormy the meeting will be postponed to the next fair day.

train

Yachts

light-footed Joseph Williamson, Jr., at second base called forth general and audible

The real estate of the Skoda
Discovery Co.
in tills city was
attached Monday for §400 on
a suit
brought by the Dana Sarsaparilla Co.
The writ is returnable to
the October term
of S. J. Court in
Waldo county.
The Pavilion Theatre
Co., a troupe giving
tent shows, disbanded in this
city last week
and the members left for Boston.
They had
been giving entertainments in
the surrounding towns to losing audiences.
The reunion of the Cross and
Jackson
families will be held at
Honesty Grange

were

:>!!ay at the funeral of the
M
ami Mrs. John Jackson
urge and beautiful and very
d.

account

Total.
27
28

shoot at 15 birds Healey
Carter, 9; Coombs, 13,

which

named Newell was before Trial
Justice Greer Monday ami sentenced to 30
days in jail for drunkenness. Two Belfast
men were tried on the same charge, but on
An Indian

The voting lists are
posted at the usual

places.

,

or

Stove

is sold that is not

WARRANTED.
Think of the thousands
'n use and ask your dealer

about them.
have them

THE GOLD CLARION.
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manufacturers.
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WOOD ?. BISHOP CO., Bangor, Maine, Y

Our“Oswell" Stock Pattern Dinner Set.

Montville.

License to sell personal estate granted in
estate of James Lewis, Liberty.
Account of guardianship allowed in estate of Emma Simonton, non compos, Searsport, first and final.

The

supply

of

McKinley and Hobart pic-

exhusted and another lot
has been received and will be distributed to
those who apply to J. S. Harrimau, Esq.

tures

Flowers flourish in the Sunlight, which

was

soon

A set that will daily grow more beautiful in flit eyes of Hie fortunate
possessor. A magnificent set with filled in underglaze decora-

brightens and gladdens everyone,

and

Sunlight Soap

cheers up the tired housewife by relieving her of the terrors of the
old time “washday," bringing brightness and comfort into the home
and making her happy and cheerful.
Lever

Bros., Ltd., Hudson «i Harrison Streets, New York.

Leas labor
Greater comfort

tion with an all over scroll work pattern.
Come in and
see it and get the price.
Its NEW.

DOIN’T FORGET

our

112

piece underglaze decorated and warglaze crack Dinner Set for only

ranted not to

£50. Sj-5. cumm---

CROCKERY and GLASS WARE CHEAP.

^-CARLE
^121 Main

Street,

Sc

Bl°

sLT,?£fe

JONES,
Belfast,

PRICES.
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Maine>

My Early Recollections.
CHAPTER III.

finishing our supper we secured a
dry wood, replenished our
fire, for the night was quite cold, and
when it had burned down, leaving a large
bed of coals, we wrapped ourselves in our
blankets and laying down with feet
towards the fire were soon sound asleep.
After

few armfuls of

I

awakened at four o'clock the next

was

morning by

the

owl.

an

ed my

quite

hoo, hoo, of a belated
answering cry that arousbrothers, and although it was yet

I gave
dark

fast and

we

decided

to

get

our

break-

early start,
boys
getting it ready i went down to the
river and caught four more trout which
with the big one saved over from last night
made us a hearty meal. We had for breakan

so

while the

were

fast roast potatoes, broiled trout, hard
tack and coffee, and at live o'clock were

ready to start. We had now an estimated
distance of twenty-two miles with about
six miles against a current and sixteen ot
still water ot the lakes. If all went well

we

would be in camp by two o'clock. Before
starting my brother John got out his rifle,
thinking we might get a shot at a deer,
as they often come to the river in the
early
morning to drink and nibble the liiypads.
Stationing himself in the forward part of
the canoe, with rifle in reach, and enjoining us to keep a sharp lookout, we glided
swiftly and silently up the river. We had
proceeded in this manner for about an
hour when passing by the mouth of a

small inlet, we saw a beautiful buck standing in the brush near the edge of the
stream. Before I had time to take in the
situation there was a ringing report and a
dead buck on the river bank with a bullet
through his brain. “There’s our meat
for the next ten days,” was the remark of
my eldest brother as we paddled our boat
ashore, and lie proceeded without further
comment to bleed and disembowel the
deer.
I thought it was a good shot and
a remarkably quick one and looked more
than spoke
my astonishment, which
brought a laugh from each of my brothers.
“Why, sonny/ says John, “Rolfe (meaning
my eldest brother) would have hit him
with his eyes shut at that distance.” But I
didn't get over my astonishment until we
Lad gone a long distance up the river and
enteied the quiet waters of the lake.
‘N ow, boys,'' says Rolfe, 4 4if you will keep
near the south shore I will take
my rifle
and change places with John. I think we
ought to get a moose to-day; if not we
shall certainly see one before we get to
the head of the lake, and we will be prepared to give him a warm reception.’’
W e went on shore at ten o'clock; rested an
hour and ate our dinner.
We had seen
several deer, but too far away for a safe
and certain shot, and my brothers seemed
much elated at the prospect of good hunting. We were still about eight miles from
camp and good gunning all the way. “But
we were not
hunting yet,” as one of my
brothers remarked, only we didn’t propose to run by any venison that might he
in our way.
The wind was now blowing strong up
the lake and we decided to utilize it: so
fastening one of our blankets to a couple
"I poles stuck up in the bow ot the
canoes, we were soon sailing along in line
style before the wind, only using our paddles to steer the boat.
We proceeded in
this w;y, for more than an hour, rapidly
nearing the head of the lake where one of
tlie camps was situated. We had failed
to sight the promised moose, but felt no
disappointment thereat. We soon sighted
-he clearing
back of it a few roils
from tlie shore the camp located on a
from
the front of which one
gentle rise,
might get a line view of old Mount Ka'ah-on. M e were soon at the landing, unload on; canoes, and soon had om camp
:n 1 uniiing onler.
Even the beau hole beside i.he big fireplace was carefully inWe proposed
sl‘i v«*d and a lire kindled.
t
‘‘neat up the ovenE’ as Eolfe expresses iand have our beaus cooking while
we >!ept.
I'he deer was carefully dressed
and hung up in the store room,
reserving
a round from which to cut our dinner.
It
rich
and
proved
juicy, and when dinner
was finished the
remarked
-‘that to
boys
make that deer hold out the specified
time we should have to make it into
soup," as but little but soup b ines was
left ..f tlie first quarter.
While the older
h“y> were procuring fresh boughs to reshingle the bunks I was set t< picking
over beans
preparatory to utilizing the
bean-hole. I made up my mind then and
there that before I left camp I would cook
something beside beans in that hole that
would be even more toothsome though
had 1 given audible expression to my
ideas L should have been laughed at.
(It
may be that some of my readers will
hardly understand what is meant by reshingling the bunks. It is this: In place
<>i a
mattress the bottom of the bunk is
filled with hue boughs cut from cedar or
silvc] spruce. The boughs are set stems
down overlapping each other like the
shingles "ii the roof of a building, and
wiicr carefully arranged will make a
bed, j
soft as the best, that will last for a
long
time;. The work of renewing the beds
being done, the beans parboiled and put
>uto a large pot with
closely fitting cover,
'me of tlie
boys came in with tlie information that he had found fresh signs of a
bear on the bog not far from the
camp,
and proposed getting out the
big traps
aud try to catch him.
This was encouraging news to me; as I was to have a
special interest in the bear if we could j
only get him into the trap. We bad in
cam] two bear traps with jaws at least a
foot long which required the
strength of
two men to set.
These were got out and
ice narsiet oi the
deer, together with
some fish, were taken
along as bait. Two
of the boys weie to set the traps, and
they
decided that I might go with them. We
tied the bait to a rope and
dragged it
after us in case any bears crossed the
trail they might smell the bait and so
follow it up to the traps.
We went
about a mile from the camp, following
the edge of the bog, until we found a
suitable place to set one of them, which
was against a bluff of ledge.
We first cut
down a tall spruce tree about ten inches
in diameter.
This we cut into lengths
six feet long and carried to the ledge
where we made a sort of pen, open at one
end. the ledge forming the back, the logs
the two sides.
This pen was about three
feet wide.
The bait was put in next to
the iedge, then the trap set at the mouth
of the pen, between which ami the
logs
we drove sticks into the
ground leaving
the ends protruding about an inch.
These we sharpened to a point leaving a smooth path about a foot wide
in the center.
To the ring on the end
of the heavy trap chain wre fastened
a stick of
hard wood three inches in
diameter and ten feet long to serve as a
clog. The trap and pegs were then carefully covered with moss and leaves, and
so far as possible
everything was made to
look natural.
The object of tlie pegs
was to compel the bear to wralk in the
path we had made for him, w hich would
lead him into the trap.
The second trap
was set in the same manner about half a
mile from the first. We then returned to
camp intending to visit the traps in about
four days.
We had venison and fried
trout for supper, soon after which we
were glad to turn in for a
good night’s
rest and sleep.
I was awakened next
the
odor
of coffee
morning by
fragrant
and baked beans and on arising found the
boys already at breakfast. John, Dan and
Steve were already off for a day’s bunt,
although it was hardly yet daylight. I
went down to the shore of the lake and
was tempted by the clearness of the water
4

which I did without
think of the lateness of the
season.
A vigorous rubbing soon restored me to warmth again and the exhilarating after effects more than paid me for
my cold plunge. I enjoyed my tirst breakfast in camp alone, as the other boys had
finished and
were preparing to make
some
repairs on the camp and hovel
where the teams were to be kept, telling
me that after I had washed up the dishes
and swept out the camp, I could take my
gun and go out for partridges, Rolfe
saying he drove up a large flock out back
of the hovel that morning and thought I
would find them in the trees near by.
I
did not put any extra labor into the work
I had to do that morning.
I took my
double barrelled shot gun which a Boston
man gave me a few weeks before in excnange tor a tame coon, and started out
for a dozen partridges.
I soon found the
dock and brought down two as they flew
up into the trees, and I noticed where
] two or three others went, and re-loading
j my gun went in pursuit. I hunted for an
i hour and had the satisfaction of carrying
five partridges to camp.
I soon had
! them dressed and stuffed with crushed
hard tack and chopped onions, with a
jI small piece of butter and seasoning. I
then sewed them up, covered each one
with several thicknesses of wet paper,
then 1 went to the shore of the lake where
! 1 had noticed a bank of blue
clay,and I se| cured several large lumps and moistening
it made live halls about the size of small
j pumpkins, these I carried to camp and
1 cut them
through the center, scooping out
each half, into which I put a partridge
: and carefully put the halves
together,
this made a crust of clay an inch or more
thick over each bird. These I carefully
placed iu the bean hole leaving plenty of
coals in the bottom, and covered with
more coals from the fire-place, and awaited results.
It was two hours to dinner
time, and the only doubt I felt was, that
it might not be long enough to do my
cooking. 1 had some misgivings as to
whether the clay would remain firm, or
crackle by the heat, and so cause my
birds to burn up.
If all went well I expected to surprise my brothers with a
j toothsome morsel, the like of which had
never before been served in that camp, at
An hour later I prepared a dozen
least.
good sized potatoes, by wrapping them in
several thicknesses of wet paper, omitting
the clay covering, and put them in the
fire first covering them with ashes, then
with coals.
Rolfe soon after came in
from his work and saluted me with, ‘Got
your partridges ready for dinner, sonny?”
1 told him they would be all ready by the
time begot his coffee made.
“Going to
give us partridge stew are you,” said he,
noticing the steaming kettle on the fire.
“I have soup in the kettle,” I replied, “and
no doubt you will want more than your
share of it.
“It does smell nice” said he.
“I didn’t know we brought celery and
onions.
The onions without the celery
would have answered very well for your
stew.” I remarked that soup was like a
clear northwest wind, the oftener we had
it the better we enjoyed it.
Well hustle,
sonny, and get the table set while f attend to making this coffee.
We will dip
the stew right out of the kettle into our
plates and you can keep it warm, for the
hoys will he hungry when they get
in.
1 guess they are getting venison
for I have heard John’s rifle twice
up on the side of the mountain and Dan
and Steve have been shooting, too, off the
other way.
John don’t often waste amiinition, hut there is no knowing whether
Steve or Dan have got anything or not until
they get in. If the game was running it
would get into the next township before
to take

stopping

a

plunge,

deer in the morning and with the assistance of Dan and Steve they were carried
three miles to the shore of the lake and
hung up. Dan and Steve had each secured

apiece, making a very good showing
for them, as Rolfe remarked.
The boys
were too hungry to wait for the table to
be set, but filled their plates with soup
and sat down on the ground in front of

the camp.
Rolfe told them there were a
couple of rocks beside the coals that
had
been
sonny
keeping warm for them and
that they had better break a two for the
meat inside. “Roll them out, sonny,” said
John, “and we will pass judgment, but
this soup goes to the right spot.
1 don’t
think roast partridge can fill the present
demand much better.”
I had discussed
the possibilities of roasting partridges
and other small game in this manner with
John one evening at home, but the idea
did not seem to strike him very favorably;
but upon trial they pronounced it a splendid success, and suggested that I be then
and there installed as chief cook and dish
washer, an honor that I declined with
thanks.
After supper Rolfe and Dan
took the canoes and went up the lake
after the deer, while John, who was something of a taxidermist, set about preparing the big deer head for mounting. While
Steve and Ben were chopping wood I
peeled the feathers off my partridges and
prepared them for broiling for breakfast
next morning.
Rolfe and Dan returned
at seven o’clock with the four deer, which
were hung up in the store-house.
Xext
day Rolfe and Steve were to hunt on the
opposite side of the lake some four miles
from camp where a large section had beeu
burned over two years previous.
It was
a rough and rugged section to hunt in, but
as the boys said, had more venison to the
square mile than any other place in the
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ready

to shoot.

1 hat

country.

They proposed

start

to

so as

get

across

to

get

the lake

early
by day-

an

light. We all turned into our bunks at
eight o'clock. I lay awake for awhile
listening to the laughter of the loons as
they glided about on the placid lake.

Who has

ever
listened to the cry, or
of loons in the stillness of nighttime without a feeling that there is something weird and uncanny about them?

laughter,

Law Court Decision.
Tileston Waillin, Esq., Clerk of Courts,
received from B, C. Stone, Esq., Clerk
of the Supreme Court for the Western Dis-

has

trict at Portland, a certificate of opinion in
the Waldo county case, George O. Danforth
vs.
Samuel Briggs et als.
The case was
opened to the jury at the January term,
1895, but was withdrawn and sent to the
Law Court on report. The parties live in
Freedom and the plaintiff avers in his writ
that the defendants took from the Anson
Danforth place and the Clifford place, so-

called, in Freedom, hay, apples, etc., and
pastured cattle on the same premises, which
places the plaintiff claims to own. The defendants claim that the land was owned by
Etta M. Danforth, wife of the plaintiff, and
that they acted under her authority. The
Law Court renders judgment for the defendants.
Following is the rescript, by
Judge Walton:
This is an action for breaking and entering the plaintiff’s close and carrying away
hay and apples. The question is whether
at the time of the alleged trespass, the
plaintiff ,or his wife, under whom the defendants
justify, had the better title to the close. The
Court is of the opinion that at tiie time of
the alleged trespass the wife had the better
title and the right of possession, and that,
as the defendants acted under her
authority,
their justification is complete.

got
Yachts and Boats.
so.” said Ben, who came in just in time to
hear Kolfe’s comment, “but I bet my jacThe August number of The Rudder illusknife John has two deer hungup by the
gambrels. Let us have dinner, what’s sonny I trates the half-raters and gives an excellent
got in the bean hole?” “Roast partridge, account of the recent cup contest. There
said i. as 1 brushed the coals from the ! are three colored supplements, plans for
lumps of clay with a wisp of cedar, notic- building sharpies, etc. Every yachtsman
ing with satisfaction that the clay cover- and every boat builder, amateur or profesing came out with scarcely a fracture. I sional, should subscribe for The Rudder. It
rolled them all out on the lloor and careis only >2 a year.
Address Rudder Pub.
fully broke open the clay shell of two of
155 Broadway, New York.
them; noting with considerable anxiety Co.,
the charred condition of the paper but oil
The yacht Earnout, with Capt. Edwin A.
removing it the skin of the bird fell off and Sidney E. Shuman, owners, returned
with the last layer of paper, disclosing the yesterday from a two weeks’eastward cruisbird done to a rich brown.
‘There1 s your ing trip. The objective point was Deer Isle,
meat for the next ten days” l remarked as Me., and stops were made at Portland,
Peaks island, Boothbay, Port Clyde and
I placed the bird in Rohe's plate.
“You
Rockland. The Lament is a sloop which
see all it is necessary to do is to smite
was buiit in Deer Isle m 1K!>3.
It was purthe rock, when out will gush, not the chased by the Shuman brothers this
year
but
the
most
toothsome,
bird
a
id
waters,
you
thoroughly remodeled by them. It is
4n 1-2 feet over all, 3(5 feet water
ever set your jaws to.
Help yourself, Beu,
line, 13.2
while I fish out the potatoes: but you bet- beam, (5 2 draft and has a 5-foot centerboard.
The
has
a
yacht
large cabin, (5 4 head room,
ter eat soup first. These birds are the secwith the house and cock pit, is all
ond course.”
The potatoes proved to be which,
new and fitted in modern
style, with two
equally well done with none of their rich- state rooms, toilet room, galley,
etc., and
ness lost by cooking.
The dinner was sleeping accommodations for 12
persons.
voted a grand success, even the soup was Two (50-gallon tanks feed the patent lavatogiven a share of the praise. Rolfe said, ‘if it ries in each stateroom and also supply the
wasn't for taking you from school, sonny, galley with water for cooking purposes.
I'd have you in my camp this winter as [Boston Globe Aug. Oth.
cook-in-chief, I could well afford to pay
The Journal and I he Tribune.
you fifty dollars a mouth,for there’s noththat
honest
labor
out
of
a
ing
brings good
Last year The Republican Journal Pubcrew of lumbermen like good feed and
lishing Company had a six months’ contract
plenty of it. “That is so” said Ben, who with the
publishers of the New York Weekalso had charge of a crew. “Last winter 1
provided the best I could buy to feed my ly Tribune by which the two papers wTere
furnished to new subscribers at §2, and to
crew' upon the Mopang and had a cook
who only knew howr to fry flapjacks. At old subscribers paying in advance for §2.25.
the end of a week 1 found my men getting Another contract has been made on even
terms, as set forth in our addiscontented, so I set the cook to swamp- more liberal
columns. New and old subscribers
ing roads and took his place myself until vertising
are now* placed ou an equal footing and all
1 could send out and find a competent who
pay for The Journal one year in adyoung man who knew how to cook and vance can have The New York Weekly
season food to men’s liking. He used often
Tribune without extra charge. In remitto surprise the crew- with some kind of a ting it should be stated that the Tribune is
new dish, but he never got the science
wanted, as it will not be sent unless the reThe New York Weekly
down quite so fine as sonny has.
Now- quest is made.
Tr ibune is acknowledged to stand without a
just look at that partridge stuffed, sewed rival as the
leading Republican paper of the
up and chucked into that lump of clay ; day. It is a
twenty-page journal and gives
feathers and all and thrown into the fire. all the news of the
world, while its different
Who would have thought the skin would departments, political news,
editorial, etc.,
have peeled oft with the clay and left the make a most valuable paper to all. The
body so rich and nice? If he was to go Tribune is very cheap at §1.00 per year,
into camp you would have to bid against which is its price. The Republican Journal
will be maintained at its present
standard,
me to get him.”
Now all this praise was
with special attentior to local and State
much more than I expected, though I did
news.
Subscriptions may begin at any time.
look for a little, so I begged the boys who
couKi eirner ot tnem get up a
good dinner
An Irrepressible Candidate.
for thirty hungry woodsmen in less time
than I had for live) to say nothing more
They put him up fer Congressman
about it. 1 couldn’t cook partridges inside
In country an’ in town;
of clay balls in the winter time anyway,
The other feller won it, an’
and as to making pies and bread I should
He hauled his colors down;
be a total failure, but before we left camp
But he hollered for the winner,
I meant to give them a sample of several
An’ he bet another hat
He’d make the Legislature, au’—
new' methods of cooking, the formulas for
which were not yet fully made up. If they
They beat him out o’ that!
wished to test my ability fully they must
But he saw the Sheriff’s office,
catch bear. Now I had often heard Iiolfe
An’lie said: “I’m goin’in!”
The road was mighty dusty, an’
say “that no way had been found out to
He found he couldn’t win;
cook bears tiesh so as to render it palatable
But failure didn’t faze him ;
to any rational human being. lie even went
Though the weather wuzu’t fair,
so far as to state that he couldn’t relish a
He jumped into the saddle an’
meal with a bear hanging up within twenHe run along fer Mayor!
ty, rods of the camp. So when I made that
Of course, they took an’ beat
statement, he remarked, “well, sonny, you
Him—like they’d been a-beating still;
can roast fish, ilesh or fowl but we don’t
They whipped him in the valley,
want any roast bear in this camp.
While
An’ they rolled him down the hill;
this conversation was going on we had all
But his creditors took after
been busy washing up the dishes. John
Hi m, an’ so, from place to place,
j
He’s runnin’, runnin', runnin’, an’
remarked “That the knives and forks had
He’s alwajs in the race!
become rusted and needed scouring and
them to a sand bank near
he [Frank L. Stanton.

by

thrust them into the ground several times
which made them bright as new, “That’s
my way,” said he, “of scouring knives. Its
a good way and saves time and muscle.”
The boys went to their work and I took
my gun for another stroll after partridges.
I concluded to follow along the shore of
the lake, and had not gone far before I
heard the peculiar “quit, quit” of partridges as they ran through the thick
brush, I soon saw one of them and at the
report of the gun several flew up, one of
which I knocked down with my second
barrel. I continued to scare up birds until
I had all I could stuff into my game bag.
As near as I can recollect there were nine,
which would make us all a nice breakfast.
On returning to camp I found the boys
admiring a beautiful set of antlers
John had just brought in. He had secured
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Mr. Milliken said :
“This is the most i mportant campaign
since the war. The houor of a natiou and
the fundamental principles upon which our
Government rest are at stake. Under which
banner we should fight? I kuow of no light
by which we can be guided except that of
experience. Which political party is to be
trusted? History is a self-evident answer to
the question. For .‘*2 years after the election
of Abraham Lincoln, the country was
prosIts tariff, "which properous and happy.
tected our industries from ruinous and
cheap
labor competition from abroad, caused the
employment of our own workingmen, developed our own resources and kept our
money at home among our own people.
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of extreme lassitude, irregularity
and nausea; but you answered my
letter and told me just what to do.
I
followed your advice.
After taking eight bottles of the
Vegetable Compound and three bottles of Blood Purifier. I am glad to
write you that I have not enjoyed such
good health for years, and I am able
I can surely
to do all my own work.
sound the praises of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, and a
number of my friends are taking it
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adelphia April 2 for Hiogo.
Reaper, O C Young, sailed from New York
J illy 2 for Anier.
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Tillie E Starbuck, Eben Curtis, sailed
from Honolulu July 21 for New York.
\Ym H Macy, Amsbury, at New York for
San Francisco.
Win 11 Conner, Frank 1 Pendleton, at
Shanghae Juiyd for New York.
W J
Botch, Sewali O Lancaster, sailed
from Vladivostock, Siberia, May 20 for Hong

Kong,

BARKS.

Adam YY Spies, C N Meyers, sailed from
New York April Id for Anjer.
Alice Keed, Alanson Ford, arrived at
Buenos Ayres Aug 0 from Bridgewater. N S.
Carrie L Tyler, Lancaster, arrived at
Charleston, S C, Aug 9 from New York.
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, arrived at Montevideo June do from Baltimore.
Edward May, sailed from Boston July o
for Honolulu.
it vie Reed, A 1 Whittier, sailed from Boston Aug 4 for Montevideo.
Harvard, Colcord, sailed from Molleudo
May 20 (from Newcastle, NSW,) for Astoria.
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, sailed
from New York March 4 for San Jose, Guat;
spoken April 18, lat 20 S, ion 38 W.
Henry A Litchfield, sailed from Bruns-
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Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles- It
absorbs the tumors, allays the itching at once, act
as a poultice, gives instant relief.
Dr. Williams’
Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for Piles
and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else.
Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent
by mail, $1.00 per box.
WILLIAMS M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, O.
Sold at MOODY’S, Belfast.
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Henry Norwell, Cushman, sailed from
New \rork June 29 for Brunswick, Ga.
Iolani, McClure, at Honolulu Aug 1 for
New York.
Lucy A Nickels, C M Nichols, sailed from
Hong Kong June 2 for New' Jork.
Mabel I Meyers, Wm Meyers, at Boston
Aug 3 repairing.
Matanzas, arrived at Havana Aug 8 from
New York.
Penobscot, E G Parker, arrived at Adelaide prior to July 20 from New York.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, sailed from
Hamburg May 28 for Rio Janeiro; passed
Deal June 7.
Rose Innis, Melvin Colcord, sailed from
Barbadoes July 22 for Tampa.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, sailed from
Sourabaya June 9 for Garontolo.
St Lucie, Smeed, sailed from Port Spain
July 20 for New York.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griffin, cleared
from Parrsboro, N S, July 2 for Buenos
Ayres.

Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, cleared
from Portland April 18 for Buenos Ayres;
spoken May 14, lat 23 N, Ion 30 W.
schooners.

Georgia Gilkey,

gor

Best for CfiMdren
PILES !
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S, Ion d4 W.

Nicholas, C F Carver, cleared from
Philadelpliia July dO for San Francisco.
Slate of Mitine, H G Curtis, arrived at New
York July 20 from Hiogo.

W

R

Gilkey,

arrived

at

Buenos Ayres July 30 from Portland.
George V Jordan, Fred H Park, arrived
At Boston July 27 from Rosario.
Hattie McG Buck, H F Sprowl, arrived at
Bangor Aug 13 from New York.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, sailed from
Bath Aug 11 for Baltimore.
Horace G Morse, Harriman, sailed from
Wiscasset July 31 for Fortress Monroe.
John C Smith, Kneeland, arrived at Ban-
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A particle is applied
directly into the nostrils
and is agreeable. Price 50 cents at
Druggists or
by mail; samples 10c. by mail.
ELY BROTHERS,
56 Warren Street, New York.

A NEW IMPORTED

Sachem, H T Lancaster, at Hong Kong
Ju'y 2 from Samarang.
S D Carleton, Amsbury, sailed from New
York April 2d for Shaugliae;
spoken Mav *".»

DISEASES!

PRIVATE

Vessels.

Francisco.
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, cleared from
New Y’ork June 27 for Zanzibar.
El Capitan, A L Carver, arrived at Sbaughae about Aug s from New Y'ork.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
from New Y'ork June 20 for Shangliae.
Gov Koine, Nicliols, sailed from
Hong
Kong June 21 for New Y'ork.
Great Admiral, Rowell, at Melbourne
July 0 for Marseilles via Hobart Towu,YDL.
Henry B Hyde, Pbineas Pendleton, sailed from New York June 27 for San Francisco.
Josephus, P R Gilkey, at Sbangbae Julv J
for New York.
Mary L Cushing, J X Pendleton, arrived
at New Y’ork
Aug s from Manila.
.May Flint, E D PNicliols,sailed from New
York July 21 for San Francisco.
Puritan, A X Blanchard, sailed from Phil-

crushed out

*

Water

8HIP8.

may be run down and

1

Deep

of

Coburn, J P Butnam, arrived at
Yokahama July 14 from New York.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, arrived at San
Francisco July 21 from New York.
J Fuller, T P .Colcord, arrived at New
York Aug 1 from Iloilo.
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, at Singapore June
lb for Hong Kong.
Centennial, B F Colcord, sailed from Montevideo May 2D from New York for San

Your Life
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Promotes Digestion,Cheerfuland Rest.Con tains neither
Opium,Morphine nor Mineral.
Not Narcotic.

tn

FREEDOM, MAINF.

Aug

2 from Belfast.

Lester A Lewis, Kimball, sailed from
Perth Amboy Aug 8 for Gloucester.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, arrived at Bangor
Aug C> from New' Y'ork.
Mary A flail, M Veazie, arrived at Port
Royal Aug G from Boston.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Portland
July 31 from Philadelphia.
R W Hopkins, Hichborn, cleared from
Norfolk May 14 for Cienfuegos.
Sallie I’On, W H West, arrived at Beverly
Aug 4 from New York.
Tofa, A S Wilson, arrived at Port Tampa
Aug 8 from Tampico.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, sailed from
Somes Sound Aug6 for New York.

“Papa,” she exclaimed as she knelt beside
the dejected figure and fondly kissed the
drooping head, “Papa, can 1 not keep the
wolf from the door with my singing?” He
was without hope, although he smiled.
“My
child, he sighed, “your singing would keep
almost anybody else from the door, but the
wolf—the wolf has got some nerve, you
know.”
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Campaign.

Abner

upon my recommendation.*’—Mrs. \Y.
L. Elliott, Lis comb, Iowa.

Buker Pill

in the

Besides our own distinguished Senators
Hale and Frye, and our able members of
Congress, Mr. Reed, Gov. Limgley, Mr.
Boucelle and Mr. Millikeu, we shall soon
have upon the stump in this State Hon.
John S. Sherman of New York, Gen. Hawley of Conn., Hon. John M. Thurston of
Neb., Gen. Charles H. Grosvenor of Uliio,
Hon. Harold M. Sewall of Maine, Col. J. R.
G. Pitkin of Louisiana, Hon. W. S. Knox of
Massachusetts, Hon. Lee Fairchild of California, who is one of the most brilliant and
versatile stump orators in the country, Hon.
V. B. Dolliver of Iowa, Hon. Warner Miller
of N. Y., Hon. S. M. McCall of Massachusetts, Hon. George L. Wellington of Maryland, Hon. W. W. Thomas, Jr., of Portland,
Hon. Llewellyn Powers of Houlton. Hon.
Henry B. Cleaves of Portland, Gen. N. M.
Curtis of N. Y'., Hon. Sereno E. Payne of N.
Y'., Hon. Mahlon Pitney of N. J., Col. Clark
E. Carr of 111., Maj. Gen. O. O.
Howard,
Hon. Herbert M. Heath, Hon. O. D.
Baker,
and a large list of local speakers in
every
county in the State.

may be benefited by my experience.
I doctored nearly all the time foi
two years.
I spent several hundred
dollars without receiving much benefit.
Last June I wrote to you and described
all my aches and pains. Such a loDg
list as there was: headache, backache, bearing-down pains, terrible
soreness, constipation, dizziness, feel-

any 35

SIGNATURp

the Stomachs and Dowels of

the policy which has

Republican Speakers

women

or

ting

communists aud the long-haired, shorterheaded Populists added.
“It was not Mr. Cleveland's fault that he
issued bonds to pay the national
expenses;
that he had to do to save the country from
bankruptcy. His fault was the fault of Ins
party. There was no borrowing while Republican protection prevailed. Free silver would
not make money
more plentiful; it could
not be given away, it would have to be earned as now. There is now
8000,000,000 of gold
iu the country, aud if we had free
silver, it
would go abroad to pay our debts and our
currency instead of being increased would
be decreased. The pensioner, the small depositor in the savings banks, the insured,
the working man, would be paid in 50-cent
dollars.”

Iowa, is

it

Vegetable Preparation for As
similating theFoodandRegtila-

Anarchists,

L Elliott,

9

THK

FAC-SIMILE

brought the prosperity of the past years. He
stands upon the same platform of "free trade
and is supported by the worst elements of
the same old crowd, with the rich silver
kings of the mountain States aud

should
know.
\
Mrs. W.

to

THAT

thoroughgoing freetrader,

w oman

us

Fryeburg.

Friday evening, Aug. 7th, to an immense audience, which was very enthusiastic, interrupting the speaker with great applause.

of Her Sex—Women

Suffering

Milliken at

Hon. S. L. Milliken, M. C., gave an address at the Chautauqua grounds, Fryeburg,
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Castoria is put up ir. cno-size bottl-?
not sold in bulk.
T. n't allow ayou anything elso cn the plea or prr.:.
is "just as good" and "will ansu.
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PROBATE NOTICES.

ITTALDO SS.
In Court of Erohate
m
fast, on the second Tuesda-.
IStHJ.
ANNA WOODMAN. Adn .i
the estate of MARCIA WOODMAN.
mont. in said County, deceased, ha\u
her tirst ami final account of adn
said estate tor allowance.
Ordered. That notice thereof laweeks successively, in the Repub
{Tinted in Belfast, in said Count' .:
interested may attend at a Rrohat.
held at Belfast, on the second Tues
her next, and show eause. if any
the said account should not be ailow.
GEO. E. JOHNS'

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo,on the second Tuesday
of August, A. D. 189(5.
certain instrument, purporting to he the last
will and testament of NATH ANIEL HALL,
late of Montville, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been piesented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to he held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of September next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Ri ssei.lG. Dyer, Register pro torn.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesdav of
August, A. D. 189<5.

A

iUALDO SS.—hi Court of Erohate
fast, on the second Tuesday
BENJAMIN E. BKNDEET'Y
trator on the estate «d EH IN EAS 1*1. \
late of Searsjiort, in said County, d»-.
presented his first and final accon
tration of said estate for allowanc*
Onlered. That notice thereof he
weeks sm-cessiveiy. in the Repuib;
{'t inted in Belfast.'in said county, ti
interested, may attend at a Erohate
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesda'
her next, and show < ause, if am tie
the said account should not be allow.'.
O E*) H.KihNsoN
A true copy. Attest
Rl sseu. *. IlVF.it, Re-i>i(
**

IS'.**;.

A certain instrument, purporting to he the last
A will and testament of JOANNA (INNINGHA1I, late of Montville, in said County of Waldo,
deceased, having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested b
causing a copy of this order to he
published three weeks sueeessively in the Republican Journal, printed at Bella-1. that they mav

■

appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday <*f September next, at'ten ot the clock before
noon, and show cause it any they have, why the
same should not be proved, appr -ved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
a True copy,
a nest:
Ri sseli. G. nvF.R, Register pro torn.

0* ««•••••••*«

4 certain instrunient, purporting to in- the last
will and testament ot HANS<>\ ( Tl RM'.R.
late of Palermo, in said County ot Waldo, deceased. having been presented for probate
Ordered, That notice be given toad persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks smeessively in tin* Republican Journal, printed at Belfast’ That they may
appear at a Probate ( ourt. to be belli at Bellas!,
within ami for said County, m the second Tuesday of September next. at ten ot 'In* clock be to re
noon, and show cause.il any they ha\e, why the
same should not be proved, appr-u ,| ami allowed.
GEO. E JOliNm \. Judge.
A true copy. Attest
sseli. G. Liver, Register pro tem.

’
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;
:
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TI7ALD0 SS. In Court of Probate, held at Rellast, on the second Tuesday
it
An. si.
IS‘H5. oTIS 1>. WILSON, t.uardian •>! GladiGE
o. SEVERANCE, minor, of searsinont. m
-a ,d
County, having presented his third and final acall..warn
count of guardianship of said ward
Ordered. That notice thereof be
eu. three
weeks successively, in the Kepuidi -a:. Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be
held ;it Belfast oil the second Tuesday m September next, ami show cause, if any tiny haw.why
the said account should not. he allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest
Ri sseli g. Hykk, Register pro tern.
■

>

;

It; Court of Probate, held at BelYITALDo SS.
li
fast, on the second Tuesdav of August,
18‘JG. FRANKLIN BANKS. Administiator on the
estate of WILLIAM D. DOE. late of Belfast, in
said County, deceased, having presented his first
account of administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered. That notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast,in said county, that all persons
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of September next, and show cause, if any they have, why
the said account should not be allowed
(*EO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
R.Vssell <L Dv eh, Register pro tern.

all*

in the

ABNER BAILEY, late of Monroe,
County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond

as the law directs; he therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate
to make immediate payment, and those who have

>

U.,1 ,MI ,li,l 1*11’.II.'
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NT7ALDO SS.— In Court of Probate, held at BelW fast, on the second Tuesday of August,
18DG. CHARLES BANKS, Executor on the estate of BENJAMIN HIOOINS, late of Searsmont,
in said County, deceased, having presented his
second account of administration of said estate
for allowance.
Ordered. That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast, on tlie second Tuesday <»f September next, and show cause, if any they have, why
the said account should not be allowed.
OHO. I JOHNS! >N, Judge.
A true copy. Attest
Hi'sskli. < L Dy eh. Re_ ister pro :« ■: :.

subscriber hereby gives public notice to
that he has been duly appointed
and taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of the estate of

Silvei
Silver Plated
Flat Ware,
Paul E. Wirt
Fountain Pen.
Silver, Gold B
Shirt Waist S

2
•

^

Sterling

W

In Court <>1 Probate, held ;it BelVITAL Do SS.
li
fast, on the second Tuesday
>t August.
18‘JG. FREDERICK I.. PALMER Administrator
with the will annexed on the estate ot AlRoRA
PIPER, late of Monroe, in said Cnunt.\. deceased. ;
having presented his first and final aci mint ot ad
ministration of said estate for allowain c.
Ordered, That notice thereof tic given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican .lournal,
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons j
interested, may attend at a Probate Court. to be I
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of Scptcni- I
her next, and show cause, if any they have, why
the said account should not be allowed.
< 1 Ho
E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest
Hi ssell <L Dveh. Register pro tern

THEconcerned,

Mil

*

; Watches,
$ Clocks,

At a Probate < ourt held at Belfast, with in and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot
August A. 1). lH'Jti.

ITT A Ll»t> ss -111 Court ot Probate, held at P.eP
VV
fast, on the second l'uesday ol Am:ust.
ROBERT S. KEENE. Ailm ini»t rat or on
the estate of MAROARET D. MEI.EE. late -d
Searsniont. in said Comity, deceased, having pie
sented liis lirst account ot administration •>! said
estate for allowance.
Ordered, That, notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons
interested, may attend at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of September next, and show eause.it any they have, why
the said account should not be allowed.
CEO. E. JOHNS! »N, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
rVssell <i. I)V eh, Register pro tern.
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FOR SAL1
Sen'inf/ Machines for Clothi:
Shoe Man nfact nnn\i
j
16 I> 1J, Wheeler \ W iIm.ii l’-wei
The.se machines have raised base, knee
lifter, and transmitter in bead of mat
>
are the last pattern, wit h ah impi*
American T«>.d t o.'s benches t<
be
be
to
These benches should
seen
aj
as they have all the impro\emenls 1
One Wheeler «v Wilson Automat n h
Machine. This machine -uts and ni o
holes automatically and works very v
one Wheeler «S: W ilson V.xj. /a^ M..
■

j

=

1

pattern.

One Double Stitching Machine. al*>‘
Press Machines, including Kail Koad P
The above machinery with the «\
Double Stitch and K. K. Press are h.m
some of them have not been used at a

Or

Id

Linden

h. M. COOK, New cast I
Place, Brookline, lass.

any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to him.
FRANCIS J. BAILEY.
fFHE subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
1.
concerned, that he lias been duly appointed
and taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of the estate of
FRANK W. RICE, late of Stockton Springs,

in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; he therefore requests all
persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have
any demands thereon to exhibit the same for settlement to him.
BENJAMIN F. RICE.
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Lame Side
Lame Stomach
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Clergymen

M,m is to be viewed, not
n: of his attained virtue,
ii-. infinite possibility.

snft

Jolmson’s Aaoflyne Limraent

It cures bites, burns, bruises. It is without an equal
fur colie, croup, cramps, diarrhoea, cholera-morbus.

gravity is to the
love to the spiritual,
ii can not be defined.
Si I tson. Methodist, BufA>

In
mon,

are not uncomwhich Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment relieves
J. J. CASEY, Professional Oarsman.

practice, overworked muscles

promptly.

Liver Pill Made.”

arsons’
P“Best

What we need is conscinscience in the pulpit,
courts of justice and
press.
[Kev. Cortland

We do not need a large
ihen the common walks
afd with men who at a
.a organize men into effiKev. Walter Dole, UniN. II.

P Satan.

More and more scientists are
realize the possibility of the
control of mind over matter, and the latest results of psychic research are render-

beginning

Every

iieran, Baltimore.
l i

most

i«TU

important in-

times is

the daily
it reaches
educator it rivals or
»lie school.
[Rev. J. I,.

everywhere;

>

shakspeare and the Bible.
A man
spoke within my hearing, saying that
Shakspeare never quoted any one. In
this he was greater than Christ, for Christ

nationalist, Jersey City.
There

a i.>.

are

to

A Single Word.
Think of the writings of Confucius, Buddha, Zoroaster,
Moses and Socrates—what volumes they
fill! Christ wrote but one word, and that
in the sand,
Christ states a principle of
action and conduct in four letters which
covers and exhausts the whole world of
humanity. There is nothing beyond it or
above it but God, and he is the source of
it—love.
^Rev. Dr. Webb, Independent,
Baltimore.

Christian
and who can possibly do
.aged in Sunday school
ii vest is great, while the
i;:.fully few. [Rev. L. M.

I

80

more

Peace,

War.

not

Our defense

as

but lighteousness. We must
set the nations of the earth an
example worthy of
followed.
We must let them see
being
that the true God of heaven and
earth is
not a God of war, but of
The day
peace.
for slaughtering men on the field
of battle is past among Christian nations.
Our
differences must be adjusted henceforth
by arbitration. We must defend the institutions inherited from our
fathers, not
with powder and ball, but with the’ omnipotent weapon, the voice of the people
—the American ballot.
[Rev. J)r. Har-

Intellectual Faculty.

Intellectual
less noble, but
all the more sacred, because it is shared
in varying degree by inferior orders of
bfe by beasts, birds, fishes and insects.
Every creature, from archangel to oyster,
is gifted with faculties necessarv for its
place and part in creation.
The lower
animals all know something.
They perceive with their senses.
They find their
food.
They distinguish between what is
useful and what is harmful in
many
eases quite as
plainly as we do. If our
faculties serve for a higher
purpose, it is
because they are of a higher rank and are
adapted to a higher range of facts and relations^ Rev. C. G. Ames, Disciple, Boston.

faculty

in

man seems

no

.*

ileu

cold and inhuman
to be were it
death, sorrow and

■•"iin come

ness,

continually cry unto
help! [Rev. T. B.

ml

Lynn, Mass.

Manhood is the
ition.
It is one of the
American politics that
cupelled to put forward
•’
manhood as candi.■in offices.
[Rev. \.
>i!>t. Pittsburg.
nnoun.

;

|
1

Religion and Business. There should
lie no conflict between business and religion. The trend of religion is ever in
the direction of prosperity. A man ought
ever to be as religions selling wheat or
sugar as he is at prayer meeting, and if
lie is not his religion is a snare and a delusion. Religion is the nurse of economy,
the patron of industry, the
guardian of
integrity, and is a pledge of and guide to
success.
[Rev. C. 11. Fitzwilliams, Baptist. Pittsburg.

by G. M •Donham, 185 Middle street, Portland. The
edition is 20 pages larger than any preceding one. This gain is in the statistical matter m the several towns and cities—a
positive proof that the State of Maine is
making
a steady and substantial
progress in spite oi
the general business depression. No other
State in the Union is so well
represented in
its statistics, or so well advertised in all its
varied interests as our own. by means of
this yearly publication. It thus invites the
attention of outside parties to the superior
advantages offered by Maine t" manufacturers, tourists, sportsmen, etc.
It is a book
that is almost indispensible, not- only to
business and professional men, bat to every
person who desires to keep posteel on our
iuelustrial, political, educational and religious progress.

Glory.
This word “glory” is undeUnable.
We know something of its meaning as it manifests itself in nature around
men in their objection
us.
But this is uot the glory that exeell-"liable and forced inter- |
eth.
We admire that glory with which
You need Hood's Sarsaparilla to enrich
". iptuies by incompe- I
we describe the achievements of human
and purify your blood, create an
I
appetite
There
styied preachers.
intellect.
But it is not the glory that ex- and give sweet, refreshing sleep.
cel there are preachers.
| celleth. The greatest glory ever seen in
Tlie inferior Heathen; Tommy:
Baptist, Columbus. \ this world is the
redemptive glory of God the Chinese invented gunpowder, “Paw,
didn't
revealed to us through the Son of God they?" Mr. Figg—“Yes; but it never
really
and revealed to the world through the amounted to much for killing purposes until
The church is not to
the Christian nations took hold of it.”
Church of God.
>.
P.
[Uev.
[InSpreng,
<>
stimulate them—the
dianapolis Journal.
Evangelist, Cleveland.
e growth. The church
Baldness is often preceded or accompanied
argement, a stimulus to
Plagiarism.
1 have much sympathy by grayness of the hair. To prevent both
ambition, a shaper of
with the poor fellow who steals a loaf of •baldness and grayness, use Hall's Hair
Wallace Nutting, Conbread to keep his wife and babies from Renewer, an honest remedy.
fidence, R. I.
hunger. But the preposterous individual
The artist knit his brow. “I wish to picwith a reputation for learning, piety and ture tlie heroine with a No. 12 waist,” he relife of labor can be
admired by a great congregation, marked. “But where in that event, is her
honesty,
Mg it and looking for
who goes on a false reputation and steals liver to be?” “Oh, 1 can make room for
it.
The man who can
other men's brain work to keep up his that," rejoined the author. “I will just say
as learned almost all
that she has no
Thus it is to be seeii
humbug, is so detestable au animal that how the muses heart."
advance hand in hand, geu-by and earns all the there is no known
punishment
adequate
to
mutual concession
ad in life.
[Rev. E. M. to his case. The ordinary pickpocket is a erousiy disposed
[Detroit Tribune.
-t, Alleghany, Pa.
saint in comparison.
[Rev. Dr. ThompThis Is Your Opportunity.
son, Episcopalian, Natchez, Miss.
i.ix•». Tlie greatest tempOn receipt of ten cents, cash or stamps,
riiliug is desecrating the 1
a
generous sample will be mailed of the
Religion and Science.
Religion is most
•
ligion calls Sunday the the
Catarrh and Hay Fever Cure
knowledge of life, science is sys- (Ely’spopular
1 he
wheel calls it a day of i
Cream Baiun sufficient to demontematic knowledge.
Religion is sepa- strate its great merit. Full size 50c.
bicycle has come into col- j rated from
science only in the sense that
ELY BROTHERS,
id s day.
[Rev. D. B. j you can speak of religion
and sculpture
5»> Warren St., New York City.
lan, Baltimore.
or religion
and history being distinct.
Rev. John Reid, Jr., of Great Falls, Mont.,
recommended
includes all knowledge iu the
Ely's Cream Balm to me. I
!..
You must live by ! Religion
is neces- can emphasize his statement, “It is a posiworld, so far as that
People living in the sary for the worship ofknowledge
God or the better- tive cure for catarrh il' used as directed.”
Rev. Francis W. Poole, Pastor Central Pres.
Mg to do with the law.
ment of humanity.
Religion is not moral- Church, Helena, Mont.
•micr than the law.
The !
it
includes
it.
is
ity,
although
Religion
•■da sinner since Christ
A thoughtful little boy asked bis father:
not science, but it does not deny the use-<>spel that the sinner | fulness of science.
‘Papa, do meu descend from monkeys'?"
A. W. Bost[Rev.
ant, Afiiean Methodist, i
‘•Yes,
my boy.”
wick, Episcopalian, Dansville, X. Y.
“And what about the monkeys?"
I
And the puzzled father replied: ‘The
The Eternal Christ.
Eaitli may monkeys descend, niv boy—that
•
is—er—they
extravagance on the
languish, creeds may be changed, descend from the trees.”
on : lie other. Extreme
churches
be
be
may
dissolved, society may
n nervous exhaustion 1
For Over Fifty \ ears.
a time
shattered, but one can u<>t
An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
by. Men are burning ! when Jesus will not be theimagine
fair image of
:> of desire within and
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
or the circumstances wherein
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
Rich and poor alike perfection
he will not be loved.
He can never he their children while
teething, with perfect
G. Nelson, Baptist,
superseded, lie can never be exceeded. success. It soothes the child, softens the
Religions will come and go, but Jesus gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
will remain the standard of the conscience is the best remedy for Diarrhoea. Is pleasM>obedience to parents
and the satisfaction of the heart whom all ing to the taste. Sold by Druggists in every
:
in American homes,
part of the world. Twenty-live cents a botmen seek.
[Rev. B. E. Howard, Presby- tle.
i- and
Its value is incalculable.
Be sure and
penitentiaries in- terian, Los
Angeles.
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
our American homes
take no other kind.
lyr&i
employ Chinese tutors,
The Negko in Afkica.
Many naasou than to teach their
“Papa,” asked Tommy Goodman, ‘who
tionalities may extend their territorial
was Cain’s wife ?"
Rev. W. J. Thomppossessions in Africa through wars and
“Caroline,’’saidjthe Rev.Dr.Goodman,after
Worcester, Mass.
commerce, the wicked trader in human an ominous pause, addressing his wife, “will
flesh may visit her to increase his ill- you piease hand me my heaviest slipper and
Politics is not doing
gotten gain, and the explorer may tread leave the room ? There is going to be a trial
-1 -1*s
salvation, nor are the the
tangled maze of her unknown interior for heresy right here and right now."
'•>rs or the artisan, but
that he may enlarge geographical knowlh.
Some business may be
and pave the way for civilization,
bout danger, but stop edge
but it remains with us to save the immori the world has lost its
tal souls of her people through the peacefoundation is shattered.
ful agencies of education, the word, and
Baptist, Boston.
the Christian ministry made efficient by
For Infants and Children.
the Holy Ghost.
[Rev. J. E. Mason,
:t
.Sometimes we hear
African Methodist, Syracuse.
Th« faflhave become a second
people. They do them
What tens of thousands
Sympathy.
i;. without effort.
Doing of our fellow-creatures need is help—help
tiiistian's second nature.
to form new principles; help to extricate
<
go forth from the child themselves from their
“Did any of you ever see an elephant's
present environthought, without effort, ment, help to climb to higher and purer skiu ?” inquired a teacher of a class of
■•n-. Presbyterian, Doylesmoral altitudes. Sympathy is the great youths.
'■
a nia.
“I have,” exclaimed one.
desideratum—not
sympathy at arm's
“Where?” asked the teacher.
but hand to hand sympathy; not
length,
“On the elephant," replied the boy.
in all my reading I have
that exhausts itself in sighs and
—s ;i
character so com- sympathy
Relief In Six Hours.
means work for
that
but
tears,
sympathy
so lovable, as David,
Distressing Kidney and Bladder diseases
the unemployed, medicine for the sick,
sinlover, King, poet,
j or places of refuge for the devil-pursued, relieved in six hours by the “New Great
In each and every phase
Kidney Cuke.” This new
] and lifts in place of knocks for the fallen South American
he hinds us to him by |
remedy is a great surprise on account of its
William Fielder,
and the falling.
[Rev.
• ■•over of human
exceeding promptness in relieving pain in
sympathy I
Minneapolis.
the bladder, kidneys, back and every part of
feel, but cannot always j Methodist,
the m iliary passages iu male or female. It
T. J. Mackay, Episcohe
derelieves retention »f water and pain in pass1 mmoi.tai.itv. Immortality may
If you want
fined to be the ceaseless projection of the ing it almost imm-diately.
relief and cure this is your remedy.
present life throughout the endless fu- quick
A
A.
Howes
&
Sold by
Co., Druggists, Belambition has for its aim ture.
The arguments for immortality
fast., Me.
Iy27
ipiilting of society by the may be classified into the Scriptural and
"fa pure personal cliar- the
The
philosophical
for
his
wit
alike
and
b: d
noted
A
philosophical.
divine,
'• itness has for its methods
argument is built upon the logical infer- penmanship, was unexpectedly detained out
nial in the service of otli- ence of reason and rests its claim ou the of the city, and telegraphed : “Train’s delay'■'iii‘*ss has for its motive
intuitions within us, the phenomena of ed. Read Colossians two five.” This the tele“Train’s delayed.
•died abroad in the heart nature about us, and the evidence of a graph operator rendered
Two tires.”
1‘sin of the Holy Ghost and
The question of Road collisions.
moral system about us.
V C. Fetter, Baptist, immortality finds perfect answer in the
English Spavin Liniment removes all
rePa.
Hard, Soft or Calloused Lumps and BlemScriptures. As a matter of written
ishes from horses, Blood Spavins, Curbs,
is plainly set forth.
velation
;;i aciiki:>.

I

sympa-

■

■

—

J

■

■

j

CASTOR IA
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j

1
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immortality

Tki
Xot every one
wealth or achieve social
win civic honors, but this
'|-nter.
It is simply required
found faithful in whatever
responsibilities the course of
ve
It will oftenupon him.
No
thing to be true, but it will
f
more than it is worth.
[Rev.
I
niversalist, Haverhill, Mass.
ami
0

G. W. Izer, Methodist,

[Rev.
Pennsylvania.

Allegheny,

1

,.,

I nski.fishnbss.
We are
whole, and no man lives unWhatever we do, say or think
;'os.
This is specially true to
life. Not only is he a part
oiiituon body of Christ, but he is
tei
ognize his relation to others
Hence he is not permitted
sl,preme.
[Rev. W. J. Rob"'shyterian, Alleghany, Pa.
v

1

,l

ti
t,,
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How different
Labor and Honesty.
bear
a character our national life would
to strive
if, in place of pressing the young
after greatness, we set before them the
ideal of thoroughness and teach them the
honor of common toil! Showing our
children and youth that attaining the end
for which God made us does not turn
reupon our being famous may, indeed,
sult in the slower progress of some, but
these losses will be more than made up
by the more widely diffused spirit of conto
readiness
tentment, the
greater
thorough work and the universal increase
of honesty. [Rev. H. W. Ballantine,
Philadelph ia.

Congregationalist,
Wealth

our

Peril.

The

peril

of

F. C. WHITE.
Haddock’s & Plymouth
-»

Splints, Swreeney, Ring-Bone, Stities,
Sprains, all Swollen Throats, Coughs, etc.
Save $50 by use of one bottle. Warranted
Blemish Cure
the most wonderful
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,
known.

gists, Belfast, Me.

ever

Drug-

Iy27

fellow in court to-day
charged with stealing a horse and leaving
of
it.”
his bicycle in place
Joax—“What did they do? Convict him.”
Hoax—“No; the jurymen were all cyclers,
and they recommended that the prisoner he
Hoax—“There

sent to

an

was a

insane

asylum.”

You make no mistake when you buy dalton’s sarsaparilla and nerve tonic and
dalton’s family pills. Everybody says so,
and “wliat everybody says must be true.”

CASTORIA.
lfl

OB

every

▼rapper.

n

Stove and Chestnut.

>.

JheKiiwi Hurt suits.

CUMBERLAND COAL

15 OFTEN VERY DESIRABLE.

When you are thirsty a glass of
Williams’ Root Beer, so sparkling
and full of life, touches the right
spot. You can drink all you wish
without harm. Being made from
choicest roots and herbs,it aids digestion and promotes health. Don’t be induced to accept any other kind called

WE GUARANTEE IT

Vein
E,,r ami Grate.

Delivered and put m% (in barrels).$5,75
“
in Dump Carts,
•.
5.00
Prices at Wharf
.
3.35

a

should not be what
many think
strong foitifications and long riin,ve <ruus
nation

had quoted.
1 sat to the task of solving
public servants the question, and after
eight months I
men are disposed to adfound just 551 places where
supposed wrongs and had quoted the Bible in his Shakspeare
thirty-seven
The Maine Register.
idministration of public
plays. In these
plays just
cndatiou in fact.
[Rev. thirty-seven times thirty-seven
has he made allusions
That valuable compendium of information
liristian, Pittsburg.
to this great book.
[Rev. Kerr Tapper, concerning the State of Maine, the Maine
Pain.
What a bless- Baptist, Philadelphia.
Register of ’9f>—’97. is issued

iitious
1

BUY YOUR WINTER'S COAL

,,rriCVerr,n-VMethodist,
Cincinnati.

ing increasingly probable, even to philosophers, the existence in the universe of
an infernal
hypnotist, whom scientists
may call what they please, but whom the
Scriptures call the devil. [Rev. P. S.
Henson, Baptist, Chicago.
court, Methodist, Philadelphia.

Kvils. Great dangers
it is easier to fight tigers
The lighthouse is obof flies.
Watch minute
liter.
[Kev. A. Z. Coniri.ilist, Worcester, Mass.
k

m'I.s.

Pills

Positively cure biliousness and sick headache,
liver and bowel complaints. They expel all impurities
from the blood. Delicate women find relief from
using them. Price 25 cts.; five $1.00. Pamphlet free.
1. S. JOHNSON & CO., 22 Custom House St.,Boston.

Brooklyn.

is

absorbed
«I“lngmaterial

suit aftei the

In fact, every ache, lameness, soreness everywhere.
Internal or External, can be relieved ami cured by
the use of this old and reliable family remedy

Congregationalist,

™hto-day

its enormous wealth.
in the purprosperity that
we are
neglecting our inheritance and allowing the country to become a hotbed of
secular license and
lawlessness. God is
drummed out of
politics; the Bible is out
ot the schools from which
must come our
future citizens.
We are so far from being good Christians that we are not even
good .Jews. The social and political reo-ulations of to-day are not even an
approach to the Ten
Commandments,
winch are the fundamental
laws of the
[Uev- Dl- Magruder,

nr“

$5.50
5.35

5\10

WOOD OF ALL KINDS.

*

Coal guaranteed satisfactory in
weight, quality and delivery.
IS3r^special attention given to delivery outside city limits.
All

l

Telephone
connection.

Fish and Game. The new lobster law
PREPARATION’S FOR
has created considerable discussion
among
those interested.
The canners say the
law has injured their business but a fisherman in a communication to the
Bangor
Commercial makes the following statement: “In the month of
on
Insist
and
June
as
May
“just
good.”
there were caught on the coast of Maine,
east of Portland, 1,500,000 lobsters less
than 10 1-2 inches long. Their value to
the lobsters fisherman was two cents,
amounting to $30,000. All the 1,500,000
would grow to be 10 1-2 inches in a year
OF NOVEMBER 3 ARE ALREADY WELL UNDER WAY.
A NEW
and as they are quite as sure to be
as
when
are
small
their
value
caught
they
to the fisherman would increase to $180,000.
There are six or eight small conIS TO BE ELECTED, AND THE
cerns
WILLIAMS & CARLETON CO., MFRS.
canning lobsters, employing 20
to 30 hands each.
Hartford, Conn.
They are beuefitted
At
least
by using short lobsters.
1,500 men are employed catching lobMillionaire, Pauper.
will, as always, be found in the thickest of the fight, battling vigorsters east of Portland who are
directly
Alexander (.amble, Once Worth $3,000,000, In benefitted to the amount of
ously for SOUND BUSINESS PRINCIPLES, which will bring
$150,000 a
an Almshouse,
year by the 10 1-2 inch law.Capt.
PROSPERITY TO THE NATION.
How tickle is the goddess of fortune was Joseph Conant of Yiualhaven, in the
1 HE NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE is not
schooner
Lottie
never better shown
lias
conducted the
than in the. case of
May,
only the leading
Alexander Gamble, 73 years of age, an in- eel fishery in Penobscot bay and adjacent
Republican
paper of the country, but is PRE-EMINENTLY A
mate of the City and County Almshouse at waters tor tnree
The
schooner
is
years.
NATIONAL NEWSPAPER.
San Francisco. Forty years ago lie was what is known as a
“smack,” having a
reputed to he worth between $3,000,000 and well between bulkheads iu which
free
Its campaign news and discussions will interest
$4,000,000, being reckoned as one of the salt water tiows. The eels are
eveiy Amerikept alive
can citizen.
wealthiest men in California. Away back
in the later fifties, when Gamble was the in this well until a sufficient number is
All the news of the day.
owner of extensive
mining properties up in caught to warrant a shipment. The fish
Foreign Correspondence, Agricultural
Nevada, one of the many men who worked are then placed in barrels with ice and
Market Reports, Short Stories
Department,
complete in each
for him in the diggings was Patrick
forwarded
to
the
New
York
market. Capt.
Reddy,
then a day laborer. Now, after the lapse of C’onant
number, Comic Pictures, Fashion Plates with elaborate descripsays the firm for which he fishes
two score years, Reddy is at the head of the
smokes the eels, when they become a delitions, and a variety of items of household interest, makes
institution which shelters Gamble.
up AN
IDEAL FAMILY PAPER.
Capt. Conant is accompanied by
In 1X40 Gamble came to California from cacy.
one man and the two fish with 50
Belfast. Me., bringing with him nothing but
traps_
"e furnish “The Republican Journal’’ and “New
Commissioner Carlet m made complaint
a pair of strong hands and a
York Weekly
college education. He was sober and industrious, and recently against Lewis Sawyer and HerTribune’’ (both papers).
within a few years, by hard work, directed mon Shaw of Greenville for each killing
by superior intelligence, gained a controlling moose iu close time. Warrants for their
ONE
interest in several of the richest mines in arrest were issued
ONLY
by J. I). Brown, trial
Nevada. These were the Wide West, the
of
and
the
men
were
CASH IN ADVANCE.
Foxcroft,
Del Monte, the Sunrise, tile. Pond, the Hon- justice
est John and several others of lesser note, brought before him at Monson. Aug. 7th,
Address all orders to
Sheriff Martin, J. F. Sprague
1 hey were all at Aurora, Esmeralda
county, by Deputy
Nev. At that time Gamble was on the crest appeared as attorney for the State.
Both
of the wave of good luck.
His credit was respondents pleaded guilty and each were
almost without limit.
He could borrow fined s 100 and
costs....Large game is rethousands of dollars from the banks of this
ported as being very plentiful in nearly
city upon the security of his mining ’properevery section of Aroostook this fall_ Write yoar name and address on a pestal card, send it to Geo. W.
ties. Gamble availed Limseif of his
Best,
ability Miss C. T.
to borrow and obligated himself for
Crosby (Fly Bod) is at tbe
Tribune Building, New York City, and a sample copy of THE NEW YORK WEEKLY
upward Kineo
of $150,00d in working his mines and acHouse, Mooseliead Lake, where
TRIBUNE will be maiied fo you.
with an efficient guide, John Hildreth,
cumulating valuable realty holdings.
In 1X05 he bought part of the great
Puigas she recently took i05 trout iu a day’s
ranch at Menlo Park and expended over fishing.
She has uot fully recovered her
The only safe, sure and
$100,000 in stocking it with line cat-tie and strength since her recent illness and is
reliable Female PILL
ss
,
horses and in erecting on it pretentious
ever offered to Ladies.
no newspaper work at present_
S( 3 O
buildings. Bur just at the dawning of the doing
JS i A especially recommend.
Maine lias its Daniel Boone, and he is a
seventies Gamble’s fortune was reversed.
I MoVI ed to married Ladies.
His mines depreciated in value, his credi- •worthy disciple of his illustrious nameAsk for DR. MOTT'S PENNYROYAL PILLS and take no other.
tors pressed him. he found himself unable to sake of the West, being known throughE^-Send for circular. Price $1.00 per box, 0 boxes i'or $5.00.
meet their demands, and the inevitable fol- out Knox county as the famous hunter of
UK. MOTT’S ClIKMiC'AI, CO.,
Cleveland, Ohio.
lowed. His creditors sold him out, and he Montville.
Since Oct. 1st, 1895, he has
FOR SALK BV K. H. MOODY, BELFAST, MAINE.
was left with what he had when he first enand
shot
87
125
41
foxes,
mink,
tered the State, 25- years before—a pair of caught
coons, 201 muskrats, shot 10 partridges,
strong hands and a college education. To 09
19
and
1
otter.
He
rabbits,
hedghogs,
those possessions, of course, was added the
experience be had gained in the intervening has chopped 200 cords of cord wood (hard
time.
At tnc time Gamble made over his wood) and helped to peel 40 cords of bark.
4
The schooner Ethel B. Jacobs, Capt.
property to his creditors he was indebted to
the Bank of California about $150,000.
Solomon Jacobs, increased her already
In 1X47 Gamble graduated from Waterlarge stock and strengthened her hold on
yille College, Waterville, Me. This school the high line position of the mackerel
is now known as Colby University. Gamble is a member of the Phi Beta Kappa So- fleet, by arriving at Boston Aug. 10th
ciety of the University, aud only yesterday with 175 bbls. of fresh mackerel on board.
I am agent for these well known
lie received a letter from the society’s secre- The Jacobs got her mackerel on Georges,
wheels, and have all colors In
tary regarding its affairs After leaving col- 10,000 of them being fresh and 80 bbls.
enamel.
Ki ycie sundries and
lege Gamble taught for one year at the salt. As the fresh ones sold for the big
Corinth Academy. That was just before he
of 17c. each, Capt. Jacobs will make
brazing frames and vulcanizing
price
left Maine for California.
tires
in
done
all
their
branches.
I
a fine stock.
keep a supply of GARDEN HU>K.
Gramme is a native or Ireland.
He came
The 185)0 Hartford Hicycle has been reduced to
to this country when he was 11 years old,
the follow ill" prices:
Maine:
Mattkiss.
The
Rockland
Comand settled with his people at Linneus, Me.
Patterns Nos. I and 2, from $80 to $65.
There was founded the Gamble homestead, missioners, in the matter of the
WashingPatterns Nos. 3 and 4, front $60 to $50.
and there still resides a married sister of
Gamble.
Gamble paid most of the pur- j ton county railroad, have decided in favor
Patterns Nos. 5 and 6, front $50 to $45.
chase price of the homestead from his earn- j of the new route,
running 3 1-2 miles on
ing« as a school teacher and as a miner in the St. Croix to Penobscot R. R., down
44 Main 5treet
Nevada. Ke thinks that probably he has
=
through Charlotte to Deunysville and
UCU>
1 •
an interest in the property on that account;
The
former
that
Pembroke.
has
Maine.
route,
but lie does not worry much about it, as he
lias passed that period in his life when been rejected, was down the river to Robbinston.Senator
Ilale
has
offered
a
could
him
money
give
pleasure.
Gamble has living two sons, Ivan and medal to the winning hose team in the
Theodore, aged respectively 24 and 22. Ivan cor.tests to run at the Hancock county
the:
is an actor in a New York theatre and Theolie has also offered a cash prize for
fair,
Great RESTORER
dore is a musician in Seattle.
[San Fran- the best decorated team in the floral paRestores perfect
cisco Chronicle.
?
health, vigor and
rade.Speaker Reed lias nominated ITar- j
Sl'VCKSSOR TO
old I). Kiiuimery as the Portland candimanhood and reNo Free Silver for Waldo.
moves all obstadate at the United States naval academy.
cles to marriage.
Stevens &•
.Mrs. Mary D. Lyford, widow of Prof.
Congressman Milliken was in Augusta a
/fc? Restores the
short tiuiH, Aug. 7th, eu route for the Chau- Moses Lyford of Colby University, Waentire
nervous
'r
Manufacturer and Dealer in
/
tauqua assembly where lie made au address terville, and mother of ex Senator Edwin
system and stops all
F. Lyford of Springfield, Mass., died from
in the evening.
Mr. Milliken was asked by
vital losses.
Rea
Kennebec Journal reporter;
“What ivs the effects of a stroke of paralysis Aumoves effects of the
ARN
the sentiment in Waldo county towards the
Her
sins of youth and exgust bill, at her son’s home.
free silver question, of both parties?"
cesses of
later years.
who
in
for
died
husband,
1867,
occupied
Mr. Milliken smiled, and said : “You may
Removes all effects
more than 30 years the chair of physics
draw your own deductions from this. I
of dissipation and reresigning in
know of not one Republican who will vote and astronomy at Colby,
all waste places.1
pairs
It is reported that one Robert T.
188b.
the Democratic ticket, in the entire county;
Cures Insomnia and
,
while of Democrats I know a number who Rogerson of Maine has been arrested,
restores refreshing
have expressed their intention of voting the found guilty and fined for obtaining
Vksleep. Cures Im‘
Republican ticket."
potence and restores
money under false pretences at Nan“Then there isn’t much in this talk about tucket.
full vital power.
This man was formerly of Rock- j
that county’s being ‘lioney-combed’ w ith
BAGS,
Cures all wasting
land and a short time ago was in Bath
free silver sentiment?"
diseases and restores
and departed, leaving a number of bills un“I should say not, most emphatically."
an
oi
tne
to
development
parts
ooay.
Referring to the recent Republican county paid, says the Bath Times.The annual
NERVE-LIFE is the only purely
ETC., ETC.
convention, at which Mr. Powers made ail muster at Tamp Benson opened Aug. 8th
scientific treatment and affords relief from
address, Mr. Milliken said “Mr. Powers with tine weather and a good attendance.
the first day’s use. It removes the cause
FINE
LINE
OF
made a strong impression at his appearance The inaugural address was delivered by
and assists nature to effect a cure. Cures
in Belfast.
It was very evident from the re- President Davis.
guaranteed. Special discount to physicians.
Sunday services will be
ception given him, and his speech, how the held under the direction of Department
Our new treatise on Nervous Diseases,
people feel, He made many friends and
Manhood, its Loss and Recovery, mailed
Chaplain Webster.At a meeting of the
supporters on that occasion.
free in plain sealed wrapper for two cent
“The reception tendered Mr. Powers in trustees of the Maine State College reALSO SUCCESSOR TO
Stamps. Mention this paper.
M.
Fernald
was
ex-President
C.
of
Mr.
the evening at the residence
F. B. Ma- cently,
Send 50c. for Trial Treatment and be Convinced.
thews was a most enjoyable one.’’
elected to the professorship of mathemaNERVE-LIFE MEDICAL CO.,
*
*
tics.
Dr. Fernald was succeeded as presKALAMAZOO. MICH.
Papers and Periodicals.
ident of the college in 1893 by President
A. W. Harris, and he has since been liv*
The August number of the New England
ing in Foxcroft.
Tourist is devoted to Picturesque Penobharness repairing in all its branches and
scot. The many beautiful illustrations are
Statesmen and Politicians.
carriage trimming done promptly to
from photographs by Mr. F. T. Chase of this
order at the most reasonable rates.
“What we need,” he said oracularly, !
city.
All persons having unsettle ;><■ mu;- wirli the
“is fewer politicians and more statesMr. Henry A. Wing has resigned his po-■ men.”
late firm are request'- t-> .mil and -utile with ttie
;is
if
lift
sition as editor of the Lewiston Sun. Mr. j
Site looked at him admiringly,
undersigned at the old stand.
Wing was formerly connected with the j wondering how one man could know so j
E.
C.
STEVENS,
Portland Press and other Maine papers and much.
“What’s the difference between a
has been editor of the Sun fur several years, j
Street, li lf.ist Me
Xo 59 'I ti
statesman and a politician, Edgar?" she
He is a genial gentleman as well as au acasked at last.
complished journalist and his contempor“The difference?” he exclaimed.
.THE.
aries will regret his retirement.
“Yes,” she replied quietly.
“Oh, yes, of course—the difference.”
The Great Newspaper Bolt.
“The
he said in an easy, offhand way.
difference is—ah—ah—Why, you ought
Highest grade of instruction.
Sixteen Democratic papers in Kentucky
Lowest rates of tuition.
j!
know
that.”
have bolted Bryau, and one Republican pa- to
Best equipped rooms.Bank,etc.
she
returned.
m
atraid
1
cion
“But
I
t,
Open from Sept.to July. Por catalogue and
per has bolted McKinley. This kind of 1(»
.JOBBERS OK
“You know I'm only a woman.”
full pertlculars--Address
to 1 is not very encouraging for the free silH.A.Howard,Rockland.Malna.
verites.
“Of course, of course.”
The number of newspapers that support“My idea,” she went on hesitatingly, i
ed Cleveland but have bolted Bryan is now “would be that a statesman was the one
152, and tweuty-four are German. It is the who didn’t talk politics on the street or
FEED.
greatest landslide in the newspaper world at
inappropriate times and places, and
since 1800. f St. Louis Globe-Democrat.
himself
a
of
didn’t try to make
foghorn
SEEDS and

THE

GREAT

having

Koins

BATTLE

Itootfteer

President of the United States
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YEAR FOR

$2.00,

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO,
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BICYCLES.
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Geo
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NERVE-LIFE

es

E.

Stevens,

Erskine,

ESSES,
ROBES,
BLANKETS,
HALTERS,
HATS,
TRUNKS,
WHIPS,

Custom
F. A.

Harnesses.

Bobbins,

Carriage
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SWAN A SIBLEY CO.
CRAIN,
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Your Boy Wont Lire a Month.
So Mr. Gilrnau Brown, of 34 Mill St., South
Gardner, Mass., was told by the doctors,
His son had Lung trouble, following Typhoid
Malaria, and be spent three huudred aud
seventy-five dollars with doctors, who fiuailv gave him up, sayiug: “Your boy wont
He tried Dr. King’s New
live a mouth.”
Discovery and a few' bottles restored him to
health and enabled lnm to go to work a perfectly well man. He says he owes bis present good health to the use of Dr. King’s New
Discovery, and know’s it to be the best in
the world for Lung trouble. Trial Bottles
Free at Kilgore & Wilson’s City Drug Store.

HOOD’S

PILLS

cure

Biliousness, Indigestion,
A pleasant laxative.

All

Liver Ills,
Headache.

Druggists.

political subject happened
every time
while a politicome under discussion,
cian—”
“I—I think you’re right,” he interrupted, and somehow he couldn’t help
wondering all the rest of the day whether
she had been taking a long-range shot at
a

j
j
j
|

to

him.

:

Burklen’s Arnica Salve.
The Best Palve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction or
box.
money refunded. Price 25 cents per
For sale by Kilgore & Wilson.

The Nose aDd Throat,
No.

MIS*

Nowlinry St.,

(Near Corner

BOSTON,

of

Fairfield

St.)

MASS,
Hours, 12 to 2. Other hours by appointment only
Oct., 1895.—Iyr45*
...

(lice For

Rent.

A very desirable front office 'in Johnson

Block. Enquire of
POOR & SON, Belfast.

GROCERIES.
Iinuortei's ol
Dealers iu the finest qu

Anthracite and
Blacksmith

.lity

Knit.
of

*

■

LOcllSa

♦BORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.

33, 33, 37 Front St.. Belfast, Me.
TELEPHONE

4-2.

If

LOCALS.

SEARSPORT

NORTH SEARSPORT ITEMS.

A. T. Peabody of Waterville is in town.
Tliebadeau is in town

A. I h

1' red W. Carlon is spending

Park.

business.

on
a

few days at

East Searsmont.

Miss Alice Dow has returned to Parkinau.
Will Thompson
Cilley of Brooks.

is in

the employ of Simon

Mrs. Nancy Healey of West Winterport is
here as the guest of Mrs. J. L. Dow.

Charles Rogers and family of East Belfast
Capt. N. P. Carver returned to Boston
were at the Rogers cottage over Sunday.
Monday.
Fanny E. Smith is visiting relatives at
Mr. and Mrs. T. R. Clements of Monroe
j visited
Bueksport.
Mr. ami Mrs. C. O. Fernald last
I
Capt. E. P. Nichols of Bueksport was in week.
town this week.
Mr. Geo. A. Bailey and Miss Louise Bicknell of Belfast were at the Clark cottage
1>. N. Mortland, Esq., of Rockland spent
Sunday.
Sunday in towu.
Miss Carrie Nichols of Philadelphia, Pa.,
John A. Black and wife of Melrose, Mass.,
arrived last week and is visiting the family
are visiting friends in town.
of

Georg- Chase of Lowell is spending
days with his aunt, Mrs. a. L). Field.

a

Clifford Pendleton and wife of Boston
C. Pendleton.

few
are

visiting his brother, \\

L. Y\
Sargent, who has been in Boston for
several weeks, returned borne Monday.

Heald and daughter of Cambridge,
registered at the Scarsport House.

Mrs

Maes

are

E. S- Cv pliers has completed the construction of t;i«• new schoolhouse at North Sears-

pnrt,
F

H. Park, with

rapiit

house.

progress

on

large

a

Mrs.

is making
Simbfitou’s new
crew,

C. O. Sawyer and wife and Annie Stevens
are spending
two
weeks at the Camp
Ground.
Ed. Eaton, who is employed by tlie East
Dock Co., is at home fur a short

Boston I>r\
vacation.

James C. Black and wife, who have been
the guests of J. \Y. Black., returned to Melrose

Monday.

H. T. Scribner.

Mr C. E,
ger of the
stopping at

Prescott of Boston, who is manaBack Bay Express Co., is here
Win. J. Matthews’.

Oats have lodged quite badly in this locality and some of our farmers have been
obliged to cut them for fodder.

The Misses Carrie and Bertha Stiles of

Lowell, Mass., are in town visiting their
cousin, Miss Katherine Kneelaud.
Mr. Frank H. Cleaves has secured a situation in Saxouville, Mass., ami will move his
family there as soon as convenient.
Mrs. Minnie Moore of Boston arrived last
week ami is the guest of Imr
brother, Geo.
W
Webster, at. Suunyside cottage.

Mrs. Martha 1). Matthews, who lias been
health for some t ine past, is
failing
every day. She is the oldest person living
in poor

in town.

Miss Ella A. Smart, who has been
visiting
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. H.
Smart, for
the pa-st, month, has returned to her home in
New Haveu, Conn.

The descendants of the late Benjamin and
A largo party from Park and the
village
Meritlievv held their annual reenjoyed a backboard ride and picnic at Swan Theodate
union on the shore of Swan
JLake Tuesday.
Lake, Aug. 11th.
The day was very pleasantly passed
by all.
A collertion will be taken in beliaif of A picnic was indulged in. Those
present
Foreign Missions at the Coug’i. Church next were Mrs. M. R. Black of Searsport with
her son Henry and his wife of
Sunday morning.
Everett,
Mass., Mrs. I). S. Beals of Searsport vilK. P. Smith ami wife left Monday mornMrs. Charles Hills and children of Evlage,
ing to join the Thomas E. Shea dramatic erett, Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Win, J.
Matthews
Company at Camden.
and children, Edward A., Martha J. and
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. M. Merithew
Wmnefred,
A.
N.
Puritan,
Shi]>
Blanchard,
Capt.
arrived at Hiogo, Japan, August 10th, 127 ami children, Florence, Margaret, Archie
and Theodate of this place.
days from Philadelphia.
Janies P. Erskine, who has been attending '.be Harvard College Summer Schorl, is
at home for a short vacation.
F. S. Brick, who lias been
appointed
Superintendent of Schools in Belfast, called
upon friends in town Tuesday.

'William Plummer and wife of Philadela short, stop here on their
way to
Trenton and will return to-day.

phia made

£vb. Sallie I On, Capt. W. H. West, arrived Monday from Beverly, Mass., and will
undergo some slight repairs here.
Miss Harrmt Porter received a telegram
Friday aim .uncing the death of her half
brother. Holds Bailey, at Bangor.
Mr. F. K. Sweetser deserves great credit
for the excellent music at the Cong 1 Church
last Sunday morning and

evening.
Sidney J. Treat and Frank E. Curtis, who
are camping out at
Toddy Pond, sent down
a fine string of black bass
Monday.
Jerry R. Merithew, who has been making
a short visit to his mother and
sister, left for
New York by steamer Penobscot
Monday.

COUNTY
Halldale.
attended the

CORRESPONDENCE.

Several from this
community
exercises at Windermere Park last week-Mr. and Mrs. B.
F Foster attended the
County Grange in
Stockton last Tuesday.Mrs. H. \

dedicatory

Crockett from

Grelton, Ohio, arrived Mon(lay eveuing and is the guest of her sister,

Mrs.

Eiona Hall... .Newell White and his

5,000

W. H. Arnold shipped

pounds of wool,

last

week....Mrs.

Ella Marden is at home from Belfast, for
short vacation-The farmers

ting their

gram...

are

busy

a

cut-

.Mrs. Henry Mahoney is

having her house repaired. She has employed W. S. Hunt.Sadie Cressey

has been

visiting her grandmother, Mrs.W.C. Batchelder....Eben Wellman and wife

were

at

Al-

bert Marriner’s August 14th_A.da Wetherbee of Somerville, Mass., visited
Eva
Donnell last week.
Freedom. A large number from this place
went to Windermere Park Thursday to the
dedication of The Clough Veteran’s Charitable Association building. It was a very enjoyable day and one long to be remembered_
The Ladies' Circle met with Mrs. O. H. Keen
last Thursday-The Club met at Windermere Tuesday-Mrs. Lee Forest Wiggiu’s
daughters, Mrs. Sharp and Mrs. Holmes and
infant daughter are visiting at her home_
A. D. Kellogg returned home to Everett,

I Mass., Saturday...
I Mass.,

came

to

.John Blair of Roxbury,
G. Bellows’ Aug. 11th.

Prospect Ferry.
Mr. Jos. Ellis- and
wife of Brooks are visiting at Capt. A. A.
Ginn’s.Mrs. Viola Wescott and Mrs.
Lydia Coombs visited relatives in Blue Hill
last week-Miss Freda Harrimanand Mrs.
B. C. Avery are visiting relatives in Portland-Mr. Dustin Harriman, Mrs. Grace
Thomas, Miss Helen Thomas, Mrs. Geo.
Greely and Mrs. E. R. Batehelder are visiting relatives in Belfast this week-Allie
Batehelder rode from this place to Belfast
on his wheel last Thursday in one hour and
thirty minutes... .Severalfrom this place attended the concert given at the Marsh last

Friday evening—Mr. Fred Goodwin, wife
and family returned to their home in Hallowell last Monday.. .Mrs. Emma Trivett of
Prospect Marsh visited Mrs. Alma Harriman last Friday-School began in this district Monday, Aug. 17th.
Miss Orianna
Hardiug will teach. This is Miss Harding’s
second term here... Mrs. Clara Davenport
Quincy, Mass., on business Aug.
11th—Mrs. Everett Pierce and son are
visiting relatives in Bangor-Miss Jennie
Grant of Winterport visited her sister, Mrs.
Helen Pierce of this place, last week... .Mr.

went to

M. C. Proctor of Dorchester, Mass.,
ting extensive repairs on his cottage
place.

Winter port.

Mr.

Alvin

is
in

Kendall

putthis

and

family, who have been visiting here, return- family left Tuesday for their home at Valed to their home in Searsport last
Mr. K.’s
Monday. ley Falls, Kansas, accompanied by
-Fred A. Foster arrived home from mother, who will spend some months with
Lowell, Mass,, last Monday eveuing. He them.. .Dr. J. H. Baker and family are
was accompanied
by a young lady_Chas. spending the week at Northport_Mrs.
Hammatt of Rhode Island

M. Clement

the

of

guest
returned to his home in
Lowell,
Mass., last week. His wife will remain here Mrs. James Freeman last week... .George
awhile longer....B. W. Downs of Thorn- Howland is at home on a visit for the first
time in three years_Miss Jennie Grant
dike was in this place last
Tuesday with his
McCormick reaper and binder and cut a visited her sister at Bucksport last week_
piece of grain for J. E. Hall. It did very Mi. and Mrs. Rufus Ellingwood of Stockton
visited Mrs. D. M. Spencer one day
neat work....Mrs. Eunice
Stevenson and Springs
John M Stevens will close his photograph
last week.('apt. Dudley has returned
of Clinton and .Mrs. Cora
family
rooms about Sept. 1st. and those
Lamb
and
desiring
work will do well to take notice of the fact.
daughter of Portland are visiting at E. F. from his visit to Booth bay Harbor_Mrs.
Josie Keller of Brewer is visiting her
Hon. s L. Mill,ken will address the citi- Bail ton's.
zens of Scarsport and
parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. M. Spencer_Mrs.
vicinity Monday evenBelmont.
The
Lend a Hand Circle oj
mg, Aug. 24th, on the political issues\*f the
George Howes aud daughter of Portland are
day.
Kings Daughters met, at, the home of Mrs. the guests of Mrs. Charles Nason.... Mrs.
Emma Elms in Belmont, Wednesdav even- Annie R.
W e neglet ted last week to state that J.
Atwood of Boston is visiting her
H. Knee land was nominated
hy the Repub- mg, Aug. Uth. The following officers were mother, Mrs. Coffren, and other friends....
icans M this class for
representative to tlie elected;
President, Mrs. Emma Elms; Miss Helen CofYren has returned from her
Stat. legislature.
Vi, e President, Mrs.
Augusta Cooley; Sec- visit to Boston-E. S. Fernald and wife
The meeting of the Wahlo Cu’inty Veterretary, Mrs. Laura Elms; Treasurer, Mrs, left for home on
i.er« the •J.'th mst. was found to\‘ontlicT
Friday.. Mrs. E. B. Lord
v
-•> :i any
Alee
ther events that 't has been
Fenwick; Chorister, Mrs. M. E. and Mrs. I. J.
Dunham visited friends in
p

the

t"-«i

date to be

a

exeeiiti ve

announced later bv

committee.

Past Gran
Masters, K. If. Ixavanagh of
-a'■!1 u>10; s and
1 »y.-r and Adams of
Maine
visit Sears Lodge
Friday evening,
'iht
riatory degree will he
mferred, and
iefi>.' nients served.
Ad memljers are re1 ;i-

w_:li

-•

quested
at

to

be present.

j'er.-rt.i “The Tyrolean
lje1 nnaj Jlall

Queen,’’ given
Tuesday evening* Aug. lltli,

pi-“V» d a in*,st enjoyable and su< cessful eiiTeiaamiu. nt. It was presented
by the (divers
an*; Gleaners, assisted
by th-ir friends, and
mid. r the direction of Miss Lillis Barlow of
B"»t-‘ii and Miss Louise Ihckerson
Leib, instructor (if Physical
Training at Thornton
Academy, Sa«*o. I he role f Rosalie, the
Tyrolean Queen, was assumed by Miss Ruri'>w. wh** charmed all by the ease and
grace
•
her acting ami delightful
rendering of the
inns..
Miss
Grace Field's sympathetic
voice was heard with excellent effect in the
P&rt of Mother Grunt, the leader of the
Gipsy hand, her conception of this difficult
character being entirely .> at is
factory. Too
much praise cannot he giv-n the
playing of
the part nf the Fairy Queen
hy iittlV Miss
Janie Curtis, whose dainty acting and
sweet singing
were in entire accord with
rh- delicate character.
H< r tram of attendant fairies was a
group of lovely little girls
wo. seemed the veriest
sprites. The minor
s« I..-,
were taken
most acceptably bv the
nger girls and hoys. The pretty dance
mti'
by Miss Martha Russ was a
graceful feature of the entertainment. The
■•lionises of Tyroleans and Gipsies were
given with spirit and picturesque effect, and
Mrs. Mary Mason
Barlow, who presided at
the piano, admirably sustained the voices
m
ali the numbers by her tasteful instrumentation.
The action of
the
<

•.

yd

Op-

directed by Miss Leib was spirited
ami graceful. Only those who have undertaken the task can fully
appreciate the
amount of labor and skill involved in the
training of people in the presentation of
characters in a play, and the blending of the
respective parts into an harmonious whole.
Mi>^ Leib's success in this direction
was
eminently proved on this occasion, and is
deserving of all praise. The entire performance was
highly commendable to all participants and was received with marked approval by the large audience present. The
management desire to express their gratitude To Rev. R. G. Harbutt, Mr. G. E. B.
Putnam. Mr. J. W. Black and others, who
kindly rendered assistance, [m. c. d
eretta

The largest audience that ever assembled
at L uion Hall when the admissions cost
money greeted the production of “Zylph.the
Child of the_Miucs” last
evening.
The play, which was written by Mr. F. G.
Nichols of this place, is a combination of
domestic
melodrama.
It
comedy and
abounds in strong dramatic climaxes and
ludicrous comedy situations, and in spite of
the fact that insufficient time for
rehearsing
was given, which
undoubtedly detracted
from the real merits of the piei. e, it was an

Saturday

unquestionable

success.

The scenery

was

having been painted bv our townsIt. I\ Smith. It is a great acquisition
to the hall, and the fact that the work was
all done in the marvelously short
space of
three days proves “Dick” to be not only an
artist but a hustler as weli. The title role
was assumed by Mrs. Louise Hoefer
Smith,
the leading lady of the Thus. E. Shea
Dramatic Co., and it is neediess to say that
it was strongly and
artistically rendered.
The part of “Andy
McNair,” a character
singularly blending pathos and power, was
created >-y Ii. P. Smith and was a
strong
characterization and as effective as was
his rendering of the noble-hearted miner.
He was none the less so in the
strongly contrasted comedy part of Charlie
Clayton. The parts of “I'ncle Jake Fairbanks,” the heavy comedy of the piece,
and “Luke McGoffin,” the
leading villain,
were iu the hands of Mr. Nichols, the author
of the drama aud their rendition
proved his
ail new.
man

versatility as an actor as well as a writer.
Perhaps the greatest surprise of the evening
was the performance of Mamie Nichols in
the ingenue part of “Flossie Grover,” who,
in this, her lirst appearance
clearly surpassed all other initial amateur efforts upon
our

stage. Dr. W. 1*. Flint gave the charac-

ter of “Harold Leslie,” the juvenile lead, a
genteel impersonation. Geo. P. Carter as
“Sonoma Pete” had a tine make-up aud played a good part.
Fred F. Black, in the character of the “Broker, William Grover,”
made up to perfection and gave a performance deserving of great credit.
A. M. Xane

aud Fred Parks as “Coons” and J. W.
Black, Adrian Trundy aud Alex. Nichols
as miners
gave creditable performances,
Fred Park doing a specially clever bit as
the colored girl “Mina.”
Miss Hallie
Koulston, who presided at the piano, contributed not a little to the entertainment.

1.urchill.
All are invited... .Mr. S. C.
Steele el Providence, K. I., is in town
visiting his daughter, Sirs. Emma

was

1

Wagner....

Charles O. Jordan, who has been em'' "-V'-'l at Lake View, N. H.. is at home on
a
vacation..
Mrs. Alvira Armstrong of Belfast was in town
Aug. 7th visiting her
friend, Mrs. Helen Jordan_Mrs. Ettie
Clark anti children of Rockland are
visiting
Mr. ami Mrs. A. F. Bowdoin.... Mrs.
Sadie
Mr.

Bangor

week-Mrs. < i. C. Hopkins
and children have gone to Lincolnville fur a
visit.... Mrs. H. W. Emerson gave a
party
Wednesday evening to her nieces, the Misses
Curtis of Bristol, X. II., who are visiting her-Mrs. Brown and son of Bangor
are the guests of Miss M. C. Hubbard_
last

The following
Centre Lincolnville.
guests are registered at “Willow' Farm,” J.
S. Mullin, proprietor: Mrs. Mary E. Lord,
Master Harry W. Lord, Miss Helen L
Lord, Miss Susie A. Sears, Mr. and Mrs.
Geo. Ridley and Masters Lincoln and Paul
Ridley, all of Hyde Park, Mass., Mrs. C. H.
Dolbeare and Misses Alice G. and Lucy L.
Dolbeare and Mr. Geo. Dolbeare of South
Boston-Mr. Everett Scruton is at home
from Massachusetts spending his vacation
writh his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. T.
Scruton.
Unity.

Mr. and Mrs. W. Lane of Boston
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. R.
My rick Aug. 13th-Mrs. Stevens, the aged
lady who fell some time ago and wTas so badly injured, is now able to walk out_Daniel
Mitchell of Searsport was in tow’n last week
were

calling on friends. ..Fred Fuller has returned
from St. Stevens Island where he has been
for five mouths canning lobsters_Mr. and
Mrs. Daniel Parkhurst and children of
Hermon have been visiting friends and relatives in town the past week_It was
stated in your issue of Aug. Gth that the
young ladies of Unity presented the flag to
the Veterans’ Association. That is incorrect.
The liag was presented by the Ladies Relief

Corps, No. <>6, G.

A.

R-The young people

ci

uie village met, at the
Parsonage Aug.
10th and organized a
Reading Club....Mr.
H. C. Chamberlain is on the sick list_
Tile remains of Mrs. Jaue Junes were

brought here Aug. 17th from Salem, Mass.,
for burial. She was the mother of Clement
Jones of this place.The W. R, C. is

flourishing.
Prospect Village. The S. B. I.
Society
met with Mr. and Mrs. Josiah Colson Au13th.
A goodly number were present
gust
ami

royally entertained.

The society
will meet with Mrs. A. A. Ginn
August 27th.
-Mr. Ernest Philbrook of Roxbury,
Mass.,
is spending a few days here with relatives...
Miss Antilca Kuowlton of Brooks, with her
friend, Miss Edwiner McCambridge of
Waldo, is visiting lier father, Mr.
were

Manley

Kuowlton-The Neljesmanette Quaftette
had a full house, all pronouncing it first
class-Hosea B. Littlefield is in Brooks
for a few days’ visit. His daughter will return home with him....Mr. Richard Killuiau, with her sister, Mrs. N. F. Gerrity and
children of Bangor, are expected this week
to visit Mr. and Mrs. Daniel

Thompson.

Lemuel Ames lost two cows last week.
....Mr. Willard Colburn, wife and son Arthur of Natick, Mass., are
Mr. C.’s
Mr.

mother,

visiting
Killman.Lute
visiting his parents, Mr.

Mrs.

Richard

Ames of Bangor is
and Mrs. Lemuel Ames_Mr. and Mrs.
Josiah Colson are at Temple
Heights to
spend a few days with Dr. and Mrs. Colson
at their cottage....There will be a
social
dance at the cheese factory next
Tuesday
night... Mr. Fred Wagner and Geo. Donniwill return next week

ver

to

Graniteville,

Mass., where they have work for the winter.
Liberty. A Democratic rally was held in
this place Aug. 13th. Messrs.
Hugh D. MeLeilan and C. E. White of Belfast were the
About forty voters were present
and one third of that number were

speakers.

probably
Republicans... .Henry H. Cook was instantly killed Aug. 14th while at work in his saw
mill by the
bursting of a shingle jointer.
Mr. Cook was an
industrious, hard-working
man about
thirty-eight years of age. He
leaves a young wife to whom lie had been
married
but
four weeks, a
widowed

mother,

and

mer wire.

and

a

He

young
was

an

daughter by

a
furingenious mechanic

he much
missed.Having
just returned
from
Temple Heights,
where in company with
twenty others we
tlie
spent
past ten days, we have not caught
on to all tlie news of the
days we were absent-Capt. It. H. Coombs of Belfast is
stopping at the Waldo....Mrs. E. P. Walker
is visiting at Capt. K. S. Ayer’s_Mrs. S.

Swaxville
Mrs. R. S. Smart is a
for a few
weeks-Sunday, Aug. llth, a
board party took dinner
T. D.

proved-Mr. Charles Robinson of Ellingwood’s Corner was overcome by the heat
while driving from Bangor and reached
home in an unconscious condition. A phyhome
buck- sician was called, but it was some time be-

fore he was restored.
Nick
atCapt.
erson’s....We thank Percy L. Nickerson
Troy. Many of our citizens attended the
for a little booklet
advertising the Rodick dedicatory exercises at Windermere Park,
House, Bar Harbor... Mr. G. L. Morrill of Aug. 13th. The veterans have a
very comParkman was in town
recently and his fortable building and the rooms are being
mother returned to Parkman with him....
rapidly furnished.. .Ada, wife of Will Rand,
Prof. R. D. McKeen and wife and
Melissa J. died Aug. 14th after an illness of several
Mclveen are visiting Mrs.
Harry Beals_ months, of a complication of diseases, aged
Eugene Nickerson came on from Port- 30 years. She leaves besides her husband
land Aug. 8th for a few
days visit to his par- three small children, two of whom are cripents, Hon. and Mrs. A. E. Nickerson... .Mr.
ples. Last spring she went to Lewiston
and Mrs. Blanchard were in
town the first with her two
crippled children—one having
of last week-Mr.
George Hall from up a spinal trouble the other a trouble in one
river has been in town, the
guest of the knee—and entered them at the hospital in
Cunningham Bros... .They had a dance at that city, but for some reason she
did not
Hall
Cunningham’s
Saturday night, Aug. leave them but returned home. Since that
where
the gentlemen paid for their
8th,
part- time the mother has gradually failed uutil
ners per hundred
weight... .The L. A. S. met death relieved ier of her sufferings. The
with Miss A. G. Kane
Wednesday, Aug. 12th, funeral was at the church on Sunday, Rev.
complimentary to Prof. A. E. Bailey and J. Lamb officiating. The interment was in
wife. They both took a
Mr. Rand and the
very active inter- Fair View cemetery.
1IJ our
Sunday School. Prof. Bailey con- cuiiuren wish u tnank their
many friends
ducted rehearsals
during his stay, which for the many kindnesses shown them during
were a great benefit to our
musical people. his wife's long sickness, and also for the
The C. E. meetings
Sunday evenings, which profusion of dowers sent to the funeral_
lie so ably led, were a great
help to all and Mr. and Mrs. James G. Harding of Waldo
u e regret tin t
they are not to be continued. have been visiting friends in Troy for a few
He and his wife left for Boston
Thursday.... days-Mrs. Martha A. Houston of Detroit
Miss Sarah Harris of Roxbury,
Mass., is was in town last Saturday calling on relavisiting her sister, Mrs. N. E. Nickerson_ tives-Mr. William Parsons of Newburg
The L. A. S. extend thanks to the
Neljes- and Mr. Sanborn Parsons of Jacksonville,
mauette quartette for their share of the
Florida, were in town last Thursday, the
■

funds realized from the concert_Mr. Parrent and Mr. Abbott, who have been
taking
their outing iu town, have returned to
Lewiston... .The I,. A. S. will meet with
Mrs. E. M. Stevens Aug. 27tli_A
large
company of our people attended the dedica-

guests of Mrs. M. C. Parsons_Mrs. Elias
Seavey is quite sick. Mrs. Etta Hawes is
also on the sick list-Mrs. Daniel Shaw
has gone to Salem, Mass., to spend a few
weeks with her sister, Mrs. Thompson_
The Troy Baud went to Pittsfield last Sattion at Windermere last week, and Charles urday to play at the Trotting Park_Mrs.
Hartshorn’s family remained over to visit Emma Pierce and daughter Erdine went to
friends in Unity.... Will Ellis, Ernest and Newport
last
Saturday-Miss Myrtie
T. D. Nickerson went to Bar Harbor Tues- Wright of New York is visiting her aunt,
day with the excursion_Mrs. Fred Webb Mrs. Etta Hawes-Mr. and Mrs. Charles
of Redstone, N. H., is visiting friends in Prentiss of Fairfield and Frank and Charles
town-Miss Vina Nickerson, who has been Rand came to Troy last Saturday to attend
in Salem for the past three months, return- the funeral of their sister, Mrs. Rand_
ed last Friday-Mr. John Eames of Brook- Mr. Walter Hillman and family have gone
lyn is the guest of Mrs. Abigail Nickerson. to North port for a vacation_The farmers
-Mrs. Lizzie Hobbs and two children of are harvesting their grain.
Your corresLowell, Mass., have been visiting friends iu pondent counted the oats on the stalks from
town-The Sunday Schools’ memorial con- one oat, and by actual count there were 782
cert at the church was no,t so largely attend- oats.
There were five stalks from the one
ed as usual on account of the clouds. The oat and on one stalk were over two hunchurch was prettily decorated and the selec- dred perfect oats. The oats were sown by
tions were fine.
Miss Ruth Marden won the B. F. Harding, and the stalks counted were
a fair specimen of the whole field.
admiration of all.

Mrs.

E. I>.

Alexander of Bel-

fast, and her pupils of Monroe, will give au
entertainment consisting of elocution aud
music, at the town hall, Monroe village,
this, Thursday, evening, Aug. 20th, with the
following program: Music; physical drill;
rec., Launching of the Ship, Evie Bartlett;
Scene from Mary Stuart, Lilian Maddocks
and Lizzie Pattee; rec., Lost and
Found,
Myrtie Peavey; music, vocal or instrumental; rec., Katie Lee and Willie Gray, Grace
Maddocks; dialogue, Spoopendyke’s Suspenders, Evie Bartlett and Lilian Maddocks;
rec., The Rising in ’70, David Dolloff; rec.,
His Time for Fiddling, Lizzie Webber;
rec.,
The Spanish Mother, Nancy Parker; rec.,
I he Reason Why, Bessie Maddocks; rec.,
“Speech before the society for promotion of
comfort,” David DollofT; reading by Mrs.
Alexander ; music. Dr. Sewall from Roxbury
Mass., will join his wife here and remain

two weeks’ vacation. His annual visits
looked forward to by everyone.
We
are always glad to meet again our former
physician-Joseph Jepaon and wife from
Boston have spent a few days at Warren
Weston’s, visiting their cousin, Mr. Bryant.
They were both born and brought up in
Boston, and this was the first week they
ever spent in the country.
Although it was
so hot here that our people had a hard time
to get along they thought the air delightfully cool and nice... Mrs. Blanche Whitcomb,
and little Clement from Liberty are visiting
here-Frank Nye, wife and daughter from
B.tngor have been visiting his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. D. A. Nye, for two weeks.... Miss
Lizzie Moore is at home from Massachusetts
to spend her vacation with her mother, Mrs.
Mary Moore....Mr. Albert Durham, who
recently had a run of typhoid fever, is haviug a serious time with a running abscess on
his leg-Walter Hadley of Frankfort is
visiting here.... E. H. Nealey ami sou Warren attended the trot at Pittsfield last week.
F. L. Palmer and wife attended the dedication of the Clough Memorial building at
Unity last week-All the children in
Charles Colson’s family are having whooping cough-Norman Wardwell and Hugh
D. McLellan of Belfast had a Democratic
rally at the Town house Monday eveningWarren Weston and his sister, Mrs. Plummer, have gone to Bristol to visit his late
wife’s relatives-Republican rally Aug.
27th-Henry Healey lost another valuable
horse lately. It was found in the pasture
with a broken leg.
for

a

are

..

Highest of all

in

Leavening

Can Eczema Be Cured? EES!

home i.lie past week-Miss Lizzie Wardwell of Camden is visiting Mr. and Mrs.
John Lancaster-Mrs. Clara Ginn of Bos-

speuding a short time with her mothMrs. Nancy Kneelaml.Mr. Charles
Shaw and family of Bangor are
visiting at
Mr. Silas Trundy’s-Dr. Rufus W. Parker
ami wife have taken rooms with Mrs. Avaton is
er,

DALTON’S
Sarsaprilla

lena Griffin for several weeks_Mrs.
Edgar
Barney of Putnam, Ct., visited friends in
town the past week-Mrs. Horace
Staples
left by train for New York last week, called
there by the sudden illness of her son HorAt this writing he is somewhat
improved... .Mr. John Farnham, who has
been visiting friends in town, left by boat
Saturday for Boston. Miss Lura Simmons
aud Mr. Walter Kimball and Miss Jennie
Ellis left by the same boat for
Quincy_

Tonjc

Mrs. Reuben Brainard of
Northport, He
How She Was Cured.

Addie Grant aud daughter of Kingman
her old home for a visit of two weeks
.Mrs. Charles Bagley arrived by boat

Mrs.
are

Nerve

and

CURES ECZEMA.

ace, Jr.

XoRTIIPOKT. ill;., .Iline .'ll
(iKXTi.kmkn:—Words cannot express the benefit I have rei.
taking Dalton’s Sarsaparilla and Nerve Tonic. ! have 1,,
of Eczema in its worst form.
My body was entirely
water blisters and scales, which smarted and itched" Inc,;,

at

Sunday.... Mrs. Eugene W. Greenwood aud
Ormond of West Medford, Mass., are
visiting Capt E.S. Sliute and other relatives
aud friends in town....Mr.
George Speed,
Mr. Edgar Ellis and Miss Grace Clifford left
boat
by
Monday for Boston.
son

in

complete

torture all the time: could
sleep but verv i
known far and near, and scores of
my neighbors ai
to
the
condition I was in, and had been in ior nt
testify
from
Eczema.
<>n
the
years,
ffth of May, Iso.-,, j applied a:
of the Dalton's Sarsaparilla
Company' for treatment, liavii
that your medicine had cured a Mr. Nichols of Belmont of
disease.
1 was told that I could be cured, and at on,.
use your medicine.
I took six bottles in all: got the las'
the Otb day of Novumber, l,sftr>. It cured me
completely. M
now as smooth as
any one’s, and 1 have not had a sympo
Could see that I was getting better from the first bottle.
abundant testimony to prove my'condition, and also
n
my
am satisfied that
your medicine will cure any ease ot Kczem.
not only grateful for my cure, but will
gladiy answer any
and refer any one to many reliable
persons who know ail i
condition formerly and at the present time.
Certainly, lie :
have been no worse case, nor a more
complete cure.
MRS. RE CHEN ]!E.\i
was

case was

can

Brooks.

Mrs. Mary Bennett of Belfast is
visiting friends ami looking after
her property interests here_Miss Grace
in town

Dow lias driven to Branch Mills this week
with her grandfather, John M. Dow, that he
may visit his old home there... .Quite a
number of our people attended the races at
Pittsfield last week-Mrs. John C, Lane

<

came from Concord, N.
H., Monday. She
has been spending a few weeks with her
husband there.Mrs. Emily Seavey of
Waterville is visiting her son Hillard in
tiiis place.... E. C. Holbrook and
family are
stopping this week at the Boothby cottage
-raets are stubborn things.
The above ease and also tn*
at Nortbport. C. F. Bessey and
family also
Adam Nichols referred to, were two of the most severe cases of 1
have a cottage there. I.. C. Jones and wife
called
Salt
on
record.
with some friends from abroad are also at
Mr. Nichols was cured tl,
monly
Rheum),
and remains cured.
Read direction sheet carefull\
Nortbport.... At the request of her friends
D\i
the local officers carried Mrs. Julia Lang to
ECZEMA.
j, Si
the Insane Asylum at Augusta last Saturday., She lias lieeu in a had wav for some
time, but it is hoped that with the help of
skilful physicians and trained nurses she
not
may be restored to her right mind_Mrs.
C. S. Brackett and daughter Kate of New....FOR SALF: BY ALL DEALKI1S
port are at H. H. Pilley's_M. J. Dow,
Esq., drove to ttie Nortbport Camp Ground
last Sunday with surry and span... .Lots of
SHIP NKWS.
our people were at Windermere Park in
Unity Aug. 13th. Frank Hubbard and Mr.
Gale from Lowell, Mass., with ladv friends,
PORT OF BELFAST.
drove over there last Saturday. They had a
ARRIVED.
time
but
good
reported the fish shy..'. E. O.
Stantial and Frank B. Thompson of this
.OF.
Aug. 13. Soli. Sarah Hill. Jackson, Boston.
town, house carpenters, are rebuilding the
Aug. 14. Solis. Mari Webster, Turner. Mr
house of Alfred Hubbard of Thorndike. Desert; Alula, Pattershall, Roekland.
IB. Sells. Scotia. Pliilbrook. Now York.;
His daughter from Lowell. Mass., is
spend- P. Aug.
M. Bonnie, Burgess, Yinalliaven.
ing the summer with him_Bennie, son
Aug. IS. Sell. Janies R.. Libby, Bangor.
of Howard K. Ham, is at home from Fairfield on a vacation. He rode home on his
SAILED.
wheel-Harry Hutchinson has been sav13.
Sells. Sarah L. Davis.
Aug.
Pattershall,
Ins
ing up
money for some time and will New York; B. L. Sherman, Palmer, Nantueket.
attend the Portland Business
College tinAug. 14. Soli. Sarah Hill, Jackson, Roekport.
fall. There is little
Aug. 17
Solis. R. F. Hart. I lodge. New Haven
danger of a boy
James Holmes, Ryan. Boston; Maria We'.st*-,
who lias to earn the money
to take
him
to
school.
He learns the value Turner, tishing.
Aug. IS. soli. 1‘. M. Lonnie. Burgess, \ inalof both time and money.
For the past year haveu.
lie lias been assistant station agent here and
AMERICAN PORTS.
has proved to be a reliable and skillful employee-Mrs. C. W. Richards of Boston
New York, Aug. 14. Ar. srh-. Hame H. Harhas been visiting her old home in Brooks. bour, Erskine, Brunswick, (i,i Mary Ann Me< ann.
She was at one time in trade here, hut about Calais, via Bridgeport; 15, ar -eh.-.Fawn. Shu;e
Yinalliaven; Jonathan Corn*. Rolerson. Hvanni>.i
ten years ago sold out her business to Mr.
lb, ar, soli. E I.. Warren. Bangor; !
karaudin.
Will, in 1 S'.m;. ,-.resent a
Dow, the dry and fancy goods mail.... Miss Bangor;-id,
Emma M. Fo\ Bella-t
17. ;,i\
structive :i-T of attract n mLizkie Edwards is at home from Waltham, ■-s’hs. \\ 11 lie I.soli.
N>\\ t• ui, Soiiioi's,n i; p.i t-,•;
which we nitine
ainong
Mass....A. S. Forbes and wife are having a Sullivan ; S. >|. Bird. Ban a
visit from their daughter Cora, who lives in
Boston, Aug. 1
Ar, >«•!.. Flora Coiuiou, Sei !ers,
Connecticut.... Mr. Benjamin Hussey and 1 ‘"it Johnson iat Hinghain ; Id. ar. -eh. Da\;
wife of Vassalboro are still in Brooks and Torrey. Driukwa'.er. Portland 1 5. ar. -.Mi- ti
McDonough. Belia.-t Fannie A Euiih. U\d»w’. !
the indications are that he will
show ing the growth am!
go into busi- Bangor; lb, sld, m*1is. Leviliari.
.p.'el 1
ness here as lie lias sold his farm and
busi- Sheppard, Carter.
; 17. ar.
I;
1
:' product.
ness in Vassalboro.
Siner. Fefeald, Port I,il>ert\ -id. Prig 11. (., |p>-Cotton.
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Capt. George Crockett of soli. Emma Day
recently made one of the quickest trips on T. Young and family have returned from a
record.
He went to Portland, loaded with two weeks’visit in
Unity-Selectman PresKnight of Lincoluville was in town Aug.
corn and was back
again at the wharf in cott is in Rockland oti business for the
stl*Miss Ardie Wetherliee of
Somerville, fifty-one hours. ..The Poverty entertain- town....Mrs.
Tarbox, wife of the late InMass., is visiting relatives in town... .Mrs.
ment at { uion Hall, Tuesday evening, was
j surance Commissioner of Massachusetts
Augusta .Joy and sou Irving of
Milford,
a success.
A good program was given,
and M r. and Mrs. I red Joyce of
Mass., arc visiting her brother, Mr. Edward quite
Merrimac,
and considering the
extremely liot weather Mass., have been visiting at Dr. J. W.
Wagner.... Ur. Esterbrook of Jamaica Plain,
there was a large audience present. Those Clough’s.Mrs. John
Chadwick and
Mass., is visiting friends here....Mrs. Alice
who received prizes for their dress were daughter of
Rockland, who are spending a
May Binus of Koxbury, Mass., is in town
Mrs. Stokell, Miss Croxford, H. D.
Simpson, few weeks at the Sauford House, attended
visaing relatives.... Mabel and Lovisa Greer
May Lesan, Edward Lowe, Roscoe Doty and tlie Norton reunion in Palermo last week.
of Lynn, Mass., are
visiting here_Frank Jere Eaton-Little
Willie, son of Mr. and ....Freeman Johnson and Geo. Thompson
Rivers and sister Nellie of Tenant's
Harbor Mrs.
died Friday night of are conducting a series of Saturday evening
Timothy
Kelly,
are
Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Churchill.
visiting
cholera morbus after an illness of a few dances at Marshall's shore. All
.....Miss Annie Morrill of
say they
Augusta is visit- days. He
.was a bright, interesting little are conducted iu the heat manner.
No
ing her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Mor7 years of age, and his death is a sad
fellow,
element
is permitted on the grounds
rowdy
rill-The guests the past week at Mr. and
blow to the parents-Mrs. Charles Grant and their patrons are the best people of this
Mrs. W. A. Morrill’s have been
Mrs. Jennie is
very low-Mrs. M. A. Walker is very vicinity.
Pike of Searsmont, Mrs. Ann
!
Hemenway of ill-Mrs. Fred Atwood is very much imMonroe.
i Searsmont and Mrs. Anderson of Boston.
:
Their daughter, Mrs. Abbie
Merriam of
Morrill is visiting them at
present.

Stockton Springs. Capt. and Mrs. L. M.
Partridge spent several days at Temple
Heights last week.... Miss Ellen Berry, who
has been visiting friends in Camden, arrived

Churches.

Capt. A. I). Colcord
Searaport will hold

W

and F. A.

Colcord of
a
meeting at Poor’s
Mills schooliiou.se Sundav afternoon,
Aug.
23d.
When Rev. G. G. Winslow came to Belfast. in May he offered three prizes to the
members of the Methodist Sunday school
who would bring in the largest number of
scholars in the three months. Last

Sunday
the books were examined and
prizes announced as follows: Mrs. Eliza Huunewell,
first: Miss Lillian L. Fernald, second. Miss

Rena Black third. The offer is
for the next three months.

continued

Rev. Dr. Rees of Cincinnati is expected to
preach at the Methodist church next Sunday
forenoon, on the Freedmen's Aid and Southern Education Society.
Rev. Dr. Libby of
Rust University, Holly Springs, Miss is expected in the evening. Other services will
be as follows: Sunday School at 12 m.,
Junior League at 4 p. m., Epworth League
p. in., Leader Miss Hattie Hook. Sub“Christ’s Reproof to Thomas the
Doubter.” Song and Prayer service at 7.15.
at 0.15

ject

Tuesday evening, prayer meeting. Thursday evening, class meeting.
At the Baptist church next Sunday there
will be preaching by the pastor
morning and
evening. The morning subject will be “Renewal of Strength for Life’s Struggles"
Is.
In the evening the subject will he
40: 31.
“The Liberty' of the Christian Life” Juo. s;
30.

The music will he

as

follows:

MORNING.

Sentence, “Thou art, O God, the Life and
Light”
Dow
Anthem, “O Praise Ye the Lord”
Loud
EVENING.

Selection,
Trio,

Chorus
“O Jesus Thou Art Standing”
Soprano, alto and bass.

Davis

The missionary meeting at the North
church last Sunday evening was an interesting and inspiring one on the general

topic

of

“Home Evangelization.”

of

church
and

the

Sunday
Sunday. There will be
school

at

the

North

praise
Sunday
Prayer meeting this, Thursday,

next

prayer service at 7 1'

p.

rd.

lid. -<-h. W

Rice and Peanut
\\

a

urpentine
.Making Tar.

Baltimore, Aug. 15.
Ar. -eh. J. Mam-nester
Haynes, Mathews, Bat u
Portland, Aug. 1 L. Ar.
Mar. E
r,,.-i

War Relics and Indian he;
V\ artare.
f*nin. Savannah lb. -id.
1.. K. 1
P. ;
Norfolk.
The Negros.
Bath, Aug. ! 4. Sid. -eh. \
\V
Bt.ui.e-,„h
ng
then 'plaint oho*. .ue
ington, I) C.
Bangor. Aug. I*J. t Id, baik TinStewart,
Blake. New Yo; k
is.
M.,g_i.- ,\|
New \ nrk ; Wm. B. Paouer. 11\,
C. B.
The Buffalo, I Ik. beer I
Hyannis, Aug. I- i,
li; t.
;
New York.
from oi
Sister Sta;
Portsmouth, N. U.. A tg. 11.
'id.
:
\
Brothers. Kt-ni,eh-.iim W a~iuug'on.
Perth Anil.ov, Aug. !2. Md.
it. 11- !..
r
i,
foil, Ranlerr. Portlan !; !.". ir. >c.h. .M.,, %
u
\|,
Cann. New Y<ak.
«.•••.. ,\n
Newport News, At.g. 12.
p.
demv.
Brtuiswj- k, Aug. 1 2. Sid.
h A ana Pe*::•;!»■ i:
W ill be represented b\ tin
Thomas, I li il.tdeiphia
GloucesterAug. 1L port.
p,\
bred Hordes and Pure-Bred
Lewi>. from Perth Amm \.
<:
..lacksonville. Fla.. Air.
pi...-,
Rogers. Bunker, Boston.
.i
..
Washington, I). ( Aug. 1,7. a
m
Pendleton. Fletcher. Kennehc,
(ir ron (
l^oii 11 r a
Fermmdina, Aug. 17. Shi, s. h Mat.. H
,.r
New York.
New Bedford. Aug. Id. A
,M.J !::
MI t/Tl YY,
of th*
son. Bangor.
Port Tampa. Aug. 17. Shi. sob. 1
of the State with l.ectur*
N J.; ar, bark Rose Innis, Bicuadoe*.
«-

From

of the

Pilgrim Fathers.

by 400 people. An immense picnic
served, followed by these exercises at

1

v

the

OL R
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Report
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s
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“ORIS.
Maine State Pomoli
Bridgeton, Tnnidarl. .lulv 27
In put. i.ark
Megiinticook, Wallace, for New York. m sail in a ! Will hold their meetings at
few days.
charge ot all the Pomolo*.
V ship p ritan New Y >rk.
Hiog >, Aug. 7,
Mi

ntevideo. Aug. 1*;.

Ar. arevi-i.d

bus, Bryant. New \ urk.

v..

Nim-

League

Hate

Hull

MA RINK Ml SCEL LAN V

A
Boston, a i_. 1". The three-masted sch. Charmer, Capi. l’lgott, is now <m her wa\ :<> this p.■ rt
from Savannah. Ca.. with
cargo o't 24.7 :,.n- ot
iron piping. 72 toim oj pig iron am! 6(',sd 1 r-tav e-.
The piping and pig iron wcie shipped from Birm
inghain. Ala., over the dorgia Ami Alabama R.
R. to Savannah. There is an 'mu-eased demand
tor Alabama piping, and some
'urge •ontrarts
have been made which wi'l he delivered a! Boston
in the near future. The business promises to gr..w
To extensive proportions, and it i- understood that
('apt. \\ M. Howes Ot the
Foamier \ Beebe
has had plans drawn for a large four masted
h
to he built at. Camden. Me., which will lie
especial
ly adapted for carrying iron piping The banner
left Savannah last Wednesday, and wib he due
here next week.
('HARTERS. Bark Lucy A Nicholas, to arrive
New York to Hong Kong, 47."'•»» cases -b IS
cents.
Schr. Susan N. Pickering. Roekport to st.
Thomas, Ice and Lumber, p. t. Sdir. Isaiah
Hart, New York to Basse Terre am! St. Pierre.
S2,4«i" loaded and free wharfage.
Sch. star of
the Sea. A sue poo River, to Baltimore, phosphate
sack, $1.77, L'-o tons per day. Sell. John I »ncw.
Port Johnson to Camden, coal 4.7 cents.
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Toilet Sets
Trim

Mir

bt'i■.►rati.
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1

si/e, best ware a>*».
rated ii• artistic t1«-r.i
dark blue ami brown
basin | ua:
with iraisiei t• o I: In
an<l owreii chamber

ewer am!

*.

Price only

CARLE & J
BOKAI.
In Spruce Head. South Thoinn.-u.n,
Ali.kn.
Aug. 5, to M r. and Mrs. Orlando Alien. .1 daughter.
Dams
In Jefferson, Aug. 1. to Mr. and Mr-.
Fiank 1\ Davis, a daughter, Annua Bessie.
McCnsLiN. in l’rospeet. vug. 14. t* Mr and Mrs
Henrv Me.Coslin. a daughtei
Oiioss. In Waldo oro.Juiv la, to Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph (I. <iro>s. a son.
Innis. in Sear-port, Aug. \:>. ;o Mr. auu M:-.
John Innis, a son.
W i! H'MoKi:. In Thoiuaston, to (.'apt. and Mrs.
Leauder Whitinore, a sou.

Main Street.

A Watch Li
I."-d.
.store

I;t't

Saturday

i..u

in -use,

-11

and ui>

111

\.

!.
\

Los

MARRIED
BlI-I-S-H.\N\oN. In Appleton. All*;. '. (Ml- \
.. d A pj.
Bills of I'liiou and lu-rn 1
h.
Knowi.t- -n WdiriKN. In Yin; liaven. A
Alonzo ,1. !vn.>\viton of Swamille and .Minnie \
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wilson A. Whitten d
Yinalha\ en.

.1

suitably rewarded.
::4
JJl I'pper Hi.-!.

li

"in

warded

lost

renew

ve

timt'r

ined.

1
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retui nnu 1'
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The tind«

Belfast

DIED.

C

Pr

W. H. Littlefield.
Welcome,
Judge Oliver G. Hall, Augusta.
L. F. Starrett, Es<i Rockland.
Poem.
Remarks, General J. P. Cilh-y, W. O. Fuller, Jr., 1.
H. Burton, Warren, General Adelbert Ames,
Lowell, Mass.
Letters of regret were received from Governor Cleaves, Hon. Nelson Dingley, Jr,
and General Ellis Spear, Washington, D. C.

Power.—Latest U. S. Gov’t
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The second annual reunion of the Knox
county descendants of the Plymouth Pilgrims at Vinalhaven Aug. 12th was attended

>

I

liion.

m.

evening.
evening at 7.30.
Descendants

a

The pro-

gramme was as follows :
Our Foreign Population,
L. E. McMahan
Work Among the Chinese. Miss Louise Ferguson
Early Missionaries in New England
Sargent, Miss Warren.
Eliot, Miss Morisou.
Brainerd, Miss liazeltine.
Missionary Enterprise in Alaska,
Miss Elizabeth Jones.
Rev. Marcus Whitman,
Miss Jean Pond.
There will he no preaching service or session

Charleston.

Philadelphia. Aug. 14.

In Yiualhaven, Aug 5, Calvin H
Castnek.
Custner, a native of Waidolxtro, aged 27 year*, 7
months and 20 days.
( "Nam
in Rockland. Aug. 8, Olive !\lad<*lin.
daughter of Isaac M, and Florence B. Conant,
aged 5 years and 3 months.
Crosby. In Knox, Aug 17, Andrew II Crosby,
aged 34 years and 10 months.
French. In Brooklyn, Y V.. Aug.
Oeorgee.
French, a native of Rockland, aged 31 years, 10
months and 11 days. The remains were taken to
Rockland for burial.
Hatch. In New York City, Aug. 12. Mrs. Mary !
E. Hatch, formerly of Belfast, aged ‘.'0 years, 10
months and 5 days.
In Belfast, Aug. 12. Alvin F., son of
Jackson
John and Blanche A. Jackson, aged 5 months.
Lynch. In Yiualhaven, Aug. 2, Thomu-> F son
of Charles and Maria ( Lynch, aged 18 years and
24 days.
In Yiualhaven, Aug. 10, son of
Merrithew
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Merrithew, aged 4 day*.
Pease. In Union, August 8, l)avid
Pease,
aged 74 years.
Starrett. In Warren, Aug. 8, Ruby F .wife of
Isaac E. Starrett, aged 20 years..
Wadijn.
In Belfast, Aug. 13, Miss Frances i
Wadlin, aged 57 years.
White. In Belfast, Aug. 16, Capt. James W.i
White, aged 76 years and 1 month.
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Apples. (• bu.
dried. |
Beans, pea.
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Butter, | lb.
Beet |» it
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Bariev. |1 tm,
('lieese. j It.,
Chick.m
p lb.
Call Skins,
d"(f d Ta:
»'./•’ \. r
Duck. I1 It..
Id M
KjCgs, D do/.
10« 1 2 V\
Fowl. D tb.
o au1 \v..
(Jeese. p tl.,
Hrtuil Pries.
>

Beet, eornetl. | lb. 7 // H I .!•••■
;• ’tter, salt. 14 It. ba^. I s v )at M4.1 Or, :•
urn. Jo tm,
nuked ('urn, |> l*u, 4vj < MI,k'
1
I
urn Meal. D Ini.
4<’ 1
I 2 a 1 4 P..:k
lieese. fc> It.,
I'uCun Seed, p* ewt. 1 2d ria»t

d ,/
K\»' M'
Codfish, drv. j * lt>
Cranberries. j.> ijt.no.aoo Short
Clover Seed, j.1 It.. I 1 >• I 2
Flour. D bid. d 7d // 4 7d Sait.
H.D.Seed, bn, 2 15«2 2d Stt'i
7aD> \N
Lard, p> tf.
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